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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit dem Spin-Reorientierungsu¨bergang (SRT) in Ni/Cu(001)
und NiPd/Cu(001) Schichtsystemen und der Verknu¨pfung von Doma¨nenformation und
magnetischer Anisotropie. Die intrinsischen Eigenschaften der magnetischen Anisotropie
in du¨nnen Filmen im nativen Zustand, charakterisiert durch die Ausbildung
verschiedenartiger Doma¨nen, sind von großer Wichtigkeit fu¨r die Spintronik.
Um einem Modellverhalten nahezukommen wurden epitaktische Du¨nnfilmsysteme
hergestellt. Dazu wurden Cu(001) Einkristalle mit hoher Oberfla¨chenqualita¨t pra¨pariert
und Ni beziehungsweise NiPd Filme in-situ durch Molekularstrahlepitaxie aufgewachsen.
Doma¨nenstrukturen wurden an demagnetisierten Proben mit Hilfe vom
Ro¨ntgen-Zirkulardichroismus an einem synchrotronbasierten, energiegefilterten und
aberrationskorrigierten Photoemissions-Elektronenmikroskop untersucht. Die
Synchrotronstrahlung wurde als vielseites Analysewerkzeug zur elementselektiven Mes-
sung mit hoher Intensita¨t genutzt, das die Bestimmung der Magnetisierungsrichtung
durch die Dipolauswahlregeln ermo¨glicht.
Eine keilfo¨rmige Filmgeometrie gestattet eine ra¨umliche A¨nderung der effektiven
Anisotropie, was zu einzigartigen kontinuierlichen Messungen beginnend im Bereich
der senkrechten magnetischen Anisotropie (PMA) bis zum SRT (0-100 ML) gefu¨hrt
hat. Es wurde eine neue Doma¨nenformation mit rechtwinklig zueinander angeord-
neten Doma¨nenwa¨nden entlang der <110>-Achsen in der Na¨he des SRT gefunden,
die wir der Zunahme planarer Anisotropieeinflu¨sse zuschreiben. Dies befindet sich in
guter U¨bereinstimmung mit theoretischen Modellen und Simulationen. Die Doma¨nen-
formation wa¨hrend des Spinreorientierungsu¨berganges ist zum ersten mal beobachtet
worden und konnte als sog. canted-state (verkippter Zustand) identifiziert werden. Es
wurden NiPd Filme aufgewachsen um die Sta¨rke der Gitterverzerrung, hauptverant-
wortlicher Parameter der PMA und SRTs, zu variieren. Die charakteristischen Doma¨nen
sind bis Pd-Konzentrationen von 12% beobachtet worden.
Das Verhalten von NiPd Filmen im Mischungsverha¨ltnis kompressiver Verzerrung wurde
untersucht, und besta¨tigte die theoretischen U¨berlegungen, dass keine PMA oder SRTs
im Dickenbereich von 0-60 ML auftreten. Durch den Versatz von Ni- und Pd-Keilen war
es mo¨glich, den mischungsabha¨ngigen SRT zu beobachten. Wa¨hrend der verschobene
Parameterbereich zu stark vera¨nderten Doma¨nenformationen fu¨hrt, konnten wie zuvor
magnetische Anisotropieeinflu¨sse in der Ebene und ein canted-state identifiziert werden.
Im Zusammenhang mit den untersuchten Doma¨nenformationen schliesst die Arbeit mit
einer Diskussion des Tc-Abfalls im SRT. Obwohl in vorigen Studien ha¨ufig berichtet,
konnten wir keine Hinweise auf dessen Existenz in den beobachteten SRTs finden.
v
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Abstract
This thesis deals with the spin-reorientation transition (SRT) usually observed at mod-
erate thicknesses of 35-70 ML in Ni and NiPd thin films on Cu(001) and the connection
between domain formation and anisotropy. The intrinsic properties of the magnetic
anisotropy in thin films and native states, characterized by their domain formations, are
of high interest in the framework of spintronics.
Thin film epitaxial systems are used to approach a model system behavior, therefore
Cu(001) single crystals are prepared in a high surface quality and epitaxial Ni and NiPd
films were grown in-situ by molecular beam epitaxy.
The domain formations are studied on demagnetized films by utilizing the x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism on a synchrotron based, energy filtered, and aberration corrected x-
ray photoemission electron microscope. Synchrotron light is used as a multi-purpose
tool with element selectivity and high flux, enabling one to determine the magnetization
direction by dipole selection rule geometries.
A lateral change of the effective anisotropy was achieved by employing a wedged film
geometry, resulting in unique continuous measurements on the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) area including the SRT area (0-100 ML) in Ni/Cu(001). A new do-
main formation of rectangularly ordered domains with domain walls aligning along the
<110>-axes was found in the vicinity of the SRT and is attributed to the increasing
influence of planar anisotropies, found to be in a very good agreement with theoretical
models and simulations. The domain formation throughout the SRT is observed for
the first time and identified as a canted state transition. Ni-like NiPd films were grown
in order to vary the film-strain, the major driving parameter for the PMA and SRTs,
yielding domain formations of similar characteristics up to Pd-concentrations of 12%.
The behavior of NiPd films exhibiting compressive strain was investigated, verifying
theoretical predictions that no SRT or PMA can be found throughout the whole thick-
ness range of 0-60 ML. Offsetting the elemental wedges made it possible to observe a
composition-driven SRT. While the varied parameter range results in a strongly varied
domain formation, in-plane anisotropy influence and a canted state could be found again.
In the framework of the observed domain formations in the microscopic setup, a discus-
sion of the Tc drop at the SRT concludes this thesis. While being frequently reported,
we could not find any hints for its existence in various examined SRTs.
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1 Introduction
Present everyday life is dominated by electronic technology, miniaturized to a degree
that was unimaginable some decades ago. The age of information technology, starting
with the success of the personal computer and the availability of the internet twenty
years ago, brought us to a lifestyle with every possible information at our fingertips. As
the most notable representative, the ’smartphone’ is more of a pocketable computer with
a processing power comparable to a supercomputer of the early 90s [1, 2] than a ma-
chine solely enhancing telephone experience. Intriguingly, the most important scientific
advances promoting this development can be found in the field of magnetism, eventually
leading to the technological and scientific field of spintronics [3]. The combination of
electrical charge and the quantum mechanical property of spin, mediating magnetism,
led to the dramatic progress in the field of information technology.
Magnetism, as a fascinating property of naturally occurring materials, has been subject
to scientific engagement since its first notation about 2000 years ago [4]. Scientific
links, e.g. between the magnetic and electronic properties could be made already in
1856 by the observation of magnetoresistance (the resistivity of a ferromagnet on behalf
of its magnetization direction) by Thomson [5]. The Maxwell equations, deduced
in the late 19th century, offer a physical basis to evaluate magnetic phenomena in the
framework of classical electrodynamics [6]. A theoretical connection between magnetism
and its interaction with (magnetic) solids, electrical fields, and mechanical forces was
made, but this description was not able to explain the microscopic mechanisms. The
theoretical solution emerged from the extensive work on quantum mechanics in the
early 20th century introducing the electronic spin [7]. The origin of magnetism is hence
understood as a collective phenomenon, a many-body interaction of electrons with a
half-integer spin. Magnetic interactions connected to the spin-property of electrons
are identified as spin-orbit coupling and exchange interaction, not only determining
macroscopic behavior, but also giving rise to a variety of magnetic effects. The magnetic
moment of a macroscopic specimen organizes by a competition of these two mechanisms.
This conclusion led to a phenomenological prediction of ferromagnetism on the basis of
the spin-split band structure at the Fermi-edge by the Stoner-criterion [8]. Only
1
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three elements from the main group of the periodic table of elements fulfill this criterion
at room temperature, Iron (Fe), Cobalt (Co), and Nickel (Ni), making these materials
crucial components in magnetic research.
From this point, discoveries on magnetic effects could be made or understood, starting
with the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) [9], an effect originating from spin-orbit
scattering of a spin-polarized current depending on the magnetization M of a specimen
with respect to the current direction j (M || j results in lower, M ⊥ j in higher resistiv-
ity). However, the effect results in a resistivity change of only a few percent. Fueled
by the improvements in vacuum technology, taking pressures to a level of 10−10 mbar,
preparation by molecular beam epitaxy allowed one to produce pure metallic films on
the atomic level. The interlayer exchange coupling (ILC) might be the first outstanding
discovery based on these advances [10]: Two ferromagnetic (FM) layers of nm thickness,
separated by a metallic, but nonferromagnetic (NFM) interlayer, establish a coupling
mechanism via spin-polarized quantum-well states in the interlayer. Strikingly, both a
parallel and antiparallel coupling can be found by tuning the interlayer thickness. This
property can be used to pin the magnetization of a ferromagnetic layer at a defined state,
a design used in the subsequent discovery of the GMR effect. Discovered by the two
groups of Fert [11] and Gru¨nberg [12] separately at the end of the 80s, they were
awarded the Nobel price in 2007 because of the extensive influence of GMR on the
research field of magnetism. In the sample geometry of FM/NFM/FM thin film layers,
the resistivity was measured with parallel and antiparallel magnetization alignment. In
the parallel case, a current passing through the stack finds a low resistivity, while an
antiparallel magnetization increases the resistivity by a significant amount. Resistivity
changes of up to 60% at room temperature enabled many new applications, most promi-
nently read/write head geometries for a new generation of hard disk drives (HDDs).
Physically, the effect is governed by spin-dependent scattering of electrons caused by
exchange interaction. Additionally, the discovery of GMR can be named as the start-
ing point of spintronics as a separate field of research, also with great impact on the
technological advance.
Beginning in the 1950s, digital data storage on magnetic tapes introduced magnetism
into what is now known as information technology. Tapes were replaced in favor of
hard disk drives (HDDs), which are comprised of spinning disks coated with a mag-
netic material. The data is written in form of small magnetic domains by a write/read
head hovering above the disks. While the first HDD by IBM featured a capacity of 3.5
megabytes in a form factor of approximately two cubic meters with covers attached,
commercial HDDs of around 2010 can hold 4 terabytes in a 3.5” housing [13]. The
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downscaling of magnetic domains into the sub 100 nm regieme is driven by the success
of spintronics: Incorporating thin-film layer structures exploiting the GMR effect can
be named as one of the milestones in HDD developments. State-of-the-art technology
in magnetic data storage features tunnel-magnetoresistance [14] as detection mecha-
nism in the read-heads, while grained films as storage media are already scratching at
the density limit given by superparamagnetism [15], an effect when the magnetic en-
ergy stored in grained media is comparable to the energy fluctuations induced by room
temperature, leading to spontaneous reorientation of the magnetization. Current per-
pendicular to plane GMR [16] and heat/microwave-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR,
MAMR [17]) are trying to resolve the problem by creating more sensitive read heads
or shifting the superparamagnetic limit by making harder magnetic materials writable.
However, also completely different spintronic approaches, magnetic random access mem-
ory (MRAM) [18] and magnetic domain wall racetrack memory [19], may pave ways to
faster and smaller mass data storage, while the spin-valve transistor [20] and magnetic
logic-elements [21] find spintronic solutions for data processing.
As evident from the development in technological and scientific advances, the properties
of magnetism in thin films are of utmost importance. The downscaling of technological
components is an ongoing process which creates more efficient devices at lower energy
consumption, as can be seen from the initial example of the ’smartphone’, also featuring
small magnetic sensors. In order to put the effects arising in the reduced dimensions to
optimum use instead of struggling to overcome them, the energetically favorable organi-
zation of magnetic films needs to be investigated in studies on systems free from external
influences and remanences. Magnetic anisotropy, the energetic preference of the mag-
netic moment to align along preferred direction, is strongly influenced by the thin and
ultrathin epitaxial film geometry via contributions arising from thin film surfaces and
tension [22]. While the magnetization is typically found to be aligned within the plane
of the film due to a reduction of the magnetic stray field energy, ultrathin epitaxial films
(e.g. Co/Au(111) [23], Fe/Cu(001) [24]) are found to exhibit a magnetization perpen-
dicular to the film plane, referred to as perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). By
controlling the parameters influencing the anisotropy of a thin film, i.e. thickness, tem-
perature, and film stress, the favored magnetization direction can be tuned. In a critical
parameter range, a reorientation of the preferred magnetic axis can be found, known as
spin reorientation transition (SRT) [25]. At this point the PMA, often driven by the
surface anisotropy, decreases in relative influence leaving the magnetostatic anisotropy
as the dominating contribution, pulling the magnetization in-plane - at least in a very
simple picture. In more complicated cases, the energy balance, leading to a magnetic
3
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state, has to take into account additional terms, such as stress-related magnetostriction.
The transition itself underlies complicated mechanisms, which determine the nature of
the magnetization rotation. Energy minimizations, which take higher order anisotropy
terms into account, reveal the possibility of second-order transitions to proceed (i) by a
continuous shift of the magnetization angle (canted state) or (ii) by shifting the weight
between both conforming states of in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization (coexistence
state). First-order transitions have a long history in theory, while experiments almost
exclusively find second order transitions [26]. In addition, the thin film systems can be
treated in the anisotropy-flow model [27], allowing one to address the evolution of the
anisotropy constants in thin film geometry [28] and also under applied field [29,30].
A special case was found in Ni/Cu(001) [31], which exhibits a thickness-driven inverse
spin reorientation (iSRT) at about 7 monolayers (ML) [32] - a magnetization preference
switching from in-plane to perpendicular with increasing thickness. The resulting PMA
is upheld for a fairly large thickness regime, resulting in an SRT at moderate thickness of
35-60 ML [31,32]. Uniaxial anisotropy models explain this surprising behavior by addi-
tional anisotropy contributions arising from film strain and its reduction with thickness
increase.
However, the investigation of the microscopic states in the PMA phase and the spin-
reorientation of thin films is an underrepresented aspect in research. Magnetic sim-
ulations of magnetic systems with varying anisotropy show the existence of different
magnetic phases, that cannot be addressed in experiments employing applied fields [33].
The study presented in this thesis hence focuses on the microscopic formation of domains
in the demagnetized state, using Ni/Cu(001) as a model system for the thickness driven
SRT, and NiPd/Cu(001) alloys to investigate a composition driven SRT in comparison,
aiming for a deeper insight to the undisturbed system.
The microscopic imaging of magnetic contrast is a big challenge, since the means of imag-
ing need to interact with the magnetic structure of the specimen. First experiments used
Bitter pattern technique [34], imaging magnetic domains by bringing ferromagnetic
particles in contact with the sample. Since the contrast is created as a reaction to the
stray field of the magnetization, only perpendicularly magnetized samples are suscepti-
ble to this technique, and the exhibited stray field strength plays a crucial role to the
technique’s quality. While the technique’s resolution is limited by the particle’s size
(down to 10 nm) and resolution of the optical microscope (limited by the wavelength
of the illuminating light source), technical circumstances as the fluidic application and
optical data acquisition with a microscope make this technique unsuitable for magnetic
thin film samples.
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Experiments based on the magneto optic Kerr-effect [35,36], the rotation of the polar-
ization plane of photons, are limited by the wavelength of the light (usually > 150 nm).
Also, the typical execution of the experiment in ambient pressure makes its application
for in-situ grown magnetic films an ambiguous choice.
In scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) a polarization ana-
lyzer, such as the spin low energy electron diffraction (SPLEED) detector, is used to map
the magnetization of the first few atomic layers in a scanning approach. The resolution
of this technique (about 20 nm) is only limited by the spot size of the electron beam.
However, the relatively low efficiency of the polarization analyzer leads to minimum
scanning times of about 10 s, preventing a useful live view utilization.
Electron optical magnetic imaging with a photoemission electron microscope (PEEM),
offering full field observation, a non-destructive means for measuring epitaxial films with-
out sample thickness restriction, is best suited for experiments on the NiPd/Cu(001).
The availability of synchrotron light as a light source of high flux and brilliance com-
bined with element-selectivity makes x-ray PEEM (XPEEM) the method of choice for
this study. Magnetic information has been shown to be accessible in spectroscopic ex-
periments by exploitation of x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) [37] and x-ray
magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) [38], yielding magnetic signals with respect to the
spin orientation. The technique has been employed as a means to create magnetic con-
trast in PEEM [39] yielding first scientific results in the beginning of the 90s [40–43].
All experiments on magnetic contrast shown in this study have been carried out at the
aberration corrected, energy filtered PEEM/LEEM located at the Forschungszentrum
Ju¨lich soft x-ray beamline UE56/1-SGM at the synchrotron facility BESSY II, Ger-
many, Berlin. The instrument is the first commercially available aberration corrected
PEEM/LEEM. Together with the SMART microscope, the pioneering project in aber-
ration corrected PEEM/LEEM [44], it is the only aberration corrected PEEM with
permanent synchrotron access to date.
This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the fundamentals of magnetism in 3d transi-
tion metals. The magnetic anisotropy of Ni/Cu(001) and its contributions arising
from the thin film geometry will be discussed in particular, setting up a framework
for the evaluation of experimental data. The chapter finishes with an introduction
to the photoemission process.
• In chapter 3, the experimental setup and methods are presented. The description
ranges from the mechanisms operating during thin film growth and the connected
5
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analyzation tools to the layout of the photoemission electron microscope.
• A characterization of the in-situ grown samples and substrate preparation proce-
dure is presented in chapter 4. The substrate and grown thin films are analyzed
with respect to their purity and surface quality.
• Chapter 5 is concerned with the results obtained from Ni/Cu(001) and
NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films. Pure Ni wedges are subject to evaluation first, creating
a connection between domain observation and the anisotropy studies from litera-
ture. The nature of the SRT at moderate thicknesses, and, together with Ni-like
NiPd/Cu films, the domain structure close to the SRT thickness is analyzed. The
studies are expanded to NiPd films with higher Pd content, evaluating the findings
on a composition driven SRT. The chapter concludes with a brief review of the
observed SRTs concerning a Tc drop widely reported in literature.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the results found in the previous chapters and concludes
the thesis with an outlook on further experiments and challenges.
In this structure, the thesis at hand tries to provide insight into the formation of the SRT
in a microscopic study. Demagnetized Ni/Cu(001) and NiPd/Cu(001) were chosen to
serve as epitaxial model systems to observe domain formation in the yet microscopically
unexamined vicinity of the SRT. While previous studies focused on averaging methods
under applied field, this thesis tries to capture the unique properties of the undisturbed
domain state under the variation of the film strain via compositional changes.
6
2 Fundamental aspects
An overview on the physical fundamentals which are relevant for this thesis will be
given in this chapter. Since the main focus is put to the anisotropic behavior of thin
film samples, especially Ni/Cu(001) and the domain formation as the main part of
the chapter, an understanding of ferromagnetism will be given first in Sect. 2.1.1. A
short description of magnetism in alloys can be found in Section 2.1.2. The origin and
phenomenology of magnetic anisotropy is described in Sect. 2.1.3, which is followed by an
introduction to spin reorientation transitions (Sect. 2.1.4). More details are given on the
anisotropy development in Ni/Cu(001) thin films in Sect. 2.2. The energy minimization
principle of domains for demagnetized films will be shortly addressed in Sect. 2.3.
The fundamentals of photoexcitation will be explained in Sect. 2.4, since it forms the
basis of the experimental method of XPEEM used for this thesis. This includes a de-
scription of the mechanism used to extract magnetic information, the XMCD effect.
Eventually, an important property of electrons propagating through matter is described
in the final Section 2.5, the electron inelastic mean free path.
2.1 Magnetism
2.1.1 Stoner Model
Ferromagnetic materials are characterized by a spontaneous long range order of magnetic
moments without an applied external magnetic field, resulting in a remanent magneti-
zation M . The occurrence of ferromagnetism is reasoned by the minimization of the
free energy, which will be the topic of this section. Ferromagnets can be divided into
two groups depending on the origin of collective ordering of magnetic spins: itinerant
and localized ferromagnets. The latter are represented by rare earth elements, which
are characterized by a magnetic moment tied to localized, i.e. deeply bound, f-electrons.
These electrons are only weakly participating in chemical processes of the atoms, hence
the localized ferromagnets are theoretically treated in a spin-lattice model [45], fixing
the magnetic moments at lattice points. Contrary, an itinerant ferromagnet’s magnetic
moment arises from the valence band electrons, which are only weakly bound to the
7
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atom. These delocalized electrons are a feature of all transition metals, however, at
room temperature only Ni, Co, and Fe exhibit ferromagnetism. In these materials, the
whole electron system has to be taken into account, as the energy minimization is sub-
ject to different influences. (i) The quantum mechanical effect of exchange interaction
originates from the symmetry of particle wave functions. In (anti-)ferromagnetic mate-
rials, the (anti-)parallel alignment of magnetic moments is energetically favorable due
to the exchange interaction. (ii) Considering the Pauli exclusion principle, the parallel
alignment of spins requires difference in one of the other quantum numbers n, l or ml of
the electrons, effectively increasing kinetic energy of the electron system while decreasing
the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons.
The energy difference between an excited electron state in a parallel spin alignment
and the antiparallel alignment in the otherwise same quantum-mechanical state is called
exchange energy. If the energetic gain due to exchange interaction is larger than the
expense of increased kinetic energy, the system is able to minimize its energy by aligning
the spins, i.e. magnetic moments, parallel [46]. The electrons carrying the magnetic
moment in itinerant ferromagnets are organized in the valence band, which is important
when formulating the so called Stoner criterion to predict ferromagnetism [8]. The
Stoner model is developed in the framework of density functional theory including spin
polarization [47], for an extensive description see Ref. [48]. The following description is
based on Blundell [45]:
In a situation of potential ferromagnetism, a certain amount of electrons at the Fermi-
level align their spin. Changing their spin from +1/2 in the balanced state to −1/2 for
the ferromagnetic state is connected to an energy change of δE from Ef −δE to Ef +δE
given by the free density of states g(E) (see Fig. 2.1). The increase in kinetic energy
Ekin is given by the amount of aligned electrons (g(EF )/2) · δE
∆Ekin =
1
2
g(EF )(δE)
2 (2.1)
The reduction of the Coulomb repulsion for electrons with the same spin serves as an
energy reduction of potential energy Epot in the ferromagnetic case on the other hand:
∆Epot = −1
2
I(g(EF )δE)
2 (2.2)
Here, the Stoner parameter I is introduced as a measure of the difference in Coulomb
energy. It can be expressed as the exchange integral, averaging over the Coulomb
interactions in the many-particle system of valence electrons [49]. The energy balance,
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as the sum of both contributions
∆E = ∆Ekin + ∆Epot (2.3)
=
1
2
g(EF )(δE)
2 (1− I · g(EF )) (2.4)
shows occurrence of ferromagnetism if ∆E < 0. Hence, the formal expression of the
Stoner criterion is given as:
I · g(EF ) ≥ 1 (2.5)
Since the exchange interaction is similar for all 3d transition metals (resulting in I ∼
1 eV) [49, 50], the density of states at the Fermi level is the most important parameter
in the determination of the Stoner criterion [51].
EF
E
δE
g(E)g(E)
Figure 2.1 – Schematic description of the Stoner-
criterion and the related energies in the density of states
g(E).
For every material satisfying the
Stoner criterion, there is a
temperature Tc, the Curie tem-
perature, at which the sponta-
neous order is lost and the fer-
romagnetism changes to param-
agnetism in a second-order phase
transition [52]. In paramag-
netism, the magnetic moments of
a material are in a disordered
state, and can be temporarily
ordered by applying a magnetic
field [53, 54], effectively reinforc-
ing it [55]. Paramagnetic ma-
terials (especially) are character-
ized by the magnetic susceptibil-
ity χm, a proportionality factor
connecting the magnetization M
and an applied magnetic field H:
M = χmH (2.6)
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Figure 2.2 – Decrease of Tc with film thickness.
References in image can be found here as [56,
57]. Thicknesses of the different Ni films and
their respective symmetries resulting in differing
lattice constants are given in monolayers (ML)
of Ni(100). From [58]
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FIG. 1. Plots of thickness-dependent Curie temperatures for Ni
films: (a) plot with the unit of monolayers, (b) normalized to
the Ni(100) spacing. Low temperature data from other studies
is included. (": Ref. [7]; !: Ref. [8].)
strengths. Normalizing the thickness in Angstrom units
[or, alternatively, the number of monolayers of Ni(100)]
produces the single curve [Fig. 1(b)]. This suggests that
spin-spin interaction strength is important in determining
the rapid decrease in Tc to zero in the few monolayer
thickness limit.
With this in mind, we examine this Tc!n" behavior on
the basis of a model of the range of spin-spin interactions
in metallic systems. Our starting point is the mean field
approximation [18],
kBTc !
2
3
X
j
Jij 3 S 3 !S 1 1" . (4)
Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, S is the spin of the
system, and Jij is the exchange coupling coefficient. In this
model, the range of coupling between spins extends over
many lattice sites j, which is appropriate for an itinerant
metallic system. For Ni, spin-wave measurements show
the mean spin-spin interaction range extending to the fifth
nearest neighbors [19]. Thus, we assume a model in which
spins on lattice sites are coupled to a cluster of such spins
corresponding to a radius of interactions of N0 monolayers
(see Fig. 2). With this approximation, we have
kBTc ! N 3 E0 , (5)
where N is the number of pairwise interactions and E0 is
a constant (“the coupling energy”). Equation (5) informs
us that the Curie temperature Tc is directly proportional to
the number of pairwise spin-spin interactions in a manifold
cluster of spins scaling with N0 monolayers.
FIG. 2. Simple model showing range of spin-spin interactions,
N0 (ML), relative to film thickness n (ML).
For a ferromagnetic material with this coupling range,
N0 monolayers, we now consider a slab of material in the
bulk of thickness n, and compare its behavior to that of a
free film of thickness n. In the film, spins at the surface
have fewer spin interactions than those in the interior. The
reduction in the number N of spin interactions is expected
to result in a decreased Tc, according to Eq. (5), to an
extent dependent on the surface-to-volume ratio.
We restrict ourselves to a simple cubic lattice with a
cluster size equivalent to a cube of side 2N0. Then the
number of spins interacting with a particular spin is pro-
portional to the volume of the cube, !2N0"3, for N0 ¿ 1.
For a slab that is infinite in plane, we need only count the
pairwise interactions in a single column. For the bulk slab
of thickness n, the number of pairwise interactions normal
to the slab plane is simply n 3 !2N0"3.
For a free film, when the film thickness n . N0, the
spins at each surface lose N0 3 !2N0"2 pairwise interac-
tions, the next spin-in will lose !N0 2 1" 3 !2N0"2 pair-
wise interactions, the third spin-in will lose !N0 2 2" 3
!2N0"2 pairwise interactions, and so on, until the !N0 2
1"th spin-in loses !2N0"2 pairwise interactions. The total
number of pairwise interactions (in each column of spins)
lost is 2 3 #N0 1 !N0 2 1" 1 !N0 2 2" 1 !N0 2 3" 1
· · · 1 1$ 3 !2N0"2 ! N0 3 !N0 1 1" 3 !2N0"2, or the
number of pairwise spin interactions (in each column
of spins) reduces to n 3 !2N0"3 2 N0 3 !N0 1 1" 3
!2N0"2. According to Eq. (5), the ratio Tc!n"%Tc!`" can
now be expressed as
Tc!n"%Tc!`" ! #n 3 !2N0"3 2 N0 3 !N0 1 1"
3 !2N0"2$%#n 3 !2N0"3$
which reduces to
Tc!n"%Tc!`" ! 1 2 !N0 1 1"%2n , (6)
such that
t!n" ! 1 2 Tc!n"%Tc!`" ! !N0 1 1"%2n !n . N0" .
(7)
When the film thickness reduces to n , N0, the number
of pairwise interactions (in each column of spins) reduces
to n 3 !2N0"3 2 n 3 !2N0 1 1 2 n" 3 !2N0"2 and the
ratio
2666
Curie temperature in thin films Calculations in the Heisenberg model 1, applying a
random phase approximation [59], show a dependence of the Curie temperature on the
number of nearest neighbor atoms. Hence, Tc is expected to decrease if the thickness of
a magnetic film is reduced [52]. As e.g. found in experiments on Ni/Cu(001) films [60],
the Curie temperature decrease can be described by a finite-size scaling relation
Tc(∞)− Tc(h)
Tc(h)
=
(
h
h0
)−1/ν
(2.7)
with deviations for ultrathin films described best by
Tc(∞)− Tc(h)
Tc(h)
=
(
h− h′
h0
)−1/ν
. (2.8)
Tc(h
′) = 0 denotes an offset parameter, h0 a scaling factor characteristic for each system,
and ν the bulk correlation length exponent. The Tc development for Ni films can be
seen in Fig. 2.2, compiled and measured by Zhang et al. [58]. The strongest effect of
decreasing film thickness can be found for films below 15 ML ≈ 2 nm, Hua et al. [61]
found the Curie temperature of bulk Ni to be valid for films of ≥ 35 A˚ thickness [62].
2.1.2 Magnetism in transition metal alloys
The magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials can be widely varied by alloying.
For binary alloys, the Slater-Pauling curve represents the development of magnetic
moment based on the electrons per atom (see Fig. 2.3). A maximu of 2.4µB occurs
at the crossing point of two decreasing branches with Ni and Co alloys on the right
1A model defined by the Hamiltonian H = 1/2
∑
i,j
Ji,jSi · Sj ; i and j referring to lattice sites, J is the
coupling constant between the to spins Si and Sj . In a first, mostly very reasonable approximation,
the interaction is limited to spins on neighboring lattice sites)
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254 P.H. Dederichs et a L /  Calculations of the electronic structure of impurities and alloys 
coherent medium, the constituent atoms still hold 
their intrinsic properties rather well. Thus Fe, Co 
and Ni have well defined local magnetic moments 
- as is consistent with the results of the neutron 
scattering experiments - not very much different 
from those of pure systems, namely around 2.2, 
1.7 and 0.6/x B, respectively. Secondly, in spite of 
the above, these local properties are affected by 
alloying, leading to a variety of bulk properties. A 
typical case is the Fe-Co alloy for which the Fe 
local moment is strongly enhanced by the exis- 
tence of Co. This causes the well-known maxi- 
mum in the saturation magnetization occurring 
near Fe0.7Co0. 3. 
All these general conclusions are still correct 
even when the model Hamiltonian is replaced by 
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Figure 2.3 – Slater-
Pauling curve for 3d transi-
tion metal alloys, describing
the magnetic moment per
atom depending on the
averaged number of electrons
per atom. From [63]
and Fe alloys on the left branch. The different slopes of left and right branch are a
result of different screening behavior given by minority and majority spin electrons,
respectively [64].
Magnetism in NiPd alloys With respect to the study presented in this thesis, the
magnetic behavior of binary 3d/4d transition metal alloys of Ni as one material is of
interest. With the concentration x as the driving parameter, the behavior of magnetic
moment ρ and Curie-temperature Tc is linear for typical NiX alloys:
ρ(x) = ρ(0)(1− νx) (2.9)
Tc(x) = Tc(0)(1− νx) (2.10)
with ν denoting what could be called a magnetic valence (ν = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 for X = Cu,
Zn, Al, Ti, Cr) [49]. This simple approach is driven by the idea that each Ni atom
is replaced by a solvent atom (with respect to the concentration), linearly reducing the
amount of Ni-driven magnetism. The magnetic valence ν is introduced due to the shared
amount of valence atoms to take the intermixing of spin-up and -down into account. This
approach has proven suitable for many Ni-rich alloys, as can exemplary be seen in the
NiRu data in Fig. 2.4.
Alloys of Ni with materials featuring a high magnetic susceptibility however, find a de-
viation from this simple law. Pd, as the material of interest, is highly paramagnetic,
characterized by a high susceptibility, and almost ferromagnetic by itself considering
the Stoner criterion [49, 65]. Pd atoms can easily be magnetized due to the exchange
interaction with nearby ferromagnetic atoms in a crystallographic arrangement, hence
11
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creases linearly with Ni concentration. Following
Izuyama, Kim, and Kubo' it can be shown that the
static magnetic susceptibility for such an alloy sys-
tem is
X = Xp/[i —Xp(U+c&)]
where yo is the unenhanced Pauli susceptibility, and
y is the exchange-enhanced susceptibility. At the
critical composition c = co, the denominator diverges
and
l Xp (U+ cp&) = 0 ~
To obtain the composition dependence of the Curie
temperatures, we must calculate the dependence
of yo on temperature up to order T . For tempera-
tures not too large,
y =2M Nlg ) 1 ~—(kT) ) ' {g'tp d inN(8) gngp
FIG. 4. Plot of the Curie temperature vs Ni concentra-
tion for the Pd-Ni and Pt-Ni systems. Estimated errors
in the measurements are given in Table I.
lomb repulsion term in the Hamiltonian which can
be written as a function of the fraction of Ni in either
the Pd or Pt matrix:
Hp = T + (U+ c&)Z&n&, n&, ,
where T is the kinetic energy of the d electrons, U
is the intra-atomic Coulomb repulsion term between
electrons of opposite spin state appropriate to either
pure Pd or pure Pt, e is the Ni concentration, and
& is the increase in the Coulomb repulsion interac-
tion resulting from the Ni impurities. In this ex-
tremely simple model, we assume that the Coulomb
interaction is uniform throughout the matrix and in-
yo =A+BT,
where
(4)
where p. & is the value of the Bohr magneton, and
N(BPr) is the single-spin-state density of states of
the d band evaluated at the Fermi energy at T =0.
Retaining terms only up to order T in y is justified
for all these alloys since for the maximum Curie
temperature (To for Ni is - 600 K) the thermal ener-
gy is small (- 1j20 eV) compared to the separation
of the Fermi level from the top of the d band (- sev-
eral tenths of eV).
Performing the logarithmic derivative and ex-
panding yo', we obtain
240
200
160
Tc 120
(K)
80
FIG. 5. Curie temperatures in the
low-nickel-concentration region for
various alloy systems.
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Figure 2.4 – Magnetic moment per atom in NiX alloys depe ing on concentration x of
material X. NiPd shows a strong deviation from the linear behavior of Eqn. 2.9, due to its
large susceptibility (a). From [67]. Development of Tc in NiPd alloys depending on Ni
concentration (b). From [68].
exhibiting a ferromagnetic alignment of their own magnetic moments. Thus, the av-
eraged magnetic moment per atom of NiPd alloys decreases much slower, as can be
seen from experimental data displayed in Fig. 2.4 a). In the context of this study it is
worth mentioning that bulk NiPd alloys exhibit ferromagnetic order for concentrations
up to 93% Pd [66], room temperature ferromagnetism can be found up to ∼25 % Ni
concentration [67,68] (see Fig. 2.4 b))
2.1.3 Magnetic Anisotropy
Observation in experiments showed that the magnetic moments in a crystal behave
anisotropically. Alignment along certain directions, so called easy axes, is preferred
by the ferromagnetic crystal, whereas a magnetization along other (hard) axes is only
possible by investing energy in form of an applied field (see Fig. 2.5). The Heisenberg
model, taking into account the exchange interaction, but not the magnetic anisotropy,
cannot explain ferromagnetism in two-dimensional films above T = 0 K [69]. Due to
the short range of the exchange interaction, the magnetization is able to be rotated
throughout the lengthscale of the so-called magnetic coherence length at a negligible
energy expense [70], resulting in a paramagnetic state. The amount and strength of
hard and easy axes is determined by a number of contributions, which will be described
12
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Fig. 6.22 Magnetization in Fe, Co and Ni
for applied fields in different directions show-
ing anisotropy. After Honda and Kaya 1926,
Kaya 1928.
where K1 and K2 are anisotropy constants and 6 is the angle between the
magnetization and the stacking direction of the hexagonally close packed
planes. Because these constants are positive the energy is minimized when
the magnetization lies along the stacking direction. In eqn 6.38, E, K1 and K2
are energy densities (i.e. they are measured in J m- 3). The anisotropy constants
are found to be strongly temperature dependent.
Equation 6.38 is appropriate for uniaxial anisotropy, in which the energy
depends on the angle to a single axis (in Co this is the stacking axis of
the hexagonally close packed planes). In a cubic system, the appropriate
expression is
where m = (mx, my, mz) = M/|M|. In spherical coordinates this is
The anisotropy energy arises from the spin-orbit interaction and the partial
quenching of the angular momentum. Anisotropy energies are usually in the
range 102-107 Jm- 3 . This corresponds to an energy per atom in the range
10-8-10-3 eV. The anisotropy energy is larger in lattices (of magnetic ions)
of low symmetry and smaller in lattices of high symmetry. For example, cubic
Fe and Ni have K\ equal to 4.8 x 104 Jm-3 and —5.7 x 103 Jm-3 respectively,
but hexagonal Co'has K1 = 5 x 105 Jm- 3 . Low symmetry permanent magnet
materials NdaFe2B and SmCos have K\1 equal to 5 x 106 Jm-3 and 1.7 x
107 Jm-3 respectively.
An additional energy term is due to the demagnetizing energy associated
with the sample shape and is referred to as shape anisotropy. In thin films, a
shape anisotropy 1/2uoM2 cos2 & (where 9 is the angle between the film normal
and M) leads to an energetic saving for keeping the magnetization in the plane
of the film.
6.7.3 Domain wall width
In the magnetic domains of a ferromagnet the magnetization will prefer to
lie along the easy direction but between domains, in the domain wall, it will
have to rotate and a component will lie along the hard axis which will cost
energy. If we assume a simple form for the anisotropy energy density, namely
E = K sin2 & where K is an anisotropy constant, then we can easily find an
Abbildung 2.2 – Magnetisierung von Fe, Co und Ni Einkristallen fu¨r verschiedene Rich-
tungen in einem externen Magnetfeld aus [53].
sierung von einer leichten in eine harte Achse zu drehen. Bei Umkehr der Magnetisierung
darf die Energie keine A¨nderung erfahren, so dass sich ein formaler Zusammenhang
EAni = K1 sin
2 θ +K2 sin
4 θ + ... (2.2.1)
als Reihenentwicklung gerader Terme aufstellen la¨sst. Hierbei beschreiben Ki spezifische
Anisotropiekonstanten der Dimension J/m3 und θ den Winkel zwischen Magnetisierung
und weicher Achse. Die Anisotropie u¨bt demnach ein Drehmoment TAni = ∂EAni/∂θ ≈
2K1 cos θ sin θ auf die Magnetisierung aus.
Pha¨nomenologisch kann die magnetische Anisotropie einem eﬀektiven magnetischen Feld
HAni zugeordnet werden. Letzteres ist definiert als das Feld, welches ein zur Anisotropie
identisches Drehmoment Tani = µ0 ￿M × ￿H = µ0MH sin θ ausu¨bt. Da der Anisotropie-
beitrag K1 typischerweise sehr viel gro¨ßer ist als die Beitra¨ge ho¨herer Ordnung, folgt fu¨r
das magnetische Anisotropiefe d in erster Na¨heru g:
HAni =
2K1
µ0M
cos θ (2.2.2)
Die Austauschla¨nge
lAus =
￿
A
K1
(2.2.3)
definiert dabei eine charakteristische La¨nge des Systems, unterhalb derer die atomare
Austausch-Wechselwirkung typische magnetostatische Felder dominiert. Anschaulich ist
es die La¨ngeneinheit, innerhalb der eine durch die Anisotropie K1 bestimmte Magneti-
sierung ihre Richtung wechseln ka n.
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Figure 2.5 – Magnetization curves of Fe, Ni, and Co along different crystallographic axes.
Easy and hard axes can easily be identified by the field strength needed to saturate the
material. From [45]
in a phenomenological model in the following.
The magnetic anisotropy energy is defined by the energy that an external field has to
provide to mag etize the material along a certain direction given by the angle γ. Follow-
ing Sto¨hr & Siegmann [70], the energy density eani connected to uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy has to be constant upon inversion along an easy axis, hence it can be expressed
as an even function of γ. In a serial expansion
eani = K2 sin
2 γ +K4 sin
4 γ +K6 sin
6 γ + . . . , (2.11)
with anisotropy constants Ki (i = 2, 4, 6, . . ) = Ki(t, h) [energy/volume], where t de-
notes temperature and h film thickness. For the introduced geometry of the anisotropy,
a positive contribution results in alignment along the axis (out-of-plane in the nota-
tion used in this thesis), a negative contribution results in a magnetization preference
p rpendicular to the axis (in-plane in the notation used in this thesis). The size of
the anisotropy constants is typically described and determined in the frame of three
microscopically different contributions - shape, mag etocrystalline, and magnetoelastic
anisotropy, which will be discussed in the following.
• S ape anisotropy: The shape anisotropy arises fro th demagnetizi g field Hd
g nerated by the m gnetizati n itself. On a microscopic level, the demagnetizing
field is an effect of the dipolar coupling of atomic moments. While not being the
only component arising from the dipolar coupling, it is the dominant term for thin
films [70]. With a magnetic field H generated by the gradient of the magnetization
13
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M expressed as
µ0∇ ·H = −∇ ·M, (2.12)
the energy contained in the magnetic field created by a magnetic body is given as
ed =
µ0
2
∫∫∫
all space
H2d dV = −
1
2
∫∫∫
sample
HdM dV. (2.13)
Hence, with a demagnetizing field Hd = −M/(2µ0) given by the magnetization in
a thin film, the energy/volume contained in the demagnetizing field with respect
to the uniaxial anisotropy formalism can be written as
ed = Kd = − 1
2µ0
M2 (2.14)
Considering the uniaxial nature of the anisotropy energy and a magnetic system
that is indefinitely extended in two dimensions like a thin film, it becomes clear
that the shape anisotropy is minimized if the magnetization lies in the plane of the
film.
Energy contributions of the shape anisotropy for 3d transition metals are in the
range of 10−4 eV/atom, as given by table 11.3 in [70].
• Magnetocrystalline anisotropy: The magnetocrystalline anisotropy arises from
spin-orbit coupling in conjunction with the crystallographic structure. Dating back
to its first proposition by Van Vleck [71], the MCA can be qualitatively under-
stood by a coupling of the isotropic spin moment to an anisotropic crystallographic
lattice. The energetically favorable state of the system is gained by minimizing
the overlap of the electronic wavefunctions. Hence, the orbitals are aligned with
respect to their symmetry and the crystallographic lattice. The macroscopic mag-
netization is tied to this alignment by spin-orbit-coupling and the energy embedded
can be expressed by the spin-orbit Hamiltonian
H = ζ(r)L · S. (2.15)
ζ(r) denotes the spin-orbit coupling constant. Mathematically, the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy is defined as the difference between magnetic alignment along
14
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hard and easy axis:
eMC = KMC =
∑
hard
ζ(r)L · S −
∑
easy
ζ(r)L · S (2.16)
As can be seen from this discussion, no general statements can be made about
the preferred direction of magnetization, as the crystallographic structure of the
material and the connected easy axis’ direction may vary with sample geometry.
Ni, as the magnetic material of interest in this study, has its easy axis oriented
along <111> direction. Calculations show that the small magnetic moment of 3d
transition metals results in a comparably small contribution of magnetocrystalline
anisotropy of about 10−5 eV/atom [72].
It is noteworthy, that symmetry breaks, e.g. at the surface, and forces acting on
the crystallographic lattice structure create relevant energetic variations from the
phenomenological description above, which are also of magnetocrystalline origin.
However, they are typically described by additional anisotropy terms, which are
covered in the following items.
• Magnetoelastic anisotropy: Strain applied to a ferromagnetic crystal introduces
anisotropy via magnetostriction. The deformation of the unit cell changes the or-
bital overlap producing deviations from the relaxed system. Following Chappert
& Bruno [73], the magnetoelastic anisotropy energy density can be expressed as
eME = KME = B (2.17)
where B is the material specific magneto-elastic coupling constant and  denotes
the strain within the film. Introduction of the strain tensor  to the model was first
proposed by Ne´el [74]. Typically, and certainly in the frame of this study, the
strain is a result of lattice mismatch in an epitaxially grown film due to the adop-
tion of the substrate’s lattice constant. As will be discussed later (see Sect. 3.1.1),
strain will be reduced in a thin film upon growth, hence the influence of the mag-
netoelastic anisotropy will decrease with film thickness. A description of the film
strain resulting from epitaxial growth in a mismatched system, and its relaxation,
can be found in Sect. 3.1.1.
• Surface anisotropy: In addition to the three contributions presented above, surface
effects can be of important influence. Surface effects applying to the system stud-
ied in this thesis include a variation in strain due to surface relaxation, and the
15
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influence of a broken symmetry at the sample surface. Since the relative amount
of surface decreases with film thickness h, surface anisotropy contributions are
generally of the form
esurfX = K
surf
X = K
surf
X,0 /h (2.18)
The breaking of symmetry is modeled as a uniaxial contribution following
esurf = Ksurf = Ksurf,0/h. (2.19)
The surface-dependent magnetoelastic contribution is expressed as
eSME = K
S
ME = BS,0/h. (2.20)
The strain-dependent Ne´el pair-interaction model predicts opposing sign of these
two contributions [75].
The anisotropy energy in a uniaxial system can be expressed as a sum of the introduced
anisotropy contributions to the first anisotropy constant, henceforth denoted Keff2 :
eani = K
eff
2 = Kd +KMC +KME +Ksurf +K
S
ME (2.21)
= − 1
2µ0
M2 +KMC +B+Ksurf,0/h+BS,0/h (2.22)
A graphical representation of this equation and its contributions can be seen in Fig. 2.7
for the relevant terms of the Ni/Cu(001) system as discussed.
2.1.4 Spin reorientation in uniaxial anisotropy model
From the description of the anisotropy contributions in the previous section it can already
be seen that the anisotropy of a material is subject to variation upon material parameters
as thickness h in films of reduced dimensions, film stress  and temperature t in general.
In the discussed uniaxial anisotropy geometry, it is possible that the variation of these
parameters changes the sign of Keff2 , resulting in a reorientation of the easy axis. This so
called spin reorientation transition has been subject to research in the frame of epitaxial
thin films since the pioneering work of Gradmann [77, 78]. Theoretical predictions
supporting these findings were given by Gay & Richter [79] and Freeman & Wu [80].
With respect to the demagnetizing field of thin films as discussed in the previous section,
the out-of-plane magnetized state connected to the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
16
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(PMA) is an unexpected state. Nevertheless, it could be found in a variety of thin
film systems. Most prominent studies on the PMA involve Co/Au(111) [23, 25, 81],
Fe/Ag(001) [82–85], Fe/Cu(100) [24, 86–89], Fe/Ag(001) [89], Ni/Cu(001) [31, 32, 61,
90–92], Ni/Cu(111) [90] and also superlattices of Co/Pd(111) [93,94] and Co/Au(111)
[95,96]. Due to the dominance of the demagnetizing field, the PMA usually can only be
found in a very restricted part of the parameter space, resulting in a spin-reorientation
transition at its boundaries.
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Figure 2.6 – Single-domain spin phase diagram in fourth-
order depiction. Based on data from [76]
The treatment of uniaxial
anisotropy based on limiting
the anisotropy constants to Keff2
yielded results agreeing with
experiments to understand the
driving mechanisms to the PMA
and SRT. However, based on Keff2
only, the SRT is assumed to be
a sharp transition. Experiments
have shown continuous transi-
tions depending on film thick-
ness and temperature [97]. In-
clusion of Keff4 extends the pa-
rameter space allowing for con-
tinuous transitions to appear.
The development of the uniaxial
anisotropy throughout this pa-
rameter space has been addressed
in the anisotropy flow concept [27, 28], evaluating magnetic orientation depending on
Keff2 and K
eff
4 . Since both constants follow a sin
2n(γ) behavior, they prefer perpendicular
magnetization for positive, and planar magnetization for negative values. Thus, the areas
of opposite signs for the two constants are of particular interest. Energy minimization
of the free energy from Eqn. 2.11 leads to different behavior for the two cases:
• Positive Keff2 , negative Keff4 : Two local energy minima for in-plane and out-of-
plane magnetization angles are found for a certain range in the parameter space
visualized in Fig 2.6. The depth of the energy minima for each magnetization
direction changes continuously from out-of-plane to in-plane with decreasing Keff2 ,
giving rise to a transition via a coexistence state.
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Figure 2.7 – Graphical representation of the anisotropy terms contributing to Keff2 .
Mathematical expressions are given in Eqn. 2.22. The black curve represents the anisotropy
multiplicated by the film thickness.
• Negative Keff2 , positive Keff4 leads to a single energy minimum of the free energy
at a canted γ. The angle is continuously shifting from out-of-plane to in-plane
geometry upon decreasing Keff2 and K
eff
4 .
The anisotropy space is depicted in Fig. 2.6 with marked regions of continuous SRTs
and the respective magnetization direction. Studies on the nature of SRTs prove the
validity of this model, as single-domain measurements showed the ability of magnetic
materials to exhibit second order reorientation transitions for Ni/Cu(001) [97, 98], and
Fe/Ag(100) [85].
2.2 Anisotropy and spin-reorientation transition in Ni/Cu(001)
Systems of Fe and Co films as discussed above exhibit a spin reorientation transition
depending on thickness. For ultrathin films, the surface anisotropy is dominant and
pulls the magnetization out of plane. At a critical thickness, typically between 1-5 ML,
a spin reorientation transition takes place, originating from the decreasing influence of
the surface anisotropy and the growing contribution of the shape anisotropy.
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The system of Ni/Cu(001), however, has been shown to exhibit an inverse spin reorien-
tation [32], and also a regular SRT for thicker films [31]. Up to 7 ML film thickness,
the magnetization is in-plane, followed by a perpendicularly magnetized regime up to
thicknesses of 35-70 ML. The magnetization is realigned in-plane in a second SRT. With
reference to the anisotropy theory discussed in Sect. 2.1.3 and measurements determining
the anisotropy constants for Ni/Cu/Si(001) [91, 97], the anisotropy contributions have
been displayed in Fig. 2.7.
The in-plane magnetic anisotropy for thicknesses h < 15 A˚ is driven by the negative aver-
age surface anisotropy, i.e. the sum of strain-dependent and strain-independent surface
contributions for both vacuum/Ni and Ni/Cu interfaces KSME + Ksurf . A positive bulk
magnetoelastic anisotropy dominates the effective anisotropy upon decreasing influence
of the surface terms with increasing thicknesses up to 60 A˚. The negative magnetostatic
anisotropy (demagnetizing field) becomes the leading term for thicknesses above 60 A˚ re-
sulting in the SRT from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization. Bochi et al. confirmed
the same magnetic phases and sources for the Cu capped system Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) [91].
It is worth noting that the driving mechanism is completely of magnetic origin, as the
morphology of the film is not considered in this model [99].
2.3 Magnetic domains & domain walls
The minimization of the free energy of a magnetic sample, given in Eqn. 2.22, yielded the
existence of easy and hard axes. Also, the symmetry of these axes found an inversion of
magnetization without change in overall energy. Areas of magnetization with different
directions complying to one of the easy axis directions are called magnetic domains.
The introduction of domains can decrease the stray field of a magnetic specimen, e.g.
by compilation of a flux closure. However, the exchange energy prevents a spontaneous
reorientation of magnetization complying to the easy axes, which results in an energetic
cost caused by the magnetization rotation diverging from the easy axes at the border
between the domains. These areas of continuous magnetization rotation between two
domains aligned along the easy axes are called domain walls. Thus, domains will be
formed if the additional energy from creating a domain wall will be overcompensated by
the decrease in stray-field energy. In addition, external magnetic fields and the remaining
terms from the anisotropy treatment in Sect. 2.1.3 form the basis of the micromagnetic
approach to the domain state given by a minimization of the free energy. This approach
will be subject of this section.
In order to define a magnetic domain state by the participating energies, a more so-
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RAVE AND HUBERT: MICROMAGNETICS IN A THIN-FILM ELEMENT 3887
Fig. 1. Investigated magnetization patterns for a rectangular thin-film element. Numerically calculated equilibrium structures for the parameters of SP1 are
presented by pairs of grayscale plots. For each configuration in the upper image contrast due to the magnetization, component can be compared with contrast
due to in the corresponding image below. Such contrasts are obtained experimentally, e.g., with the Kerr effect or Lorentz microscopy with differential phase
contrast.
by experimental domain observations [12], [13] and van den
Berg’s theory for such elements [14], [15], we tried eight pat-
terns for our study, six of which proved to be metastable at zero
field.
Equilibrium states were obtained after numerical minimiza-
tion of the total energy density consisting of anisotropy, ex-
change, and demagnetizing energy contributions
(1)
(Further details of the computational method are given in the
Appendix, to which the interested reader is referred.) For each
of the eight configurations, a pair of gray-shade images displays
in Fig. 1 the magnetization components and along the
in-plane directions for the parameters of SP1. Roughly, the con-
figurations can be divided into two principal classes, which have
either a low (Landau, diamond, tulip, and cross-tie states) or a
high averagemagnetization and remanence (flower and and
states). As we will demonstrate in Section IV, this classification
corresponds to configurations that can be described by conven-
tional, uniformly magnetized domain patterns, and more or less
uniformly charged domains.
A. Investigation of the Requirements on Numerical Calculation
To determine the state of lowest energy, we at first studied the
discretization requirements. According to our previous results
[16], [17], one to two cells on the smaller one of the character-
istic micromagnetic lengths (the stray field exchange
length) and (the wall width parameter) was necessary
to achieve mesh independence. For a soft magnetic material,
such as in the case of SP1, is the decisive length scale
that has to be described properly. Measured in these character-
istic units, SP1 corresponds to units of the
stray field exchange length. Expressed in discretization cells,
this means that on a regular grid about 218 000 cells are neces-
sary to have at least one cell per exchange length, and it takes
1.74 million cells to subdivide each characteristic length into
two cells in every dimension. We had recently demonstrated the
capability to calculate problems of this size using fast Fourier
transform (FFT) techniques in our study of magnetic states in
cube-shaped particles, [17] and could apply these methods in a
straightforward manner to the present problem (we only used
faster FFT routines that adapt to the specific architecture of the
used computer [18]). To achieve mesh independence, we gen-
erally calculated all patterns on several meshes with decreasing
cell size.
The convergence of the numerically calculated energies is
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the inverse square of the number
of discretization cells along the long edge of the element. In
Fig. 2(a), results for the lowest energy state (or “ground” state)
of SP1 are shown. The variation between the grids
and , which is already below 1% is clearly in-
significant for the decision that is the ground state when the four
metastable domain states are compared in (b). To complete this
example, the high-remanence states are included in (c) on a still
larger energy scale. They are all energetically well above the do-
main states for this element size and geometry. In (b) and (c), the
discretization (only one cell for every forth exchange
length laterally) is included which, appears clearly insufficient.
We note that for one to two cells per exchange length, the re-
sults become more or less independent of the mesh, confirming
our expectations. Similarly we observed that the -component
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Fig. 5.94. A preference for 90◦ walls in (100)-oriented epitaxial iron films (thickness
40 nm, courtesy P. Gru¨nberg , Ju¨lich) is shown in (a). 180◦ walls are present in short
segments. The same is true for the epitaxial Permalloy film of 50 nm thickness (b),
only that the 180◦ walls display the cross-tie structure. (Sample: courtesy S.S.P.
Parkin, IBM Almaden)
Fig. 5.95. Domain wall observations for iron films of various thicknesses. Subdivided
Ne´el walls with alternating sense of rotation are shown in (a,b). The diffuse appear-
ance of the wall images in (c) and in the left half of (d) indicates submicroscopic
cross-tie walls as demonstrated in Fig. 5.96. The asymmetric Bloch walls in (e) and
(f) get stronger with increasing film thickness. (Samples: courtesy P. Gru¨nberg and
R. Schreiber, Ju¨lich)
No ross-tie walls show up in Kerr microscopy on si gle-crystal iron films
of any thi kness. The reason is simply insufficient resolution of the opti-
cal method as was demonstrated by M. Schneider e al. [387] by magn tic
force microscopy. Iron films of 30 nm thickness do show cross-tie 180◦ walls
(Fig. 5.96), but their period and width is about 0.1 µm and thus below opti-
472 5 Domain Observation and Interpretation
Fig. 5.116. Domain patterns at zero field in a bubble garnet film with a growth-
induced perpendicular anisotropy. The patterns were generated after saturation at
an angle of 90◦ (a), 20◦ (b), 1◦ (c) and 0◦ (d) relative to the sample plane
5.6 Films with Strong Perpendicular Anisotropy
The films of this section differ from those of Sect. 5.5.5 by a predominant
perpendicular anisotropy. The material parameter Q = Ku/Kd has to be
larger than 1, where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy constant with the easy
axis perpendicular to the surface and Kd is the stray field energy constant
Kd = J
2
s /2µ0. Under these conditions a perpendicular magnetization is pre-
ferred both for the single-domain state and for the multidomain state. Only in
strong in-plane fields or inside domain walls can the horizontal magnetization
direction be occupied. In-plane fields lead to dense stripe domains (Sect. 3.7.2),
just as in low-anisotropy perpendicular films. But perpendicular or bias fields
(i.e. fields perpendicular to the film plane, parallel to the easy axis) generate
specific patterns, which were discussed theoretically in Sect. 3.7.3.
5.6.1 Extended Domain Patterns
(A) Low-Coercivity Perpendicular Films. Figure 5.116 shows characteristic
examples of periodic or quasi-periodic domain patterns observed in low-
coercivity perpendicular films: the maze pattern (a) obtained after saturation
in a perpendicular field, a pattern of parallel band domains (b) formed after
saturation and subsequent idealization in a tilted field, a bubble lattice (c)
generated after saturation in a field slightly offset from a hard direction, and
a mixed pattern (d) obtained after passing the critical point (see Sect. 3.4.4)
along the hard direction. Th manifold of metastable patterns constitutes
a f vourite subject of topological [1046–1052] and dynamical [1053–1056]
studies.
Remarkably, all patterns in Fig. 5.116 are observed under identical condi-
tions (at zero field). These states (and many more) are (meta-)stable against
small perturbations. The occurrence and stability of metastable states is a
characteristic feature of the domain structures in perpendicular films. The
question of which pattern has the lowest energy under which conditions can
best be answered theoretically (Sect. 3.7.3). As the differences in energy be-
tween the various patterns are tiny, an experimental decision is almost impos-
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Figure 2.8 – Illustrations of the discussed domain patterns. (a) & (b) Numerically cal-
culated equilibrium structures of a (2x1x0.02)µm Permalloy thin film structure - L dau
pattern and diamond state, respectively. Vo tices can be seen at the center(s) of th struc-
tures. Taken from [100]. (c) Fe(100) or ented 40 nm films. A preference f r 90◦ walls can
be seen. Samples originally from Gruenberg et al., taken from [34]. (d) & (e) domain
patterns from a bubble garnet film at varied magn tic field. The film has a growth induced
perpendicular anisotropy. Depending on the application of a magnetic field, saturating the
film at different angles (20◦ or 1◦ respectively), the remanent domain structure formed in
an energetic local minimum is different. Taken from [34]
phisticated description of the exchange energy is needed: The energy connected to the
deviation of magnetic moments from the parallel alignment of magnetic moments is given
by the ” tiffn s” xpression [34]:
Eex = A
∫
(∇m)2dV (2.23)
with the material parameter A, called exchange stiffness constant, which is scalar for
cubic or isotropic materials, and the reduced magnetization m = M/Ms (saturation
magn tization Ms).
The influence of an external magnetic field H x, also called Zeeman e ergy, can, com-
plementary to the demagnetizing field, be exp esse as
EH = −Ms
∫
Hex ·m dV (2.24)
Now, the free energy of a domain state can be expressed in a general form as sum of the
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following contributions (which have partially been introduced in Sect. 2.1.3):
Etot =
∫
[Eexchange + Edemag. + EMC+S + Eext.strain + Eext.field] dV (2.25)
=
∫ [
A(∇m)2 − 1
2
Hd ·M + EMC+S +B · −Hex ·M
]
dV (2.26)
where EMC+S denotes the energy related to magnetocrystalline and surface related
anisotropies. The dot products can be replaced by their simplified expressions discussed
in Sect. 2.1.3 for thin film uniaxial geometries under transformation of the integral over
the film thickness.
The domain state’s manifestation strongly depends on the local interplay between the
terms in Eqn. 2.26, resulting in complex domain formations of various appearances. In
the first instance, the domain implementation depends on the balance of the short ranged
exchange energy and the energy connected to the demagnetizing field and anisotropy
terms on a longer range. As a result of the exchange energy, the magnetization rotation
in a domain wall has to be continuous, while the demagnetizing field and anisotropy
would prefer a spontaneous realignment complying to the easy axes of the system.
In order to gain an understanding of the interplay between the terms, three examples
will be discussed in the following:
• Thin film elements of soft magnetic materials [magnetic materials which only
need small external fields to remove a remanent magnetization (low coercivity)],
tend to spontaneously minimize the free energy by employing flux closure domain
patterns called diamond patterns. An in-plane magnetized thin film element would
create stray fields outside of its element’s boundaries in a single-domain state,
which can be avoided if the magnetization is organized parallel to the closest border
of a given point in the element. If the film element is small enough, this structure
involves a point of perpendicular magnetization in its center, a so called vortex.
At larger sizes, a 180◦ wall is formed in the center. An example for a Landau
pattern (i.e. a single diamond) can be seen in Fig. 3.8 a). If the film element’s
size is increased, the Landau pattern is replaced by diamond patterns (Fig. 3.8 b),
since the 180◦ wall in the center is energetically unfavorable, whereas the diamond
structure mostly involves 90◦ walls and only shorter 180◦ wall parts [100].
• Iron, the model system for bulk cubic crystals with two easy axes in the sur-
face, exhibits a clear pattern of in-plane magnetized domains (Fig. 2.8 c)). The flux
closure patterns known from thin film elements are predominant in the arrange-
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ment of domains, minimizing the energy in a general flux closure. This dominating
occurrence is easily disturbed if the domains get larger. Hence, domain walls are
introduced to create domains, creating a local stability. Since the wall energy
for 90◦ walls is lower than 180◦ walls, mostly the former can be found. The in-
vested domain wall energy and the local flux closure, reducing the magnetostatic
interaction, result in an equilibrium domain formation and size.
One has to note that the local variations also result in preferences of a specific
easy axis, as reported from studies on Fe samples where an additional demagnetiz-
ing cycle has been performed between two measurements. While the domains are
reordered, most areas are magnetized along the same axis as before the demagne-
tizing [34].
• A typical domain configuration of positive anisotropy films involves formation
of parallel stripe domains (see Fig. 2.8 d)). Obviously, domains are introduced to
minimize the stray field that extends out of the sample. The magnetic field is
closed between the magnetic poles at the surface or interface of the sample. The
stripe pattern is characterized by a long range order of the stripes and their width,
which is given by an equilibrium between the increase of overall domain wall energy
and the reduction of the stray field when increasing the stripe density.
In the same geometry, bubble lattices can form under an applied field, since they
are a metastable configuration of such films (see Fig. 2.8 e)). The underlying bubble
lattice ideally is formed in a hexagonal, close-packed structure, but will deform in
the presence of in-plane anisotropies [34].
As can be seen from the examples above, the energy of domain walls is a crucial param-
eter for the observation and the detailed manifestation of a domain state. The two most
prominent types of 180◦ domain walls will be discussed in the following. The Bloch
and Ne´el walls both describe a magnetization transition between two domains with an
antiparallel magnetization. While the rotation direction of the magnetic moments lies
in the plane of the wall for Bloch-walls, the rotation for Ne´el- walls is perpendicular
to the wall. Both domain wall magnetization rotations are depicted in Fig. 2.9.
The energy of a 180◦ domain wall is given by
EW = 2pi
√
AK (2.27)
with the exchange stiffness A, a material specific parameter depending on the crystallo-
graphic structure and the exchange integral J , hence defining the interaction strength of
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The analysis of magnetic microstructure between the realms of phase theory
for large samples and that of small particle switching needs some knowledge of
the structure of domain walls, and this is the place to discuss them in detail.
The calculation of domain wall structure is by far the most important con-
tribution of micromagnetics to the analysis of magnetic domains. This is true
for two reasons: experimentally, domain walls are difficult to access because
they change their properties at surfaces where they can primarily be observed.
Also, it is in most cases difficult to isolate a single wall from its neighbours to
measure its properties. Usually domain walls interact in a complicated net-
work. The theoretical approach, on the other hand, is straightforward and well
founded. The calculation of domain walls is regularly the method of choice,
rather than trying to determine their energy or structure experimentally. This
is particularly true for walls that are sufficiently extended and flat, so that
they may be considered planar and one-dimensional. Such domain walls can
be calculated in a relatively easy way using the methods of variational cal-
culus, as first demonstrated by Landau and Lifshitz [22] in their pioneering
work. The treatment of two- and three-dimensional walls as they occur, for
example, in thin films is more difficult but still possible. The material pre-
sented here is in large parts an abridged and updated recapitulation of the
earlier textbook by the first author on this subject [509].
3.6.1 The Structure and Energy of Infinite Planar Walls
(A) The Simplest 180◦ Wall. Let us start with the simplest of all domain
walls, a planar 180◦ wall in an infinite uniaxial medium with negligible mag-
netostriction, separating two domains of opposite magnetization (Fig. 3.53).
If the wall plane contains the anisotropy axis, the domain magnetizations
are parallel to the wall and there will be no global magnetic charge, meaning
that the component of magnetization perpendicular to the wall is the same
on both sides of the wall. If, in addition, the magnetization rotates parallel
Fig. 3.53. The rotation of the magnetization
vector from one domain through a 180◦ wall to
the other domain in an infinite uniaxial mate-
rial. Two alternate rotation modes are shown:
the optimum mode, which is called the Bloch
wall (a), as compared to the Ne´el wall (b),
which is less favourable here but can be pre-
ferred in thin films and in applied fields. For
both modes the opposite rotation is equally pos-
sible
Figure 2.9 – Schem tic of Bloch-
wall (a) and Ne´el-wall (b). Mag-
netic domains are to the left and
right of either schematic, magne-
tized up and down, respectively.
The pposite rotations of either
depicted wall is equally possible.
From [34]
neighboring spins [70]. The width of a 180◦ wall is depending on a more complicated set
of properties. As domain walls are continuous rotations of the local magnetization, the
definition of the wall length cannot be unique. Based on the slope of the magnetization
angle γ(x), the classical definition by Lilley [101] leads to
WL = pi
√
A/K (2.28)
for a 180◦ Bloch wall. An elaborate discussion can be found in the textbook by Hubert
& Scha¨fer [34].
2.4 Photoemission process & XMCD
Photoemission is the effect of energy transfer from photons to matter, resulting in pho-
toelectrons that are able to leave the illuminated material. The effect was discovered
back in 1905 with the explanation of the photoelectric effect by Einstein [102]. The
first spectroscopic experiments making use of the photoelectric effect were carried out
by Siegbahn in 1950, who used x-rays to analyze bonding states connected to chemical
shifts, hence naming the the technique ’Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis
(ESCA)’ [103].
Nowadays, diverse experiments satisfying wide interests revolve around the same physical
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principle, which will be discussed with respect to its application in this thesis. Here, with
emphasis on the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) effect, the dependence on the
angle between magnetization and incident light can be used as a contrast mechanism, as
will be discussed further in Sect. 3.2.2 in the context of the microscopes imaging modes.
Einstein’s energy relation of the photoeffect links the energy of a photon Eph = hν to the
binding energy of the electron Ebin, the potential barrier of a solid called work function
Φ and the electron’s final kinetic energy Ekin:
hν = Φ + Ekin + Ebin (2.29)
The quantum mechanical description of the photoexcitation, Fermi’s Golden Rule, spec-
ifies the transition probability to excite an electron from an initial state |i〉 with the
energy Ei to a final state |f〉 with the energy Ef [104,105]:
Pi→f =
2pi
~
|〈f |O|i〉|2 δ(ENf − ENi − hν), (2.30)
Energy conservation is granted by the δ-function, in accordance to Eqn. 2.29. The transi-
tion probability is given by the transition matrix element Mfi = 〈f |O|i〉, which depends
on the interplay of wave function symmetry and the photonic operator. As a result of the
Golden Rule and application of suitable approximations, the so called dipole selection
rules are obtained [47], which allow for a simple evaluation of the transition possibility
based on quantum numbers |n, l,ml, s,ms〉 defining an electron state as presented in the
following.
The transition matrix element can be split into a radial-, anglular- and spin-dependent
part [70] in consideration of illumination by polarized photons:
Mfi = 〈n′l|r|nc〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
radial
〈lml|e|cmc〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
angular
δ(m′s,ms)︸ ︷︷ ︸
spin
(2.31)
if atomic wave functions are used for symmetry determination. In this approach spin-
orbit coupling, and hence spin-orbit splitting of the levels, is neglected for the explanatory
purpose. Primes denote initial states, c denotes the initial orbital quantum number from
the core state and |s = 1/2,ms〉 denotes the spin state of the electron. The δ-function
handling the spin-part discloses that a non-vanishing transition probability only exists
for m′s = ms, i.e. the spin has to be conserved. The radial dipole matrix element is
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Abbildung 3.5 – Nach Dipolregeln erlaubte U¨berga¨nge der 2p-Elektronen in das 3d-Band
(mj = ±1) bei zirkularer Polarisation.
Matrixelement nur fu¨r bestimmte Kombinationen lf , li,mf ,mi einen Wert ungleich Null
annehmen, welches die Basis der bekannten Dipolauswahlregeln darstellt. Letztere sind
in allgemeiner Form fu¨r das Bahnmoment von Thole et al. [69] und den Spin von Car-
ra et al. [70] hergeleitet worden. In Dipolna¨herung vereinfachen sich die Auswahlregeln
zu:
∆L = ±1 (3.2.5)
∆ml = 0,±1 (3.2.6)
Folglich sind fu¨r Anregungen der 2p-Elektronen in das 3d-Band (∆L = +1) lediglich die
in Abbildung 3.5 gezeigten U¨berga¨nge erlaubt. Dabei gilt fu¨r zirkular rechts polarisierte
Strahlung (σ+) mj = 1 sowie fu¨r zirkular links polarisierte Strahlung (σ
−) mj = −1.
Nach Gewichtung der Spin-Orbit-gekoppelten Zielzusta¨nde mit Hilfe der entsprechenden
Clebsch-Gordon-Koeﬃzienten ko¨nnen diese durch die ungekoppelten Basiszusta¨nde
ausgedru¨ckt werden. Dies erlaubt schließlich die Berechnung der in Abbildung 3.4 auf-
gelisteten U¨bergangswahrscheinlichkeiten. Zusammenfassend werden mit zirkular rechts
(links) polarisierter Ro¨ntgenstrahlung an der 2p1/2 Kante 75% Spin ↓ (37,5% Spin ↑)
Elektronen sowie an der 2p3/2 Kante 25% Spin ↓ (62,5% Spin ↑) Elektronen angeregt. Die
resultierende Anzahl angeregter Elektronen, welche die experimentell messbare Intensita¨t
repra¨sentiert, ist abha¨ngig von der Population im jeweiligen Spin-Orbit-aufgespaltenen
Ausgangsniveau. Die daraus resultierenden Intensita¨ten des U¨berganges an beiden Kan-
ten sind ebenfalls in Abbildung 3.4 dargestellt. Deren Diﬀerenz
∆I = I(σ−)− I(σ+) (3.2.7)
stellt den XMCD-Eﬀekt dar.
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Figure 2.10 – Allowed transitions from the 2p to the 3d levels according to the dipole
selection rules and ∆l = +1. The allowed transitions depend on the given polarization of
the exciting photon. From [108]
given by
R = 〈n′l|r|nc〉 =
∞∫
0
R∗n′,l(r)Rn,c(r)r
3dr, (2.32)
where the radial part of the electron wavefunction Rnl(r) has to obey the normalization
condition
∞∫
0
|Rnl(r)|2r2dr = 1. (2.33)
In general, the angular part involves a summation over the Racah operator C
(1)
q [70],
while it yields the atomic ipole selection rules by evaluation of the non-vanishing matrix
elements in the dipolar approximation:
∆l = l′ − l = ±1, (2.34)
∆ml = m
′
l −ml = q = 0,±1, (2.35)
∆s = s′ − s = 0, (2.36)
∆ms = m
′
s −ms = 0 (2.37)
with the angular momentum q~ of the incident x-ray. The selection rules and their
application in photoemission spectroscopy (the so called sum rules to determine the
orbital and spin magnetic moment) have been deduced in full generality for the angular
momenta by Thole et al. [106] and for the spin by Carra et al. [107].
Allowed tr nsitions f om 2p→3d levels are d pict d in Fig. 2.10 according to Eqn. 2.35.
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Figure 2.11 – Schematic
XMCD eﬀect in a single
electron picture with large
exchange-splitting in the
d-bands (ﬁlled majority
band, empty minority band).
Transitions are shown for
2p→3d levels in exchange
split 3d transition metals
upon excitation by circularly
polarized light. The angular
momentum of the photons
gives rise to the application of
dipole selection rules result-
ing in the denoted transition
probabilities. Transitions
into the majority band do
not ﬁnd possible ﬁnal states
and are hence not occurring.
3d
2p
2p3/2
2p1/2
3d  
3d  
EF
62.5%
25% 75%
37.5%
σ−σ+
Spin-orbit split
Exchange split
bands
Circularly right polarized photons (σ+) conform to Δmj = +1 while circularly left
polarized photons (σ−) conform to Δmj = −1, where mj = ml +ms with |ml +ms| ≤
j = |l ± s|.
The transition probabilities can be calculated by use of the Clebsch-Gordon-
coeﬃcients to evaluate the products of spherical harmonics emerging from the electron
wavefunctions. For the transitions of interest for this thesis, the transition probabilities
from 2p→3d levels are denoted in the XMCD transition scheme in Fig. 2.11, for the case
the propagation vector k of the photon is parallel to magnetization direction. Hence,
circularly right (left) polarized light excites 75% spin ↓ (37.5% spin ↑) electrons from the
2p1/2 level and 25% spin ↓ (62.5% spin ↑) electrons from the 2p3/2 level to the 3d ↓ level.
In addition, the absolute amount of excited electrons is depending on the population of
electrons from the spin-orbit split initial level. The diﬀerence of the intensities of excited
electron sums constitutes the x-ray magnetic circular dichroism:
ΔI = I(σ+)− I(σ−) (2.38)
2.5 Electron inelastic mean free path
The electron inelastic mean free path (eIMFP) is an important physical quantity in
connection to photoemission and the experiments conducted in this thesis. Electrons
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Calculations of electron inelastic mean free paths
up to about 10%. We therefore believe that there is satisfactory
consistency between our optical IMFPs and the IMFPs from the
experiments of Tanuma et al. and Werner et al.
Finally, we mention briefly several further tests of IMFPs
calculated from optical data. Seah et al.[84] made an extensive
comparison of measured AES and XPS peak intensities with
corresponding calculated peak intensities for some 60 elemental
solids. One parameter in these calculations was the IMFP, and
Seah et al. chose to use IMFPs from the TPP-2M equation. They
found good agreement between the measured and calculated
intensities, with scatter factors of about 1.09 for AES and about
1.12 for XPS. For a careful analysis of thicknesses of thin films of
SiO2 on Si determined by XPS and other techniques, Seah and
Spencer[85] determined the effective attenuation lengths (EALs) of
Si 2p photoelectrons in SiO2. Their EALs, 2.996 and 3.485 nm for
XPS with Mg Kα and Al Kα X-ray sources, respectively, agreed well
with the corresponding calculated values of 2.76 and 3.21 nm.[86]
The latter values are based on average IMFP values at each
photoelectron energy for Si and SiO2 from previously reported
IMFP calculations[4,5] and a correction for the effects of elastic
scattering.[87]
Werner et al.[27] recently analyzed REELS of 17 elemental metals
to determine optical constants for photon energies between 0.5
and 70.5 eV that, with atomic photoabsorption data for higher
photon energies, were utilized to calculate IMFPs with Penn’s
algorithm.[18] For these 17 solids, the average RMS deviation of
these IMFPs for energies between 99.5 and 9897.1 eV and our
IMFPs in Table 4 was 5.9%. Werner et al. also commented that
IMFPs from their REELS data were ‘indistinguishably similar’ to
those obtained from parallel calculations of optical constants
using density-functional theory. Given the uncertainties of the
optical data used in our IMFP calculations (Table 3) and the
uncertainties in IMFP calculations from optical data (∼10%),[1,16]
there is satisfactory consistency of our IMFPs with those obtained
from other methods.
Conclusion
We report new calculations of IMFPs for 41 elemental solids (Li, Be,
graphite, diamond, glassy C, Na, Mg, Al, Si, K, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu, Ge, Y, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, In, Sn, Cs, Gd, Tb, Dy, Hf, Ta, W,
Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au and Bi) for electron energies from 50 eV to 30 keV.
The IMFPs were calculated from experimental optical data using
the full Penn algorithm for energies up to 300 eV and the simpler
SPA for higher energies. Improved sets of optical data over those
used for our previous IMFP calculations[3,4] were utilized for 21 of
the solids (Mg, Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Ni, Cu, Y, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Hf, Ta, W,
Re, Os, Ir, Pt and Au).
Figure 25 is a summary plot of the calculated IMFPs for the
41 solids as a function of energy. IMFPs are shown for energies
between 10 and 50 eV to indicate trends but these values are not
as reliable as those at higher energies. For energies between 1
and 30 keV, there is at least a factor of five difference between the
smallest and largest IMFPs. Such variations in IMFPmagnitudes are
duemainly to variations in bulk densities. Minima in the IMFP plots
occur at energies between about 10 and 100 eV. These variations
are associated with differences in the shapes of the energy-loss
functions for the solids.[40]
The calculated IMFPs could be fitted to the modified Bethe
equation for inelastic scattering of electrons inmatter for energies
from 50 eV to 30 keV. The average RMS deviation in these fits
Figure 25. Summary plot of calculated IMFPs for the 41 elemental solids
(Table 4) as a function of electron energy.
was 0.48%. We also compared the calculated IMFPs with values
from thepredictive TPP-2Mequation [Eqns (7) and (13)]whichwas
developed from our earlier IMFP calculations for the 50 eV–2 keV
range. The average RMS deviation in this comparison for the 41
solids was 12.3%; this average RMS deviation was almost the
same as that found in a similar comparison for the 50 eV–2 keV
range (12.8%). Large RMS deviations were found for diamond,
graphite, and cesium (71.7, 47.9 and 36.7%, respectively) as
shown in Table 6; possible reasons for these large deviations
were discussed in a previous paper.[10] If the RMS deviations for
diamond, graphite and cesium are excluded, the average RMS
deviation for the remaining 38 elements is 9.2%. This value is
slightly superior to the corresponding average RMS deviation of
10.2% foundwith IMFPs for the 50 eV–2 keV range for our original
group of 27 elemental solids.[7] The large deviations between
the calculated IMFPs and those from the TPP-2M equation for
diamond, graphite and cesium were traced to the relatively small
computed values of the parameter β in the TPP-2M equation
[from Eqn (13(b))] (β ≈ 0.01 for diamond and graphite) and
also for relatively large values of β (β ≈ 0.25 for Cs).[10] Other
solids may have similarly low values of β (as indicated by
the values from the fits of Eqn (7) to the calculated IMFPs in
Table 5) but, for their particular material parameters, there was
less sensitivity of the IMFPs from TPP-2M than for diamond and
graphite. We also note that the large deviation for graphite could
be associated with the highly anisotropic optical properties of
graphite; such anisotropies are neglected in the Penn algorithm.
We therefore believe that the TPP-2M equation should be useful
for estimating IMFPs in most materials for electron energies up
to 30 keV in most materials with an average RMS uncertainty of
about 10%. Larger uncertainties may occur for energies less than
300 eV.
We have compared our calculated IMFPs with those from other
recent calculations and from experiments. Our results for Al and
Cu agree well with those of Mao et al.[48,49] who also used the FPA.
There is also generally good consistency between our results for Al
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Figure 2.12 – Inelastic mean
free paths for electrons in
the energy range of 10 eV
to 20000 eV calculated for 41
elemental solids, correspond-
ing to different colors. From
[109]
that travel through solid material with a kinetic energy Ekin, e.g. photoelectrons, will
experience elastic and inelastic scattering events, leading to changes in the electron
momentum and energy. The inelastic mean free path, the mean travel length without
scattering events, determines the probing depth of electron measurement techniques.
The probability of scattering events is determined by the solid’s composition and the
ki etic energy of the electron. A general trend in the so called universal curve finds
a minimum eIMFP of <10 A˚ between 50 eV and 100 eV. For higher and lower kinetic
energies, increasing eIMFPs are found. The traveling electrons lose their energy by
plasmonic scattering, electron-hole formation, and vibrational excitation [110]. The
decay in electron intensity can be expressed as
I(l) = I0 exp
(
− l
λIMFP
)
, (2.39)
where l denotes the electron intensity and λIMFP the mean free electron path [111].
Approximately, the eIMFP can be calcul ted by
λIMFP [A˚] ≈ 14.3√
E
+ 0.54
√
E; E in eV (2.40)
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Modern simulations for the eIMFP, yielding good agreement with previous measurements
from the same group [112], can be found in Fig. 2.12.
The eIMFP will be used in the further course of the thesis as a tool to determine the film
thickness in a wedged sample geometry (Sect. 5.1.1) and also needs to be incorporated
when determining the film composition by Auger electron spectroscopy due to the
varying kinetic energies of the electrons (Sect. 3.1.2). However, the influence of the
eIMFP is of different nature in the two cases. The Auger electrons are direct electrons
which are measured at energies corresponding to only elastically scattering events, which
means a direct application of the eIMFP. Electron energies in the typical range of 200−
1000 eV result in eIMFPs of about 1− 10 nm.
In the x-ray absorption experiment (see Sect. 3.2.2), the secondary electron cascade is
measured as a signal proportional to the absorption. The energy transfer between scat-
tering electrons results in much lower energies of about 0 − 5 eV and corresponding to
eIMFPs of about 0.5− 20 nm [113].
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Figure 3.1 – The FE-LEEM P90 at the FZ Ju¨lich
beamline UE56/1-SGM, BESSY II, Berlin, Germany
In order to gain a deeper knowl-
edge about the SRT and the do-
main structure depending on the
anisotropy parameters in Ni/Cu(001)
and NixPd1−x/Cu(001), we con-
ducted all experiments utilizing an
FE-LEEM P90 [114–117] instrument
with aberration corrector, commer-
cialized by SPECS Surface Nano
Analysis GmbH [118, 119]. The mi-
croscope is operated as a permanent
end-station at the Forschungszen-
trum Ju¨lich’s soft x-ray beamline
UE56/1-SGM at the synchrotron fa-
cility BESSY II, Berlin, Germany. An
attached preparation chamber allows
for in-situ preparation of the wedged
NixPd1−x films on Cu(001). For this
purpose, the preparation chamber is
equipped with a 5-axis manipulator
with electron beam-heating, a low-
temperature pyrometer for tempera-
ture readout (250-1400◦C), an Ar+
ion beam source and two distinct evaporators (Sect. 3.1.1). For characterization pur-
poses the preparation chamber accommodates dedicated systems for Auger electron
spectroscopy (Sect. 3.1.2), low energy electron diffraction (Sect. 3.1.3), and the possibil-
ity to determine film thickness and growth mode during evaporation by medium energy
electron diffraction (Sect. 3.1.4).
In the second part of this chapter a descriptions of immersion microscopy in general, and
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Figure 3.2 – Sketch of the preparation chamber’s layout (a). MEED pattern during evap-
oration (b). Color marks correspond to incident electron beam (purple), used for normal-
ization purposes, direct reflection (red), used for recording the MEED oscillations and first
order diffraction (cyan).
of the microscope used in the studies for this thesis in particular are given (Sect. 3.2). A
particular focus is put to the aberration corrector in Sect. 3.2.1 as a novel commercially
available feature. The imaging modes of the microscope are discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.
Synchrotron radiation, as the main illumination source used for experiments, is discussed
in Sect. 3.2.3, also characterizing the beamline UE56/1-SGM at BESSY II, Berlin. In
the course of this study, in-situ demagnetization via electromagnets has been established
and image rotations for typical magnifications have been determined, and are described
in Sect. 3.2.4 and Sect. 3.2.5, respectively.
3.1 Preparation
3.1.1 Molecular beam epitaxy
Clean and monocrystalline samples are mandatory to study the role of lattice stress on
the anisotropic behavior of magnetism. Molecular beam epitaxy excels in slow evapora-
tion rates and clean deposition below 5 ∗ 10−10 mbar, both endorsing epitaxial growth of
clean ultrathin films. Technically, the evaporand, in the form of a 2 mm diameter rod, is
brought to sublimation temperature by electron beam heating. An exit tube, incorpo-
rating a flux monitor and a shutter, directs the sublimated atoms towards the sample,
where the growth mode is determined by a set of parameters: deposition rate, temper-
atures, residual gases, and individual atomic processes [120]. In a thermal equilibrium
(high adsorbate mobility, low deposition rate), the growth process is mainly determined
by the chemical interaction between substrate and adsorbate. Bauer [121] first re-
viewed thin film growth modes depending on the surface free energies of the adsorbate
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γa, the substrate γs and the interface layer γi. Three growth modes are discussed in this
framework:
• γs ≥ γa + γi & small lattice mismatch (Frank-van der Merwe growth). An
adsorbate layer is completed before atoms adsorb in a second layer on top, consti-
tuting a layer-by-layer growth mode.
• γs < γa + γi (Volmer-Weber-growth), an island growth mode. As reflected by
the energy relation it is more energy efficient for the film to create three dimensional
islands instead of completing layers.
• γs ≥ γa+γi & significant lattice mismatch (Stranski-Kastranov growth). After
a first wetting (mono-)layer, the strain leads to a preferred island formation for
subsequent growth.
As Ruggerone et. al. described, usually the system will not be in a perfect thermal
equilibrium, and the resulting film morphology is also determined by kinetic processes
[122].
However, for the present work, the influence of lattice strain on the growth needs special
attention. As the bulk lattice constant of a deposited material usually is not the same as
found for the substrate, the grown film will be strained. The corresponding parameter,
the lattice mismatch η, can be described with the lattice constant of the substrate
asubstrate and the bulk lattice constant of the deposited film afilm [123]:
η =
afilm − asubstrate
asubstrate
(3.1)
The adoption of the substrate lattice constant for the first monolayers of the deposited
film is called pseudomorphic growth, transcribing the term from the mineralogy ’replacer
after original’. In this initial phase, the film is under an in-plane biaxial tensile strain
given by the lattice mismatch 0 = η, leading to Poisson-compression/expansion of
the unit cell along its normal given by ′0 = −η, assuming a Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/3
and an elastically isotropic film [75,124]. The pseudomorphic growth prevails until it is
energetically more favorable to reduce the strain by implementation of misfit dislocations.
The energy connected to the strain is proportional to the volume V and can be described
by Hook’s law:
EH =
1
2
Ce20V (3.2)
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Figure 3.3 – Theoretical calculation of the strain in an epitaxially grown Ni/Cu(001) and
Ni87Pd13/Cu(001), deduced from Eqns. 3.4 & 3.5
where C denotes the elastic constant. The sum of strain energy and energy cost of
incorporating misfit dislocations to relax the strain EMD,
ES = EH + EMD, (3.3)
will be minimized by the system, leading to a constant strain in the film until a critical
thickness hc is reached [125]. This critical thickness hc can be mathematically deter-
mined if information about the Burgers vector [126] (representing the magnitude and
direction of the lattice distortion) and the misfit dislocation properties is present [127].
The development of strain relaxation for films thicker than hc, given by the minimization
of Eqn. 3.3, can be approximated by a 1/h law as proposed by the model of Chappert
and Bruno [73]:
0(h) = η
hc
h
, h > hc (3.4)
0(h) = η, h ≤ hc (3.5)
The model predicts a constant strain for epitaxial films up to thicknesses of hc and a
decreasing strain for higher thicknesses. The e0(h) function is depicted in Fig. 3.3 for
the Ni/Cu(001) system studied in this thesis and determines the shape of the strain-
dependent anisotropy contributions in Ni/Cu(001) depicted in Fig. 2.7. Under the as-
sumption of a constant volume V of the atomic unit cell, the lattice constant in the
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perpendicular direction has to increase according to
a2 + a2 + c2 = V 2 = const. (3.6)
with the in-plane lattice constant a and the perpendicular lattice constant c in a tetrag-
onally strained cubic system.
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Figure 3.4 – Theoretical calculation of the wedge shape,
deduced from Eqn. 3.7
Wedge deposition Part of the
samples made for this thesis are
grown in a wedge geometry. This
is accomplished by an aperture
shadowing technique, realized by
a razor blade which is brought
close to the sample where it re-
sides throughout the evaporation
process. For a finite size of
the evaporand or the evaporators
opening muzzle, whatever limits
the vapor beam size, the theorem
of intersecting lines results in a
wedged film. The final wedge shape W (x) is given by the integration of the vapor beam
shape:
W (x) = 2 ∗
∫ √
1− x2 dx
= arcsin(x) + x
√
(1− x2) (3.7)
The width of the wedge is given by the theorem of intersecting lines, resulting in ∼
33 µm (15 cm muzzle-aperture distance, 0.1 cm aperture-sample distance, 0.5 cm muzzle
opening), while experimental determinations yielded 30-80µm. This deviation is most
likely given by the imperfect placement of the aperture in-situ. The wedge shape is
shown in Fig. 3.4, scaled to fit actual measured wedge dimensions. The resulting wedge’s
inclination in this geometry and for a 100 ML film is less than a monolayer (Ni: 0.176
nm) per 400 nm.
3.1.2 Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
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Figure 3.5 – Illustration of the Auger process.
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a
method used to determine the chemical
composition of a sample with a shallow
information depth given by the electron
IMFP of the measured electrons (about
1 nm). Auger spectra register a unique
energy signature of emitted electrons from
each element because of the energy trans-
fer mechanism during the Auger process.
This process can be described in the fol-
lowing model [128,129]:
• An electron from a core shell is re-
moved by either an incident electron
or photon, ionizing the atom.
• The core hole is filled by an electron
from an outer shell.
• The difference in binding energy is
transferred to another electron,
which eventually is emitted from the
sample.
Also see Fig. 3.5 for an illustration of the Auger process. The transferred energy Ei−f
is specific to the energy gap between the two shells participating in step 2. Hence, the
emitted electron can then be measured at a kinetic energy of
Ekin = Ei−f − Ebin − Φ, (3.8)
taking also into account the binding energy of the emitted electron Ebin and the work
function of the material Φ. In step 3., fluorescence is a competing mechanism to release
the excess energy. The total amount of core hole decays is comprised as a sum of fluo-
rescence and Auger effect, with the amount of fluorescence increasing with increasing
atomic weight [130].
In the dedicated AES system used for this thesis, the sample’s electrons are excited by
an incident electron beam of 3-5 keV energy. Auger electrons are energy filtered in
a single-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer and detected by a channeltron using a lock-
in technique to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, spectra are displayed as a
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derivative of energy dN/dE. As AES yields element specific information, it is used to
detect contaminations and adsorbates of a sample and also to determine the thickness
of deposited films. The damping of the substrate Auger signal can be related to the
grown film thickness. As used in the context of this thesis, AES is most suitable to
determine the chemical composition of a mixed film, e.g. the alloys prepared for this
study. Here, film thickness has to be determined separately, for example by MEED
oscillations during film growth as described in Sect. 3.1.4. The electron yield of elements
A and B is attenuated proportional to respective eIMFP λA,B. Also the thickness h
of the film has to be taken into account. The composition regarding element A can be
expressed as [66]:
xA =
IA
SA
(1− exp (−d/λB cos Θ))
IA
SA
(1− exp (−d/λB cos Θ)) + IBSB (1− exp (−d/λA cos Θ))
(3.9)
where IA,B denotes the measured peak-to-peak heights from the derived Auger spec-
trum and SA,B are the so called sensitivity factors. The sensitivity factors take the
cross-section of the Auger process into account, but also the sensitivity of the Auger
spectrometer itself, given by geometrical differences of each system. Therefore, the sen-
sitivity factors have to be determined for each system uniquely by recording reference
spectra. The cos Θ is introduced to compensate the effect of the angle of incidence on
the information depth (see eIMFP in Sect. 2.5). Eqn. 3.9 is idealized for pseudomorphic
growth and incident electron energies much larger than Auger electron energies.
3.1.3 Low energy electron diffraction (LEED)
Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) is a method used to determine the long range
crystallographic structure of a material by diffraction of a collimated electron beam of
low energy (5-400 eV) [131]. Due to the short eIMFP (Sect. 2.5) of the electrons, LEED
is a very surface sensitive experiment. The electrons elastically scattered on the lattice
give rise to diffraction spots which can be viewed on a fluorescent screen. Due to the wave
nature of accelerated electrons, constructive interference occurs according to Bragg’s
law
2d sin Θ = nλ (3.10)
where n is an integer, λ the corresponding wavelength of the incident electrons, d the
lattice constant perpendicular to the surface, and Θ the angle between incident and
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diffracted electrons. As the emerging pattern is a reciprocal reconstruction of the diffract-
ing crystallographic structure, it can be used to determine crystallographic structure’s
unit cell directions in real space.
While the determination by Bragg’s law is sufficient for a phenomenological description,
generally, the strong multiple elastic scattering of electrons into all possible directions has
to be taken into account. Dynamic calculations of LEED scattering processes are able
to reproduce the intensity fluctuations of LEED spots depending on incident electron
energy, called LEED I(V). These intensity curves are the basis of any quantitative LEED
experiment and yield information about the exact structure of the crystallographic unit
cell up to an error limit of ±0.01A˚ [132].
The spot size is determined by the the long-range order of contributing scattering centers.
The spot-to-background brightness ratio may be related to lattice defects, dislocations,
adsorbed atoms, and surface roughness. This can be used to distinguish between local
disorder (e.g. temperature-related), poor long-range order, and superlattices. Addi-
tionally, the brightness distribution in the spot profile can be used for further analysis,
including the aforementioned LEED I(V) experiments.
3.1.4 Medium energy electron diffraction (MEED)
Medium energy electron diffraction (MEED) is a method used to determine thin film
thickness during evaporation for samples growing in a layer-by-layer fashion in UHV.
An electron beam of medium energy (1-3 keV) is focused on the sample with an incident
angle of 1-5◦, with respect to the sample plane, for a high surface sensitivity. The
scattered electrons create a diffraction pattern on a phosphor screen, which can be
recorded by a CCD camera. The intensity of the elastic spot scales with the roughness
of the sample due to decreasing reflection for rougher sample surfaces: For layer-by-
layer growth the roughness is minimal once a layer is completed and at a maximum
for half a completed layer, which corresponds to the opposite in reflected intensity. The
resulting intensity oscillations of the elastic peak thus allow for growth monitoring during
film growth. However, certain growth modes prevent MEED oscillations even though
layer-by-layer growth is persistent. Step-flow growth, where high mobility of the ad-
atoms results in diffusion to atomic steps, might be the most prominent example [133].
The development of MEED oscillations, i.e. damping and height of oscillations, gives
hints on the prevalent growth mode. MEED is a most suitable technique for thin-
film growth because of its high signal-noise ratio due to the intensity of the elastic
peak, and its accuracy of monolayer determination. Lower electron energy than used for
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RHEED (reflection high energy electron diffraction) results in a more surface sensitive
measurement because of the reduced eIMFP [111].
All MEED measurements shown in this study have been normalized to the reflected
intensity before evaporation shutters were opened and the background intensity. Also,
we will refer to results from previous publications that have been correlated to MEED
oscillations. In our system, we arranged the AES- and LEED system opposite to each
other in a geometry suitable for MEED during film deposition (see Fig. 3.2).
3.2 Photoemission & low energy electron microscopy
Electronic immersion microscopy has its origin in a method published in the 30s by
Brueche [134, 135]. By using an electrostatic accelerating field as an analogon to the
immersion fluid known from optical microscopy, he increased the imaging capabilities of
his microscope. This principle can be found in all electron microscopes up to the latest
generation and is typically realized by a cathode lens (see also Fig. 3.12). A positive
potential of 5-20 kV between the front part of the objective lens (extractor) and the
sample (cathode) creates the electrostatic ’immersion-’ field. The emitted photoelectrons
will be accelerated to a drift-energy Ed = E0 + eU , which reduces the relative energy-
spread. This reduction helps to increase the microscope’s resolution by reducing angles
with the optical axis and reducing the influence of electronoptical imperfections. In this
kind of design the sample itself is part of the immersion lens [136]. Another common
part in electron immersion microscope design is the projector, a set of lenses which
magnifies the image created by the objective lens to a detector, for example a phosphor
screen. Digital conversion of the image can be achieved by a CCD camera.
Electron miscroscopy has seen various inventions, improvements and specializations to
suit multiple unique purposes, resulting in different techniques. The most prominent
representatives are (scanning) transmission electron microscopy [(S)TEM] [137, 138],
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [139], photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM)
[140], and low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) [141]. As the names suggest, main
differences lie in creation of the image-forming electrons and their energy. Due to the
IMFP of electrons in condensed matter this also determines the probing depth of the mi-
croscopic design. (S)TEM is operated at electron energies of 100 keV to 1 MeV, therefore
resulting in a bulk sensitivity, also characterized by its transmission design. However,
samples have to be made specifically thin (typically 5-150 nm [137]) for transmission
techniques. LEEM and PEEM on the other hand operate at electron energies < 100 eV,
which is connected to probing depths of typically < 10 nm (see Fig. 2.12). The micro-
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3.3 Elektronenoptische Immersionslinsenmikroskopie
Ref. Methode Verletzte Bedingung Korrektur
[82] Multipol-Kombination zylind. Symmetrie C3 + Cc
[83] Wien-Filter zylind. Symmetrie Cc
[84] Elektrostat. Gitter/Folien Raumladungsfreiheit C3 + Cc
[85] Moving-Focus stat. Felder C3 + Cc
[86] Zeitabh. Linsen stat. Felder C3 + Cc
[87] Energieinversion stat. Felder Cc
[44] Elektronenspiegel reale Bilder C3 + Cc
Tabelle 3.1 – Experimentell besta¨tigte Methoden zur Aberrationskorrektur mit nach
Scherzers Theorem verletzten Bedingungen.
a) b) c) d)
Abbildung 3.9 – Spha¨rische und chromatische Aberration einer Elektronenlinse (a,c)
und eines Elektronenspiegels (b,d). Die Laufzeitunterschiede im fokussierenden Feld sind
ursa¨chlich fu¨r eine Verschiebung des Fokus entlang der optischen Achse. Dabei zeigen Lin-
sen und Spiegel Aberrationen unterschiedlicher Vorzeichen.
renden elektrostatischen Feldes auf ein transmittiertes sowie reflektiertes Elektron. Die
dargestellten Elektroden formen ein rotationssymetrisches, fokussierendes Feld, dessen
A¨quipotentialfla¨chen als schwarze Linien eingezeichnet sind. Diese formen einen Poten-
tialberg, der hineinfliegende Elektronen abbremst und herausfliegende beschleunigt. Im
Fall einer Linse wird das Elektrodenpotential Φ so gewa¨hlt, dass Elektronen mit Drift-
energie EDrift = eUDrift diesen u¨berwinden ko¨nnen, so dass Φ < eU gilt. Um Eigenschaf-
ten eines Elektronenspiegels darzustellen muss ein Potential Φ > eU gewa¨hlt werden,
so dass Elektronen auf der ansteigenden Flanke des Potentialberges reflektiert werden.
Beim Durchgang eines Elektrons durch das elektrische Feld u¨bt dieses eine fokussie-
rende Kraft proportional zum Abstand zur optischen Achse aus. Eine la¨ngere Verweil-
zeit im Feld bewirkt daher eine sta¨rkere Fokussierung. Abbildung 3.9 zeigt die Ursache
von spha¨rischer Aberration einer Linse a) und eines Spiegels b). Im Fall einer Linse
mu¨ssen ferner der optischen Achse einfliegende Elektronen sowohl eine la¨ngere Strecke
im Feld zuru¨cklegen als auch den Potentialberg ho¨her erklimmen wie achsennahe Elek-
tronen. Dies verursacht eine la¨ngere Verweildauer im fokussierenden Feld einhergehend
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Figure 3.6 – Spherical and chromatic aberration of an electro lens (a) & (c), and an
electron mirror (b) & (d). Notably, th aberratio s of lens s and mirrors ar of opposite
sign. From [108]
scope used for this study is a combined LEEM/PEEM-machine operated as stationary
end-station at the synchrotron facility BESSY II, Germany. In PEEM mode the sample
is illuminated by photons under an angle of about 25◦, the secondary electron cascade
of the excited photoelectrons is used for image formation. In LEEM mode, a monochro-
mated and collimated electron beam is focused onto the sample at normal incidence.
The image is formed by electrons reflected or diffracted at the sample. Even though
the contrast mechanisms in these two techniques are quite different, the electron optical
imaging process is very similar since the imaged electrons are of similar kinetic energy
when they leave the sample.
3.2.1 Optics for immersion lens microscopy
The most importan optical parameters and modes of immersion lens microscopy in
general and the present microscope specifically will be elucidated in this section. A
discussion is needed since l ses cannot b designed without optica limitations, resulting
in the disability to focus ll electrons merging from th sa e spatial point to the same
point in th imaging plane, due to various reasons. A reproduction of the exact details
would be beyond the scope of this thesis, hence interested readers are forwarded to find
all information calculated in the framework of the contrast-transfer-function method by
Schramm et al. [117] for the design of the used microscope.
Cathode lens An exhaustive description of optical aberrations of cathode lenses has
been given by Krivanek [142] in 2009. However, after carefully setting up a microscope,
resulting in a defocus-, tilt-, and coma-free and a for astigmatism corrected imaging
condition, the limiting aberrations are of spherical and chromatic nature, which will be
the focus of the following paragraph.
Spherical aberration occurs when electrons pass an optical element outside its center.
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The geometry of spherical lenses doesn’t keep the refractive index constant for peripheral
areas. The path of the electrons through a lens exhibiting spherical aberration is sketched
in Fig. 3.6 a). The resulting offset in focal distance δ can be described by an expansion:
δs = C1α+ C3α
3 + C5α
5 + . . . (3.11)
where α is the acceptance angle of the lens (usually restricted by a contrast aperture, see
Fig. 3.12), C1 the defocus of the lens and C2n+1 (for integer n ≥ 1) are the aberration
coefficients of 2n+ 1st order. The coefficient of third order is called spherical aberration
coefficient.
Chromatic aberration, as depicted in Fig. 3.6 c), is caused by a dependence of the re-
fractive index of optical materials on kinetic energy of imaged waves and particles. The
resulting offset δc can be expressed as an expansion
δc = Ccαε+ Cccαε
2 + C3cαε
3 + . . . (3.12)
with the chromatic aberration coefficients Cnc of n-th order. One can see that the dis-
placement is proportional to ε = ∆E/E, the relative energy spread of imaged electrons.
Following Nickel [108] leads to a definition of the radius for the circle of confusion
caused by aberrations and diffraction δd = 0.61λ/ sinα:
r =
[(
0.61λ
α
)2
+
(
C3α
3
2
)2
+
(
C5α
5
)2
+ (Ccαε)
2 +
(
Cccαε
2
)2
+
(
C3cα
3ε
)2] 12
(3.13)
satisfying the relation r =
√
δ2D + δ
2
s + δ
2
c , featuring leading terms of the expansions for
an in-focus image (C1 = 0) and small angles α.
For systems consisting of several lenses, aberrations can simply be added. However,
aberrations from lenses following in the path of light have to be multiplied by 1/Mn,
M being the magnification of the preceding lens and n = 4 for spherical and n = 2 for
chromatic aberrations. This shows the importance of the discussion of the cathode lens,
being most influential on aberration-restricted resolution, while projection lenses are of
negligible influence. A graphical representation of Eqn. 3.13 can be found in Fig. 3.7. The
parameters used for the calculations correspond to the X-PEEM mode of the instrument,
magnifying an image formed by the secondary electrons created in the x-ray absorption
process (see Sect. 3.2.2), restricting the acceptance angle α by the typically used contrast
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Figure 3.7 – Theoretical resolution limits as restricted by aberration given by Eqn. 3.13.
Computations have been made with values typical for the microscope used for this thesis
in an X-PEEM setup: E0 = 2 eV, ∆E = 3 eV, and U = 15 keV. Aberration coefficients for
a microscope of the same build taken from [119]. The uncorrected microscope (a) shows a
maximum resolution of about 18 nm. Aberration corrected microscope featuring C3, Cc = 0
(b) resulting in a maximum resolution of 8.5 nm. (c) demonstrates the relation between
microscope transmission and resolution. The corrected microscope transmits about 4.5
times more electrons than in an uncorrected state. Further explanations see text. Adapted
from Ph.D. thesis Nickel [108]
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aperture of 20µm. Aberration coefficients have been taken from measurements on the
same build of microscope by Tromp [119]. As can be seen, the dominating term in the
resolution limit is the chromatic aberration, mainly limited by the energy width given by
the distribution of secondary electrons (see Fig. 3.9). A 3 eV selection of this distribution
is made by an energy filter (20µm slit width) located upstream of the contrast aperture.
See Sect. 3.2.2 for further information. With a smaller energy width (∼ 0.25 eV) given by
the electron beam in LEEM (Sect. 3.2.2), a much better resolution is achievable, making
resolution limits mostly dominated by spherical aberration.
Aberration correction As shown in the previous paragraph, a correction of the leading
aberration terms would be highly desirable to increase resolution limits or increase the
transmission at the same resolution by using wider acceptance angles. Due to the limita-
tion in electron-optical lens design, not allowing for achromatic lenses [143], approaches
for aberration correction are limited [144]. Some experimentally proven approaches in-
volve multipole-combination [145], Wien-filter [146], electrostatic meshes [147], moving-
focus [148], time-modulated lenses [149], energy inversion [150], or electronic tetrode
mirror [151]. The latter proves to be easier to realize to a technically sufficient elabora-
tion and more practical in use than its competitors.
The electron mirror is formed by electrodes creating a rotationally symmetric electric
potential Φmirror > eUdrift repelling approaching electrons. In contrast to electronic
lenses, which show a shorter focal length for larger α (spherical undercorrection), the
electronic mirror’s spherical aberration coefficient is of opposite sign, creating longer
focal length for larger α (spherical overcorrection). This effect can be understood, if one
takes the magnitude and interaction length of the potential and electronic trajectory
into account [108], and can immediately be seen in the sketch of Fig. 3.6 b).
In addition, an electron mirror also possesses a chromatic aberration coefficient of op-
posite sign compared to regular electronoptial lenses. Electrons of higher kinetic energy
will reside longer in the electrostatic field of the mirror which results in a stronger fo-
cussing effect, hence a shorter focal length (overcorrected chromatic aberration). This
effect is depicted in Fig. 3.6 d).
In order to compensate the aberrations of a cathode lens, the focal lengths, CTM3 and
CTMc of the electron mirror have to be controlled separately, motivating the design of a
tetrode electron mirror in 1997 by Preikszas and Rose [152]. Featuring three degrees
of freedom on the electric field, the tetrode mirror can be tuned to compensate CCL3 and
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CCLc of the cathode lens of a microscope by satisfying the following relations:
− CTM3 = M4CCL3 (3.14)
−CTMc = M2CCLc (3.15)
M is the magnification in the imaging plane of the mirror. For this corrected case,
the effective aberration coefficients being zero, the curve expressing the radius of the
circles of confusion for a focused image has been plotted in Fig. 3.7 b). Corrections
of higher aberration terms, neglected in the previous discussion, have also been taken
into account in calculation of this figure. The effect of aberration correction on PEEM
can also be seen when comparing transmission and resolution, since an increased angle
of emitted electrons can be used for imaging at a given resolution. Fig. 3.7 c) depicts
this relationship and finds an increased transmission by a factor of 4.5 for the same
transmission in aberration-corrected mode. As part of the experimental work during the
setup of the LEEM/PEEM at UE56/1-SGM in this thesis (see Sect. 3.2.4) the aberration
correction coefficients were determined, taking values from Tromp [119] as a starting
point, contributing to [153].
3.2.2 Imaging modes
The imaging modes used with the FZ-Ju¨lich LEEM/PEEM will be discussed shortly in
this chapter. All three modes presented use a similar optical setup for imaging, however,
the contrast mechanisms and information generated are of different origin.
Threshold PEEM Threshold PEEM describes the imaging of photoelectrons that carry
just enough energy to leave the crystal. The photon energy for that purpose has to over-
come the work function Φ of about 2-5 eV [156], depending on the sample. A typical
source with a photon energy in this range is a mercury-discharge lamp, a broad band
lamp featuring a prominent spectral line of hν = 4.9 eV photonic energy. Because of this
low-energy excitation, the energy width of the photoelectrons released from the sample
is of the order of 1 eV, as sketched in Fig. 3.9 a). The small energy width results in low
chromatic aberration and a strong intensity dependence on the work function Φ. Local
variation of the work function or structural changes on the sample, characteristic for
chemical or structural changes, leads to image contrast. However, also topographical
features, which influence the electron trajectories by locally distorting the electric field
formed with the objective lens, create image contrast. Fig. 3.8 a) shows topographical
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Figure 3.8 – Imaging modes of LEEM/PEEM: Threshold PEEM from Permalloy structures
on a Au stripline (a), XPEEM (b) and XMCD-PEEM (c) from similar samples at the Fe L3
edge. (a)-(c) have been recorded in connection to Refs. [116] and [108]. MEM-LEEM from
an ErMnO3 crystal recorded in connection with Refs. [154] and [155](c). LEED pattern
recorded in diffraction mode from Si(001) (d) and the corresponding darkfield-LEEM image
(e).
contrast on a lithographically structured 10µm Permalloy2 square on the edges. Chem-
ical contrast can be seen as the Permalloy square has a different work function than the
substrate material (Si). Also a mixture of topographical and work function contrast is
the reason for different brightness levels on the square, due to photoresist, which was not
entirely removed. The respective sample has been created and measured in the context
of Refs. [108] and [116].
XPEEM of secondary electrons with x-rays of tunable energy and polarization is
the primary operation mode used for this thesis. Here, the sample is illuminated with
x-rays, creating photoelectrons from core levels according to the selection rules (see
Sect. 2.4). Excited electrons and Auger electrons emitted in the process of the core-
hole decay (see Sect. 3.1.2), create a secondary electron cascade by scattering in the
sample. As the eIMFP increases towards lower electron energies, the secondary electron
2Permalloy is an alloy of about 80% Nickel and 20% Iron, which is known for its high magnetic perme-
ability.
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Fig. 3: Schematic electron spectrum in the case of threshold photoemission (a). Schematic
spectrum for excitation with high photon energy before (b) and after passing through the elec-
tron emission microscope optics (c). The peak E1 marks a direct photoemission transition, e.g.,
from a shallow core level.
intensity. Still, the transmission of high-energy electrons is usually high enough to permit an
imaging with these electrons, for example, those at E1, provided that the instrument is equipped
with an additional energy filter. Without an energy filter, the high-energy electrons just consti-
tute a – mostly negligible – background to the image obtained with the low-energy secondary
electrons.
The energy spread of the electrons is an important aspect when discussing the issue of spa-
tial resolution. The dominant mechanism determining the spatial resolution in PEEM is the
chromatic aberration of the acceleration field and the immersion lens elements. This becomes
clear when inspecting Fig. 4, which shows the calculated contributions to the total resolution
for the case of threshold photoemission, i.e. minimum energy spread. The extractor voltage
has been chosen to 15 keV for this example. Under these conditions a lateral resolution of
δx ∼ 10 − 20 nm can be obtained with the present PEEM optics, corresponding to the mini-
mum of the curve in Fig. 4. This has been proven also experimentally [16].
The larger energy spread associated with the soft x-ray excitation in XPEEM leads to energy-
dependent trajectories via the chromatic aberration and results in a blurring of the image. There-
fore, even for the same microscope settings, the resolution deteriorates when going from thresh-
old photoemission to excitation with soft x-rays. In general, also increasing the acceleration
potential and/or reducing the aperture diameter narrows down the trajectory spread at the image
detector and improves the lateral resolution. The latter effect can also be clearly seen in Fig. 4.
For example, a 50 µm aperture instead of a 20 µm one will proved a resolution of only 80 µm
for threshold photoemission. It should be noted that for the almost monoenergetic electrons
in threshold photoemission the aperture diameter can be directly translated into the maximum
starting angle φ0 at the surface.
There is an optimum choice of the contrast aperture diameter for a given electron-optical set-up,
however, since the role of diffraction effects increases with decreasing aperture size. In order
to stay away from the diffraction limit, the minimum aperture diameter is typically chosen as
15− 20µm. Even with the smallest aperture, the resolution achieved with soft x-ray excitation
is limited to around δx ≤ 50 nm [17]. A further improvement needs additional energy filtering
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Figure 3.9 – Sketched photoelectron distributions in the low kinetic energy range, excited
by a Hg-discharge lamp (a), and x-ray source (b). Both from [156]. Secondary electron
spectrum from a BTO single crystal excited by synchrotron light, measured in the PEEM
at UE56/1-SGM (c). The broad flank at the low energy side is given by the decreasing
scattering probability of low energy electrons due to the bandgap of the BTO in combination
with the energy resolution of the used imaging mode (approx. 1eV).
spectrum peaks at about 5-7 eV [157]. Fig. 3.9 b) shows an image of the distribution
of secondary electrons by excitation with synchrotron light in a typical energy-resolved
PEEM experiment. The secondary electron spectrum in Fig. 3.9 c) shows the secondary
electron peak from a BTO single crystal illuminated with x-rays at the PEEM used in
this thesis.
Evidently, the secondary ele tron intensity is proportional to the x-ray absorption. This
enables us to use all effects found in absorption spectroscopy as contrast mechanisms,
like element selectivity and XMCD.
Tuning the photon energy to an absorption peak of a selected element, e.g. of an alloy,
enables one to laterally resolve the abundance of this element. By additionally using light
of circular polarization parallel to the magnetization, the electronic transitions become
dichroic, hence the magnetic information of the material is transported to the image. The
magnetic information in an image, formed from electrons from such a dichroic transition,
can be extracted by calculating the normalized difference of two images recorded at
opposite circular polarization of the incident light. The so-called asymmetry image is
given as
A =
Iσ+ − Iσ−
Iσ+ + Iσ−
(3.16)
with Iσ± being the 2D intensity distribution for light of circular polarization σ
±. As
previously described, the magnetic signal is proportional to the projection of the mag-
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netization vector M onto the propagation vector k of the incident light:
A ∝M · k (3.17)
For photons incident on the sample with about 25◦, both in- and out-of-plane magne-
tization directions can project non-vanishing contributions to the k-direction. While
out-of-plane magnetization direction with respect to the photon k is fixed since it is
coupled to the optical axis by zero condition for the sample tilt in a photoemission
microscope, in-plane magnetization can be subject to azimuthal rotation and therefore
a varying projection. The method of sample rotation can be exploited to distinguish
between in-plane magnetized- and out-of-plane magnetized areas.
We want to point out, that the synchrotron radiation of variable energy allows for micro-
spectroscopy in absorption geometry.
Fig. 3.8 b) & c) show XPEEM images of a Permalloy-structure as imaged from secondary
electrons at the Fe edge and as XMCD asymmetry image, respectively. Chemical se-
lectivity and topographical influence is demonstrated in b). The magnetic information
can be seen in c). The Permalloy structures create a flux closure Landau-pattern orig-
inating from shape anisotropy [158]. Neutral gray levels show no feasible projection of
the magnetization vector onto the wave vector k of incident photons. White and black
regions are a result of parallel (antiparallel) alignment of magnetization vector and the
k of incident photons.
Low energy electron microscopy (LEEM) is a technique, where a collimated and
monochromated electron beam is focused on the sample to probe the density of states
above the Fermi energy. The electrons are accelerated to the sample potential of 15 kV
and are decelerated upon approaching the sample. The elastically backscattered elec-
trons are then re-accelerated towards the cathode lens, similar to low energy electrons
leaving the sample in threshold PEEM. A magnetic beam deflector is needed to separate
the two passes through the objective lens.
As the potential difference between the sample and the incident electrons can be tuned,
different imaging modes are possible with LEEM:
(i) Mirror electron mode LEEM (MEM-LEEM), corresponding to a sample potential
larger than the electron kinetic energy. Electrons approaching the sample will be decel-
erated and repelled before reaching the sample surface. At that point, the low energy
electrons are very susceptible to variations of the electric field, distorted by topographic
features on the sample surface and local changes in the sample potential by work func-
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tion or ferroelectric differences. Fig. 3.8 d) shows an image of ferroelectric ErMnO3
measured at the FZJ LEEM/PEEM in the frame of [154, 155]. Bright and dark ar-
eas are created by the ferroelectric potential differences in the corresponding domains.
Charging/conductivity effects reveal ferroelectric domain walls.
(ii) Upon decrease of sample potential the electrons will be able to scatter and diffract
at the sample surface. The diffraction patterns can be imaged by setting the lenses
to a mode projecting the diffraction plane onto the image detector. Hence, local LEED
patterns can be gathered comparable to the description in Sect. 3.1.3. The LEED pattern
shown in Fig. 3.8 e) originates from a clean (2x1) reconstructed Si(001) substrate at about
3 eV. The existence of four first order LEED spots is reasoned by the rotated equivalent
reconstruction of (1x2) areas, which are equally distributed on the surface.
(iii) If the diffracted electrons are selected by isolating a single LEED spot, brightfield-
LEEM [(0,0)-spot] or darkfield-LEEM (every other LEED spot) are possible. The selec-
tion is made by an aperture in the diffraction-plane of the microscope, while the incident
electron beam is tilted to bring desired LEED-spots onto the optical axis and through
the aperture. This method allows one to conveniently switch between imaging modes.
Due to the diffraction process, only the parts of a sample that contribute diffracted elec-
trons to the chosen LEED spot will be bright in the real-space image. This can be seen
in Fig. 3.8 f), where the electrons from the selected LEED-spot in panel (e) are creating a
black/white pattern with respect to the (2x1) surface reconstruction of a Si(001) crystal.
Each of the two orientation directions of the reconstruction only contributes to two of
the four first order LEED spots, hence selecting one LEED spot only allows electrons of
one of the two rotated domains to contribute to the image.
3.2.3 Generation of polarized x-rays
This section will give a brief overview on synchrotron light creation, especially circularly
polarized x-rays, and the particular characteristics at the FZ Ju¨lich beamline UE56/1-
SGM at BESSY II, Berlin, Germany.
Synchrotron radiation was discovered as side effect in early synchrotrons (initially built
for high energy particle acceleration), because it meant a loss in kinetic energy of the
circulating particle [159]. The by-product synchrotron radiation was used in 1970’s syn-
chrotrons yielding highly successful experiments, which led to the construction of storage
rings solely dedicated as light sources all over the world. However, the fundamental pro-
cesses are still the same, and can be found in relativistic electrodynamics [160]. As is
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known from the Maxwell equations, electromagnetic radiation is emitted from accel-
erated charged particles, e.g. electrons. The relativistic Lorentz-transformation shows
that the radiation is focused into a cone along the particle’s trajectory for particles mov-
ing nearly at the speed of light, which is called ’searchlight effect’. The power P emitted
by the electron is strongly dependent on its energy E, which can be expressed as follows
for highly relativistic electrons (β = v/c ≈ 1) on a circular trajectory:
P =
2e2c
3R2
(
E
m0c2
)4
(3.18)
e denotes the electron charge, c the speed of light, R the radius of the circular motion
and m0 the electron’s rest mass. The direction of radiation emission transforms from a
typical dipolar characteristic for β  1 to a narrow cone around the motion direction
for highly relativistic electrons (β ≈ 1). The radiation is emitted in an opening angle of
Θ = 12 γ , γ =
√
1/(1− v2/c2). These two effects result in a high brilliance of synchrotron
radiation, emitted at angles as small as Θ = 0.1 mrad (< 0.01◦).
A breakthrough for dedicated light sources was the development of insertion devices
[162]. They consist of a periodical array of magnet pairs with alternating field direction,
forcing electrons onto an oscillating trajectory (see Fig. 3.10). On this trajectory the
electrons are constantly accelerated and de-accelerated in a periodic pattern. In the so
called undulator, the constructive and destructive interference of the henceforth emitted
radiation creates monochromatic radiation, characteristically peaked around a single
wavelength and its higher harmonics (as these are also created in the interference pattern)
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Figure 3.11 – Schematic layout of a beamline. From [161]
nλ =
λu
2γ2
·
(
1 +
1
2
K2 + γ2Θ2u
)
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . (3.19)
for relativistic electrons. Here, λu is the period length of the magnet pairs, and Θu the
observation angle with respect to the undulator axis. Because
K = 0.934λu [cm] ·B [T] (3.20)
the energy, hence wavelength, of the generated undulator radiation can be varied by
modifying the magnetic field. This is typically realized by changing the gap between the
two opposing arrays of magnets. The polarization of synchrotron radiation produced by
this type of undulator is linear horizontal, meaning the vector describing the electrical
field oscillation lies in the plane of the storage ring. By changing the geometry of the
magnet-arrays, the polarization can be manipulated, opening up a whole new body of
measurement techniques depending on the polarization of the photons, e.g. on magnetic
materials by the XMCD effect described in Sect. 2.4. Splitting up both magnetic arrays in
two separate lines and shifting them with respect to each other, as proposed by Sasaki et
al. [163], creates a rotation in the magnetic field. The angular momentum, introduced to
the electrons by forcing them onto a screw-like trajectory, has to be conserved, resulting
in a rotation of the electric field vector of the synchrotron light. Hence, the photons are
elliptically or circularly polarized, depending on the phase shift.
Beamlines In order to guide the synchrotron radiation onto a sample in an experiment,
a setup of guiding mirrors is needed, as displayed in Fig. 3.11. Typically, modifications
of the radiation’s properties conforming to the needs of a particular experiment are
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applied throughout the beamline by additional optical elements. This usually involves
monochromatization and focussing of the light. The selection of a single photon energy
in the soft x-ray regime is realized by diffracting the incoming (white) beam on an optical
grating utilizing Bragg’s law [164]:
nλ = d(cosα− cosβ), (3.21)
where d is the line spacing of the grating and α and β are the entrance and exit angles,
respectively. The selection is made by tilting the grating to a desired combination of
these angles. Different setups use either a spherical grating to focus the entrance slit onto
the exit slit or a plane grating with an additional focusing mirror. The exit slit cuts a
certain energy interval ∆E from the angularly dispersed energy distribution [161]. The
final part of a beamline usually features refocussing mirrors to create a desired spot-size
on the sample and a gold-grid to measure a photocurrent proportional to the photon flux
of the beamline. This typically is used as a normalizing means to correct measurement
data for flux variations.
3.2.4 FE-LEEM-P90 at UE56/1-SGM
The microscope used in this thesis is a combined LEEM/PEEM microscope with a design
developed by Tromp [114]. A detailed description of the electron optics and a setup
procedure can be found in Refs. [115, 119]. A schematic overview of the microscope
can be found in Fig. 3.12 and shall be topic of further discussion. In addition to the
general features of immersion lens electron microscopy as described in Sect. 3.2.1, the
microscope features two 90◦ magnetic beam separators realized by prism arrays. The first
prism MP1 separates the incoming electron beam, used in LEEM mode, and the imaged
electrons from the sample. The second prism MP2 separates the electrons entering the
aberration corrector from the reflected electrons. Since each prism can be passed twice,
the respective quadrants of the prism are further on named MP1.1 & MP1.2 and MP2.1 &
MP2.2. The prisms possess the characteristics of a spherical lens and are, in the context
of the discussed microscope, operating as 1:1 transfer lenses [165]. Most notably, they are
free from astigmatism. Each 90◦ deflection of the prisms transfers a diffraction plane from
entrance to exit-plane with real-space images in the diagonal of the respective prism. The
objective lens O1, as part of the cathode lens, creates a diffraction image of the emitted
electrons in the entrance plane of MP1.2. In this plane, electrons of a specific energy
can be selected by an energy slit. The first real space image, at the mentioned image
plane in the diagonal of MP1.2, possesses a magnification of M=38. The transfer lens
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Figure 3.12 – Sketch
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between the prisms solely serves the purpose of transferring this image to the diagonal
of MP2.1, resulting in a 180◦ transfer by the two prisms combined. By M2, the image is
demagnified by a factor of ∼ 4 with a resulting magnification M=8.5, which is necessary
to conform the diffraction plane to the acceptance angle of the aberration corrector TM.
M3 executes the necessary transfer. After being mirrored at TM, the aberrations of the
cathode lens have been corrected and the described effects of M3 and M2 are passed in
reverse order, also magnifying the image back to M=38 to the image plane of MP2.2. The
first lens of the projection column P1 is located in the exit plane of MP2.2, containing
a diffraction image and also the optional contrast apertures. The projection column,
consisting of lenses P1-4 displays the aberration corrected image with a variable final
magnification to a commercial multi-channel plate with an attached phosphor screen.
A slow-scan CCD camera is utilized for the digitalization of the image. In addition,
the projector can be switched between real-space and diffraction-plane imaging with P2
being on or off. In the context of this thesis, considerable work has been put to the
improvement of the working condition of the microscope, involving alignment of the
image planes, aperture placement and aberration correction establishment.
Figure 3.13 – A schematic view of the energy
filter. In the entrance plane of P1.2, a dispersion
plane is utilized to select an energy slice from the
imaging electrons. The energy dispersion of the
electrons leads to a parabolic distribution in the
back-focal plane of P1.2. Further explanations see
text. From [115]
Energy filter Imaging modes as
XPEEM call for an energy filter to re-
duce the energy width and improve the
spatial resolution. An extensive descrip-
tion of the energy filter used in this
microscope can be found by Tromp
et al. [115]. The construction is re-
alized by the dispersion characteristics
of the prism array and a ky-selecting
slit in the dispersive (kx, ky) entrance
plane of P1.2. After passing the prism,
the slice selected from the ky axis dis-
perses linearly proportional to its energy
(∆x/∆E = 6µm/eV for a drift energy
of 15 keV), reducing the ky+E axis into
an energy axis. The dispersion relation
for free electrons leads to a parabolic
shape of the kx, E distribution.
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Additional details The microscope features three illumination sources, a mercury vapor
lamp of 4.9 eV photon energy, a cold cathode electron gun with an energy width of about
0.25 eV, and the beamline UE56/1-SGM at BESSY II, Berlin, providing monochromatic
x-ray light with variable energies of 100-1200 eV for linear and circular polarizations.
The x-ray spot size focused onto the sample surface by the refocusing optics is about
70µm * 40µm. Energy resolution is between 200 and 700 meV for typically used slit-
widths. To reduce vibrations coupling into the microscope, it is mounted onto a granite
pedestal followed by a set of active vibration reduction devices from the ’Table Stable’
range of JRS Scientific. The limiting factor hence is vibration introduction via UHV
tubing to the beamline, the preparation chamber, through cables, and acoustic coupling
from the environment.
During the time of the measurements at the microscope, it featured a manipulator with
five degrees of freedom and incorporated electron-beam heating. By the time of this
thesis’ writing, an improved manipulator design is in operation, featuring an additional
azimuthal rotation and the option of sample cooling down to ∼ 150K. The rotation allows
for convenient magnetic in-plane contrast optimization and makes accurate separation
of contrast from in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization possible. All rotation studies
in this thesis still involved extraction of the sample and rotation of the sample holder
with respect to the manipulator.
An extensive setup for dynamic magnetization measurements has been developed in the
framework of a Ph.D. thesis by F. Nickel [108]. Pump-probe measurements can be
carried out in a stroboscopic arrangement, exciting with a magnetic field up to 10 mT
within 1 ns. A compact system, triggered and synchronized to the probing synchrotron
pulses by a laser diode, has been incorporated in the sample holder. A custom elec-
trostatic deflection electrode mounted in the image plane of MP2.2 enables dynamic
measurements regardless of the synchrotron filling-pattern by specific selection.
In-situ demagnetizing In order to generate a demagnetized multidomain state in the
sample, in-vacuum coils have been constructed for the experiments in this study for
demagnetization purposes. Two core-less coils can be brought to the sample, creating
a homogeneous magnetic field in the plane of the sample. The coils are powered by an
alternating current of 50 Hz, which can be regulated in intensity. The magnetic field
created in this setup reaches a maximum of about 100 mT, sufficient to overcome the
coercive field of the investigated Ni/Cu(001) and NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films. In a typical
demagnetizing procedure, the field is ramped up and down by hand twice. When ramped
up, the amplitude of the current and hence the amplitude of the alternating magnetic
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field is brought to zero in about 15 s, allowing for about 75 switches of field polarity per
10 mT.
3.2.5 Determination of image rotations.
Even though most magnetic lenses in this microscope are designed as rotation free dou-
blets, the singlets result in a rotation of the image depending on the magnification
settings and whether the operation mode is set to diffraction- or real-space imaging. A
determination of the rotational character for the used magnifications and the diffraction
plane has been conducted in the course of this study. These interrelations are needed to
connect crystallographic directions detected by LEED to real-space images for the uti-
lized fields of view (FOVs). The measurement was realized by corresponding motions of
tilt (in diffraction plane) and x-y-translation (in real-space) due to a parallel alignment
of the respective motors. The resulting values can be found in table 3.1.
FOV diffraction 43 µm 20 µm 10 µm
Rotation (all CCW) 0◦ (60± 5)◦ (78± 8)◦ (80± 2.5)◦
Table 3.1 – Rotation of selected fields of view with respect to the diffraction imaging
condition. These values are necessary to identify crystallographic axes determined by LEED
images in real-space images.
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4 Sample preparation & characterization
Samples used in this study were prepared in-situ in the preparation chamber connected
to the PEEM/LEEM endstation at UE56/1-SGM, BESSY II, Berlin, Germany. All
methods used to characterize the samples are described in chapter 3, and a schematic
display of the arrangement in the preparation chamber can be found in Fig. 3.2. The
base pressure was about 7 ∗ 10−11 mbar.
4.1 Cu(001) substrate preparation
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Figure 4.1 – LEEM image from the Cu part
of a wedged NiPd/Cu(001) sample. Contrast
lines arise from atomic steps. Only a few
bunched steps can be seen scattered over the
field of view.
A preparation of well-ordered, epitaxially
grown films asks for a clean and smooth sur-
face of the substrate crystal and shall be de-
scribed in the following. The Cu(001) single
crystals used for this study were provided by
Mateck GmbH [166] with a maximum mis-
cut of < 0.1◦ and a surface roughness of
< 30 nm. The substrate crystals were cut
in a hat shape, to minimize the formation of
stress-induced defects and grain-boundaries
in the studied surface area. This is impor-
tant since the crystal has to undergo many
cycles of annealing and sputtering to yield a
carbon-free, oxygen-free and smooth surface.
Due to the increased mobility of atoms, these
cycles promote defects, if the crystal is de-
formed by force applied by the sample holder.
The hat-shape also allows for shallow angles
of incidence during MEED (Sect. 3.1.4) growth rate measurements in the geometry of
our sample holder system.
Ar+-ion bombardment sputtering was applied to remove carbon and oxygen contamina-
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Figure 4.2 – Clean Cu LEED pattern at 150 eV (a). Sharpness of the spots limited by
ErLEED optics. Comparison of Auger spectra (b), demonstrating efficient cleaning by
sputtering and heating cycles as described in text.
tions from the crystal surface. Since sputtering leaves the surface in a rough state which
is not suitable for epitaxial growth, annealing cycles were applied in an alternating fash-
ion. The elevated temperatures increase the mobility of the surface atoms to promote
rearrangement to reduce roughness by minimizing surface free energy. However, anneal-
ing also increases the mobility of contaminations, resulting in their segregation to the
top. A contamination depletion layer is formed by repeated cycles of sputtering and an-
nealing. Sputtering was done with an acceleration voltage of U = 1500 V, at a sputtering
current of about 2µA/cm2, for about 30 mins. The sample was carefully brought to the
annealing temperature of about 600◦C with about 20◦C/min for an annealing period of
about 20 mins at the plateau temperature. The final cycle of sputtering and annealing
was carried out at 800 V acceleration voltage and about 1µA/cm2 for about 10 minutes.
The final annealing cycle was carried out for about 30 minutes, with a careful cooldown
procedure of about 1.5 hours duration.
Auger spectra of the clean copper crystal show no signs of contaminations, C and O
peaks are below detection limit of the Auger system (about 1% of a ML). A comparison
of the copper crystal as introduced to vacuum and after the cleaning procedure can be
found in Fig. 4.2 b). The LEED patterns show sharp spots with a low diffuse background
as can be seen in Fig. 4.2 a), which proves a high long-range order quality of the sample,
as well as a low sample roughness. AFM measurements for a 2 cycle prepared Cu crystal
show a root mean square (RMS) roughness of 0.5 nm for an autocorrelation length of
5µm square. On a shorter length scale, of about 1µm square, the RMS roughness is
about 0.1 nm. We assume, this surface quality is achieved for the whole sample upon a
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full preparation cycle. Atomic step distance has been shown to be in the range of 10 nm
and up to several times 1/10µm in previous studies [167], depending on annealing
temperature. Lower annealing temperatures suppress step bunching and hence create
smaller terrace sizes [168]. A compromise between step bunching and step size has to
be found. In the frame of this study, LEEM measurements on the Cu-part of a wedged
NiPd/Cu sample show step contrast as seen in Fig. 4.1. Atomic step distance is between
60 nm and 100 nm on average after a typical substrate preparation procedure, without
prominent step bunching, which is an excellent result of preparation.
4.2 Ni/Cu(001) thin films
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Figure 4.3 – A comparison of MEED intensities recorded from the (0,0) spot during evapo-
ration of NiPd films with different compositions. The evaporation time has been normalized
to evaporated monolayers, intensities are normalized to the respective intensity prior to
evaporation and the curves have each been offset separately.
All films produced for this thesis have been grown at room temperature to prevent
intermixing of the Ni- or NiPd-films with the Cu substrate. During growth, the vacuum
did not rise above 5 ∗ 10−10 mbar. General information about molecular beam epitaxy
and growth processes is given in Sect. 3.1.1. MEED (see Sect. 3.1.4) was employed to
measure the sample thickness during the growth process. LEED images confirm that the
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deposited Ni films grow in an fcc crystal lattice. The lattice mismatch between Ni (aNi =
3.52A˚ [169]) and Cu (aCu = 3.61A˚ [169]) of 2.6 % falls into the category of Stranski-
Kastranov growth, which results in a suppression of MEED oscillations after about 4
ML [see the MEED comparison Fig. 4.3 curve for Ni/Cu(001)]. STM images from Shen
et al. [99] confirm layer-by-layer growth for the first 3.4 ML, which marks the start of a
transition to island growth, agreeing with the MEED behavior as displayed. At 7.1 ML
the film structure can be regarded as three-dimensional platelike islands of rectangular
shape [99], with their boundaries aligned to crystallographic <110> axes. 16.9 ML
and 20.3 ML films showed island heights of about 1 nm for both films. LEED images
from our study for films between 15 ML and 60 ML suggest that film roughness does not
increase beyond a certain equilibrium condition, which we identify as the reported island
height of about 1 nm. The deposited Ni/Cu(001) and NiPd/Cu(001) films were not post-
annealed to avoid intermixing between substrate and film, which leaves the samples
with the described roughness. This is reflected in LEED measurements, featuring a
broadened spot size and increased diffuse background intensity, compared to the Cu(001)
crystal. Matthews et al. have conducted transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
measurements on the lattice strain and its reduction mechanisms depending on film
thickness in Ni/Cu(001) [170]. In the framework of the previously described model by
Chappert and Bruno in Sect. 3.1.1, Eqns. 3.4 & 3.5, a critical thickness hc of (14.6 ±
3) A˚ =̂ 8.3 ML was found. The TEM images revealed a network of misfit dislocations,
oriented along the <110>-axes as the mechanism to reduce the film stress. Bochi et
al. [91] fitted a power law equation to their own data on lateral stress in Ni/Cu(001)
from optical interferometry, confirming the findings from Matthews. A power law
conforming to the Bruno-Chappert model and thereby to the findings described, can
be found in Fig. 3.3.
Auger spectra after evaporation show no signal of C and O contaminations in the
deposited Ni films within the detection limit of the Auger system, as can be seen in
Fig. 4.4.
4.3 NixPd1−x/Cu(001) thin films
4.3.1 Preparation and characterization
The MBE process for alloy deposition is the same as for Ni/Cu(001) films regarding
substrate preparation procedure, evaporation conditions and handling. Again, the re-
sulting Auger spectra show no hints of C and O contaminations, which can be seen
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Figure 4.4 – A comparison of representative Auger spectra. Cu(001) after cleaning proce-
dure (cyan), 25 ML Ni/Cu(001) (green), 25 ML Pd/Cu(001) (red), 18 ML Ni90Pd10/Cu(001)
(blue). Superposition of the Auger reference spectra in the alloy spectrum is clearly visible,
enabling a composition analysis according to Eqn. 3.9.
exemplarily in Fig. 4.4 for a Ni90Pd10. The detection of both Pd and Ni Auger signals
can be seen, which, with the help of the displayed reference spectra, can be translated
to film composition data by Eqn. 3.9.
An important difference lies in the growth mode of the evaporated films depending on
the composition, which will be discussed in the following paragraph.
4.3.2 Effects on lattice strain
The binary alloy of NixPd1−x condenses in the same fcc crystal structure as Ni and
is miscible throughout the whole composition range. For thin films no pronounced
segregational behavior has been reported, however, for bulk Ni50Pd50 segregation could
be found [171]. Seider has found that two separated layers of Pd (2 ML) and Ni (3 ML)
interdiffuse without further improvement upon postannealing up to 450 K [66]. On the
one hand, this underlines the ambition of Pd to alloy with Ni as stated by the author of
the reference, on the other hand this could also mean that Pd acts as a surfactant layer
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Figure 4.5 – Lattice constant for NixPd1−x depending on the alloy composition. The
dashed line denotes the lattice constant of Cu(001). The lattice mismatch with the Cu(001)
substrate is given on the right axis. The intersection between the alloy curve (red) and the
dashed line denotes the composition of vanishing lattice mismatch.
during growth of the Ni film.
With the fcc lattice sites being occupied randomly by Ni or Pd atoms for alloyed films,
the lattice constant of the resulting film is assumed to be a linear combination between
the two bulk constants of the mixed elements as given by Vegard’s law [172] and the
composition x:
aNixPd1−x = x · aNi + (1− x) · aPd; (4.1)
aNi = 3.52 A˚ [169] and aPd = 3.88 A˚ [169] being the bulk lattice constants for Ni and
Pd, respectively. If put into relation to the Cu(001) substrate lattice constant as given in
relation 3.1, the lattice mismatch can be plotted as a function of the NiPd composition
(see Fig. 4.5).
As a result of the lattice constant change of the film and therefore varying mismatch, de-
posited NiPd turns from an expanded to a compressed film upon Pd ratio increase, with
a vanishing lattice mismatch at 25 % Pd content. In this ’perfect’ configuration the film
doesn’t need to reduce film stress by incorporating misfit dislocations, which constitutes
a Frank-van der Merve film growth. The process from Stranski-Kastranov-
growth towards layer-by-layer growth for indefinite sample thicknesses is a continuous
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Figure 4.6 – MEED oscillations from a Ni70Pd30 film. Due to the small lattice mismatch,
layer-by-layer-growth is preserved for higher film thicknesses. The evaporation process was
stopped at 60 ML.
one, also reflected by the persistence of MEED oscillations when the composition gets
closer to 25 % Pd content. Close to the composition of vanishing lattice mismatch we
observed MEED oscillations up to 60 MLs, which were the thickest films grown in this
stoichiometry regime. The MEED oscillations for such a 60 ML Ni70Pd30 film can be
seen in Fig. 4.6. The continuous transition of growth modes is given by the nature of
the relaxation mechanism. As stated above, MDs are incorporated at a certain thresh-
old thickness. The Chappert-Bruno model implies that two films with two different
lattice mismatches regarding their substrate, have the same amount of remaining stress
at all thicknesses above the larger hc, if the means of strain relaxation are assumed to
be the same in both cases (see Fig. 3.3). The STM measurements of Seider show no
hint for a significant difference between NiPd alloy growth and pure Ni films [66].
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5 Magnetic properties of Ni/Cu(001) and
NixPd1−x/Cu(001)
In this chapter the experimental results on the epitaxially grown Ni/Cu(001) and
NiPd/Cu(001) films in wedged and continuous film geometry are presented. XPEEM
measurements have been conducted at the synchrotron source BESSY II, Germany,
Berlin at the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich beamline UE56/1-SGM providing soft x-ray
photons of variable polarization. The experimental chamber resides at a base pressure
of 3∗10−10 mbar, while the in-situ grown films were freshly prepared typically on a daily
basis with a total time of 36 hour examinations on some few films.
The experiments presented in this chapter aim for an understanding of the evolution of
magnetic anisotropy in Ni/Cu(001) and NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films under varied composi-
tion with respect to the domain formation.
As a model system with an extensive scientific database, the microscopic magnetic prop-
erties of Ni/Cu(001) in a demagnetized state are investigated and compared to existing
publications in experiment and simulation.
Ni-like NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films are discussed in a comparative manner in the following
section, including the topographical influence on the domain structure. In particular, a
discussion of the domain wall influence on the observed domain pattern can be found in
this section.
In the third part of this chapter, the model of anisotropy contributions is put into context
of NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films that exhibit compressive rather than tensile strain.
Finally, the chapter is concluded with an investigation of the SRT with respect to the
frequently reported drop of Tc at the SRT.
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Figure 5.1 – Survey XMCD image of a Ni/Cu(001) wedge at the Ni L3 edge (852.6 eV)
from ∼5 - ∼95 ML (a). The red rectangle marks the area used to extract the information
used for the histogram shown in Fig. 5.2. The red bar underneath the image denotes the
corresponding image area for which the intensity information in (b) has been extracted. Ni
wedge thickness from measured Ni L3 intensity and the theoretical thickness distribution
(b).
5.1 Ni/Cu(001) and Ni-like NixPd1−x/Cu(001)
5.1.1 Ni/Cu(001)
In the following section we want to focus on the in-situ grown Ni/Cu(001) and Ni-like
NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films with wedged and continuous-film geometry. A typical domain
structure exhibited in a wedged Ni film, representative for the magnetic behavior of
all grown Ni/Cu(001) films, is shown in the XMCD image in Fig. 5.1. The contrast
is generated by exploitation of the XMCD effect according to the procedure of differ-
ence imaging described in Sect. 3.2.2. The film thicknesses throughout the wedge have
been calibrated by fitting the Ni white line signal at 852.6 eV to the wedge geometry
described in Sect. 3.1.1 and the plateau thickness determined by MEED during sample
growth. Also magnetic domain formation comparisons from continuous films have been
used to confirm certain reference points. A correction of the white line signal has been
studied, considering the decreasing electron yield from buried atomic layers (see eIMFP
in Sect. 2.5) [111,113].
The displayed film’s thickness ranges from ∼ 5 ML at the left-hand side of the image to
∼ 95 ML at the right-hand side of the image. Four areas of different magnetic behavior
are marked in the Ni survey image above:
• (i) Starting on the thin side of the Ni film, displayed at the left-hand part of the image,
we see a contrast-less, grey area up to a film thickness of about 10 ML. The amount of
electrons detected by exciting with circularly left polarized light and circularly right
polarized light is the same, resulting in a grey value of zero in the asymmetry image. A
lack of contrast and a zero value in asymmetry theoretically may arise from too small
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ferromagnetic domains which cannot be resolved and therefore averages to zero contrast.
A decrease in domain size, however, would not find a reasonable explanation in this area
as no transition area can be seen. Also, the contrast of the domains from the following
area fades out with decreasing thickness. This behavior could only be satisfied in a
’decreasing domain size scenario’ by disintegrating the ’macro’ domains by an increasing
number of ’micro’ domains including a local imbalance in domains during the process.
The ’micro’ domains would have to be of a size less than the resolved 50 nm of detail
measurements not shown here. Even though this scenario or an influence of the small
magnetic field of the objective lens (<1 mT) cannot be completely ruled out, we assume
that the loss of contrast in this area results from the paramagnetic state of the film.
This effect is accounting for the Curie temperature TC , decreasing with film thickness
in the thin film regime [58,173]. Previous studies found Ni/Cu(001) films ferromagnetic
at room temperature down to a film thickness of about 4 ML [61, 174]. The extended
range of the non-magnetic phase up to 10 ML can be a) due to higher film roughness
or b) an influence of our microscope itself (e.g. external magnetic field), as this effect
was also observed on other film systems used in other studies. a) can be excluded by
the MEED, LEED and AES characterization, confirming an outstanding film quality
(see Sect. 4.2). b) also seems unlikely, which is discussed in a general context in a later
paragraph (see Sect. 5.1.3). At this point, the question about the origin of this effect
remains to be answered.
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Figure 5.2 – Asymmetry histogram for
phase (ii)
• (ii) Magnetic contrast can be observed at a
sample thickness above ∼ 10 ML in a quasi-
monodomain state with an out-of-plane mag-
netization direction. The magnetization di-
rection has been determined by azimuthal ro-
tation experiments (see Sect. 3.2.2), showing
a constant magnetic contrast independent of
rotation angle. The contrasts were monitored
by a histogram analysis that can be found in
Fig. 5.2, which shows two distinct peaks cor-
responding to the two magnetization directions. Magnetic domains can rarely be found
and are of lateral sizes larger than a typical field of view of about 40µm, which we call
monodomain-like. Domains are mostly induced by topological influences creating stray
fields acting on the dipole term of the anisotropy. The domains are of bubble type with
domain walls that follow the segment of a circle with a radius much larger than the
latitude of this magnetization state in the slope of the displayed wedge. This conclusion
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Figure 5.3 – XMCD image of a Ni/Cu(001) wedge at the Ni L3 edge (852.6 eV), enlarged
section from Fig. 5.1. Film thickness ranges from ∼40 - 100 ML. The red bar underneath
the figure denotes the x-axis range of the domain size analysis Figure 5.6. The dashed
red rectangle denotes the area used for the histogram analysis shown in Fig. 5.4. Blue
circles mark examples of the cloudlike domains superposing the rectangularly aligned domain
pattern. Image distortion is creating deformation at the top-right part of the image.
is also based on observations along the wedge and comparable films shown later in this
thesis [Fig. 5.10 c) & 5.24 a)]. Phase (ii) extends up to about 40 ML film thickness.
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Figure 5.4 – Asymmetry histogram for
phase (iii). The area used to extract the his-
togram is denoted by the red rectangle in
Fig. 5.3
• Phase (iii) will be discussed for the exam-
ple in Fig. 5.3, a stitched XMCD image de-
picting a magnified area of the survey image
from 40 ML to 100 ML. The histogram anal-
ysis of phase (iii), depicted in Fig. 5.4, shows
no significant variation from the analysis of
the previous phase, which suggests no major
change in the out-of-plane magnetization di-
rection for this phase. However, a more stable
domain formation is introduced in this phase.
Domains of 2 to 10 µm width can be found,
their length being limited by the length of
phase (iii) (here about 17µm). Occasionally, the domain structure is interrupted by
larger monodomain-like areas again. The domain elongation along the wedge inclination
seems to be determined by the direction of thickness increase itself, since the elonga-
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tion direction does not coincide with a crystallographic direction. Experimentally, this
orientation has been determined by correlation of the first order LEED-spot directions
(closest-packed axis) and the real-space imaging mode’s rotations (see Sect. 3.2.5). Also,
there is a small chance that the domain shape is a remnant of magnetization development
during film growth that could not be removed by the demagnetizing procedure. The in-
corporation of misfit dislocations in a wedged film, however, might be predominantly
developing along the wedge inclination direction during growth, serving as a domain
wall attraction points after the demagnetizing procedure. Additionally, the domain
walls show a strong 90◦ zig-zag-chain ordering along the crystallographic <110>-axes.
Due to the domain elongation in the slope direction, which is closer to (110) than to
(-110), the sides of the 90◦ zig-zag-chain, ranging from about 1 - 5µm, are longer in (110)
direction.
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Figure 5.5 – Histogram from the SRT area
as denoted in Fig. 5.8. Nearly symmetric dis-
tribution of contrast shows equal amount of
both magnetization directions. The distri-
bution with two distinct maxima is typical
for two contrast levels, indicating a predom-
inantly out-of-plane magnetized state.
• Phase (iv) presents a more complicated be-
havior, which will be described phenomeno-
logically in this paragraph. However, a more
detailed analysis in context of previous stud-
ies and the theoretical framework will follow
later in this section. At a critical thickness
of about 65 ML, a spontaneous breakdown
of magnetic domain size can be found (see
Fig. 5.3). The breakdown has been confirmed
to occur in 70 ML (also see Fig. 5.8) but not
in 60 ML plateau thickness wedges. From the
critical thickness on, the average domain size
decreases conforming to an e−x-function with
increasing thickness as displayed in Fig. 5.6.
A first analysis of the histogram values in this area, see Fig. 5.5, suggests an out-of-
plane magnetization direction right after the breakdown. The peaks are not as clearly
separated as before, as a result of the decreased domain size. The domain shape still
follows the rectangular ordering introduced in phase (iii), which now can be described
as a rectangularly ordered labyrinth domain pattern. As sample thickness increases,
a superposition of the rectangularly aligned pattern with cloud-like domains increases
in density and strength of contrast. We define cloud-like domains as contrast arrange-
ments without a preferential shape or pattern like the two areas marked by blue circles
in Fig. 5.3. Notably, while the rectangularly ordered domain pattern fades, the cloud-like
domain arrangements are gaining in size and density. The following sections will argue
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Figure 5.6 – Domain size
of the rectangularly ordered
labyrinth domain pattern ex-
tracted from Fig. 5.3 and the
corresponding fit to an e−x
function. The x-axis area is
marked in Fig. 5.3 by a red
bar.
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that we attribute the cloud-like domains to an in-plane magnetization and the patch-
like increase of their appearance as the domain-state equivalent to the single-domain’s
canted state.
In the following paragraph, the described domain evolution in all phases will be compared
to the theory of anisotropy evolution in Ni/Cu(001) in the single-domain framework
described in Sect. 2.2, in order to establish a connection between the anisotropy evolution
and the observed domain formations.
Experimental definition of the SRT In the data presented, we attribute the breakdown
of domain width at 65 ML film thickness to the zero-crossing of Keff2 and hence, the SRT.
The magnetization direction of the domains in phase (iv) beyond the breakdown appears
to be out-of-plane, which agrees to the measurements on the similar system of Cu-capped
Ni/Cu(001), proceeding via a canted state through the anisotropy space, starting at zero
canting angle upon zero-crossing of Keff2 while maintaining a positive K
eff
4 (see Fig 5.7).
The cloud-like patches superposing with the rectangularly ordered pattern in the course
of further thickness increase become more dense and larger. A path through the canted
state is, in the single-domain picture, connected to an increasing canting angle with
increasing film thickness. A slightly canted magnetization angle is of much lower contrast
influence compared to the superposed out-of-plane domain pattern. Upon increase of
the canting angle its projection on the k-vector of the incident light increases which is
reflected by the contrast of the cloud-like patterns: There is no visible contrast directly
after the breakdown, but more pronounced cloud-like patches with further increasing
thickness. While all studies identifying the SRT in a canted state have been measured
under applied magnetic field, creating a single-domain in the sample [31, 76, 175, 176],
the data presented here show its remanent domain-state analogon.
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the film normal. The torque data started from !!90° because
the nickel was first aligned with its film plane parallel to the
external field. For the 30 Å film, note that the torque in-
creases in the same sense as that of the sample rotation near
!!90°. This is the behavior of a sample whose easy axis of
magnetization is out-of-plane. The tendency for the 2220 Å
nickel film to restore its original alignment near !!90° sug-
gests easy in-plane magnetization. Note that the anisotropies
of both the 30 Å and 2220 Å nickel films are dominated by
the second-order angular term, while the 150 Å nickel film
shows a significant fourth-order anisotropy.
The interpretation of the torque data depends on the free
energy expression used to describe the magnetic anisotropy.
Since the magnetization is confined to the "010# plane
"namely, the direction cosine $2!0 at all times# during the
measurement, only one angle "e.g., the angle between the
magnetization and film normal, !# is needed to specify the
film anisotropy, which can be described using the following
free energy expression,
F!K2eff sin2 !"K4eff sin4 ! . "1#
Here, K2eff is the effective second-order angular coefficient in
the anisotropy. It includes magnetostatic, magnetoelastic,
and Ne´el-surface energy terms. K4eff is the effective fourth-
order angular coefficient which includes the bulk magneto-
crystalline and magnetoelastic terms. The equation used to
analyze the torque curves can be found by noting that T
!#dF/d! ,
T!#"K2eff"K4eff#sin 2!"
K4eff
2 sin 4! . "2#
The results of fitting the torque curves are tabulated in Table
I. The second-order thickness-weighed coefficients (K2efft) is
plotted in Fig. 2. The results from Jungblut et al.1 and Bochi
et al.4 are also included for comparison. The differences in
the three sets of experimental data may be due to the differ-
ent growth conditions "and thus resulting in different residual
strains in the nickel films# as well as due to the differences in
structures "such as different capping layer thicknesses#.
III. SINGLE-DOMAIN SPIN PHASE DIAGRAM
Most of the analyses of thin film magnetic anisotropy
reported in the literature include only second-order angular
terms. In this view, only two magnetic single-domain states
are possible in zero field, namely in-plane or out-of-plane
magnetization. Consequently, the transition between the two
magnetic states must be abrupt. The addition of the fourth-
order angular term introduces canting states and thus allows
the possibility of a gradual in-plane and out-of-plane transi-
tion. A single-domain spin phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.
The phase diagram shows different stable spin states "in zero
TABLE I. K2eff and K4eff and their thickness-weighed values are tabulated as
a function of the nickel film thickness. The angle of easy axis of magneti-
zation !c "defined with respect to the film normal# is also tabulated. The
2220 Å film is polycrystalline Ni/Si "001#.
t
"Å#
K2eff
(106 ergs/cm3)
K2efft
"ergs/cm2#
K4eff
(106 ergs/cm3)
K4efft
"ergs/cm2#
!c
"deg#
30 0.466 0.140 0.534 0.160 0
50 0.413 0.206 0.562 0.281 0
60 0.378 0.227 0.476 0.286 0
70 0.368 0.258 0.228 0.160 0
80 0.304 0.243 0.252 0.202 0
100 0.264 0.264 0.220 0.220 0
120 0.096 0.115 0.178 0.213 0
150 #0.10 #0.15 0.112 0.169 42
2220 #1.54 #34.28 0.45 9.99 90
FIG. 2. The second-order angular coefficient "weighed by the film thick-
ness# is plotted as a function of the nickel film thickness for the Cu/Ni/
Cu"001# films. The Jungblut’s "Ref. 1# and Bochi’s "Ref. 4# data are shown
"estimated by the authors# for comparison.
FIG. 3. Single-domain spin phase diagram of a system that has a fourth-
order magnetic anisotropy. The dashed lines in Region V are the contour
lines for the different canting angles. The diamonds are the experimental
data for the Cu/Ni/Cu/Si"001# films of the present work.
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Figure 5.7 – Anisotropy space of Keff4 vs. K
eff
2 . Dia onds are datapoints of the
Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system, thicknesses between 30 A˚ and 150 A˚ + 2220 A˚ measured by Ha
& O’Handley. The system is performing an SRT via canted transition. From [76]
Ha et al. determined the dependence of Keff4 on the film thickness with torque magne-
tometry for Cu/Ni/Cu/Si [76]. They found the Keff4 to be positive for all film thicknesses
up to 200 nm of Ni (see Fig. 5.7), which creates a path through anisotropy space that is
consistent with the interpretation of the domain patterns above.
Comparison of phase (iii)- and (iv)-data to the single-domain phenomenological
model of anisotropy More insight in the images taken from the Ni wedge can be
gained if the evolution of the uniaxial anisotropy (see Sect. 2.2) is taken into account.
If we take a closer look at the leading uniaxial anisotropy term Keff2 , we find agreement
with the development of the domain structure seen in Figs. 5.3 & 5.8. In between the two
zero-crossings, the uniaxal anisotropy of second order should have a maximum at about
3 nm film thickness, as deduced in the publications by Bochi [91] and Ha [76]. This
thickness falls into phase (ii), showing domains of bubble type, which are a typical exam-
ple of higher uniaxial anisotropy materials [34]. Upon thickness increase and decrease
of Keff2 , the significance of all other magnetic influences rises. The rectangularly aligned
domain structure of phase (iii) reflects this development and is caused by an influence of
either topographic or magnetic in-plane anisotropic origin. The influence of topographic
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Figure 5.8 – Image of the SRT area in a 70 ML Ni/Cu(001) wedge. Domain wall orientation
along <110>. The red rectangle denotes the area used for the histogram analysis in Fig. 5.5
features will be discussed in Sect. 5.1.2 with additional LEEM data. A following para-
graph on the comparison of our results with literature concerned with micromagnetic
simulations will shed more light on the creation of four-fold symmetric domain patterns
by magnetic properties alone. The 4-fold symmetric behavior and orientation along the
crystallographic axes show that the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy is decreasing, as
proposed in the model. The findings of Ha & O’Handley show a transition of the
similar Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) system through the canted state [76]. As described above,
we find an increase of cloud-like patches superposing the rectangularly aligned domain
pattern, which we denote as the multi-domain state of the canted SRT in the single-
domain picture. In the canted state, the (negative) uniaxial anisotropy is by definition
not strong enough to create an entirely in-plane magnetized state, which explains the
persistence of the rectangularly aligned pattern in the canted state. It is not clear, how-
ever, whether the size of the rectangularly ordered domains decreases in an approach to
a size below the resolution limit or the canting of magnetization direction is completed
with a finite domain size, as the canting process is not completed at the film thicknesses
of 100 ML we grew (see the remaining rectangularly ordered pattern in Fig. 5.3).
The phenomenological ansatz of the anisotropy constant’s evolution is in good agreement
with the behavior seen in the presented data, not only does it reproduce both SRT
thicknesses, but it also is consistent with the domain evolution. Yet, it cannot make any
predictions on the domain pattern exhibited in remanent and demagnetized states. A
comparison to literature on imaged SRTs and micromagnetic simulations from literature
will help to understand the magnetic system on a microscopic level in the following
paragraph.
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SRT comparison with literature in the single-domain anisotropy framework The
data from Bochi et al. [91] and Farle et al. [97] combined with the underlying theory
of anisotropy contributions to the uniaxial anisotropy shown in Fig. 2.7 reproduces the
two thicknesses of SRTs in Ni/Cu(001) first combined in a single study by Schulz
et al. [32]. While the inverse SRT is supposed to occur at film thicknesses of about
7 ML [32,97], where no magnetic contrast could be observed in our study (see Fig. 5.1),
the SRT at moderate thicknesses is found in literature to be between ∼ 35 and 60 ML
[31,32,76,90,91,174]. However, all studies on the SRT at moderate thickness have been
conducted on the similar Cu(2nm)/Ni/Cu(001) system. Studies comparing the SRT
thickness of the capped with the uncapped system found a shift of both reorientation
transitions to higher thicknesses for the Cu-capped system [91]. While Zhao et al.
confirmed the shift for the iSRT of ultrathin Ni on Cu(001) single crystals [177], O’Brien
et al. found a shift to the opposite direction [174]. This shift has to be taken into account
when comparing the SRT thicknesses in the domain imaging experiment.
The extended range reported for the SRT in the above studies originates from two main
effects: Firstly, the temperature dependence of the anisotropy constants will shift the
SRT and secondly, the nature of the SRT, not being a first order transition, makes
it hard to define an exact thickness for the transition. The previous studies on the
SRT at moderate thicknesses have been conducted on the Cu/Si(001) substrate, which
introduces a significant amount of interface roughness of ±2 nm =̂ 11 ML [91] to the
system. Main driving parameters for the SRT are the surface and interface anisotropy
contributions of the system as discussed in Sect. 2.2. Hence, the interface roughness and
resulting Ni-film surface roughness are of great influence on the SRT thickness. Our
shift of the SRT thickness to higher film thicknesses is in agreement with Schaller et
al., who found smooth surfaces to enhance the PMA compared to rough surfaces [178].
In summary, the extended range of SRT thicknesses reported in literature has been
either deduced from samples with a Cu capping, samples with a considerable amount
of interface and surface roughness, or both. Surprisingly, there is a good match for the
critical SRT thickness between Cu/Ni/Cu/Si(001) samples and our study on uncapped
Ni/Cu(001). We suspect that the Cu capping introduced interface anisotropy at least
partly compensates the anisotropy arising from the interface roughnesses.
The domain evolution from a micromagnetic point of view Data on SRTs and imag-
ing of domain formation are scarce so far. Comparable data can only be found in the
microscopic experiments on SRTs in ultrathin ferromagnetic films of few ML thickness
as Co/Au(111) [81, 179], Co/Au(001) [25], Fe/Cu(001) [88, 180–182]. Even though the
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SRTs have been imaged depending on either thickness or temperature, the domain size
variation in the vicinity of the SRT is a common feature of all studies cited. However,
the manifestation of the SRT is subject to a considerable variation regarding order and
transition length for second order transitions, as are the domain structures themselves.
This chapter aims to find coinciding features between ultrathin-film SRTs and the SRT
in Ni/Cu(001) at moderate thicknesses of about 65 ML.
Speckmann et al. [179] and Oepen et al. [27] showed images from Co/Au(111) obtained
by scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA), which document
the decrease of domain size in the vicinity of the SRT. Speckmann et al. found the
reduction of domain size to be more pronounced for post-annealed samples opposed to
the as-grown Co/Au(111). The study documents a smoothing effect on the Co film
with a more homogeneous distribution of film thickness, resulting in a domain size in-
crease of far-from-SRT-domains. These findings document the important influence of
surface properties on the domain formation in general, but also the stability of SRT
domains regardless of the surface smoothness variations, since their size has not been
influenced by the annealing procedure. Eventually, they were able to fit the domain size
decrease to the theoretical predictions made by Kaplan and Gehring [183], who pro-
posed a dependency of the domain width on the film thickness, wall energy and uniaxial
anisotropy.
Choi et al. showed an SRT in Fe/Ni/Cu(001) depending on the Fe and Ni thicknesses
[184]. They could modify the domain appearance from bubble type to labyrinth-domains
by applying magnetic fields. The domain-width dependence of thickness, which was
already reported on by Won et al. [185,186], did not change at all, which constitutes a
crucial and consistent role of the domain size in the SRT.
In the case of fcc Fe/Cu(001) reported by Portmann et al. [182], a domain transforma-
tion has been observed depending on the sample temperature. As already pointed out
by the authors, changing the so called effective temperature affects the anisotropy in a
similar way the thickness of the film does. Upon increasing the temperature on a miscut
(∼ 3◦) and therefore stepped substrate, the orientational melting of the labyrinth phase
resulted in 90◦ corners in the domain pattern. While shear stress (due to the miscut)
might be the most reasonable explanation to the resulting domain structure in their case,
the crystal used for our Ni/Cu(001) films is specified to be <0.3◦ miscut, also proven
by the LEEM analysis shown in Sect. 4.1, leaving shear stress as a result of miscut most
unlikely.
Pierce et al. showed for Fe/Cu(001) that the transformation called ’melting of stripe
domains’, as introduced by Vaterlaus et al. [180], is a feature of the onset of an SRT,
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rather than the ferromagnetic/paramagnetic transition [181]. Again, in the vicinity of a
temperature driven SRT, domain size reduction could be found. It has to be taken into
account, that the Fe/Cu(001) films used in this study are subject to a complicated set
of structural and morphological phase transitions in the same thickness region.
As shortly mentioned before, Kaplan & Gehring [183] calculated the domain with of
perpendicularly magnetized thin films depending on film thickness, domain wall energy
and hence uniaxial anisotropy. The calculated energies of stripe and check domain
patterns were found to be extremely close and to have the same functional dependence
on the film thickness [183]. They predicted a linear dependency for the domain width
of the film thickness h if the film is thinner than the exchange length λex. Films thicker
than the exchange length were found to be proportional to heσw/(MsL), where σw is the
domain wall energy per unit area.
The measured SRT at 65 ML ≈ 11.5 nm is in a thickness range slightly above the ex-
change length of λex =
√
A
1
2
µ0M2s
. For Bloch walls, the domain wall energy per unit area
can be expressed as σw = 4
√
AKu, with the uniaxial anisotropy as derived in Sect. 2.1.3.
Considering the moderate increase of thickness in the SRT area at 65 ML, we assume
it to be constant. The uniaxial anisotropy close to its zero-crossing is subject to se-
vere variation due to the thickness and therefore also strain dependent terms. At the
point of the zero-crossing, the theoretical wall energy approaches zero, and thereby the
domain width approaches zero. While this model does not take additional effects into
account such as in-plane/higher order anisotropies, we find the model qualitatively in
good agreement with the observed behavior in phase (iv) of the Ni/Cu(001) film.
In conclusion, the domain size reduction can be found in virtually any microscopic SRT
study. The domain shape and patterns, however, find a wild variation in an inter-material
comparison. The same can be stated with respect to the study in this thesis, even though
the SRT film thickness is about one order of magnitude thicker than typical SRTs. While
the domain pattern evolution with the rectangular arrangement of domain walls is the
first of its kind to be reported on, we find the common characteristic of domain size
reduction as another indication that the SRT in Ni/Cu(001) is described correctly in the
micromagnetic approach. Finally, the model of Kaplan & Gehring (by balancing the
wall energy and the dipolar energy in stripe and checker domain patterns) can describe
this domain size reduction found in our films upon entering the canted SRT area.
SRT comparison with literature on micromagnetic simulations Micromagnetic sim-
ulations based on magnetic lattice systems, typically of cell size of the order of the mag-
netic coupling length, tackle the evolution of phase transiting systems from a microscopic
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point of view. These simulations yield a self-assembled magnetic state, including mag-
netic domain formation for energy minimization purpose. A couple of studies have been
published since Allenspach et al. first reported on domain formation in Cu/Au(111)
during the SRT [25]. In this paragraph the presented results on Ni/Cu(001) are reviewed
with a focus on the domain formation with respect to simulations.
The first theoretical work on the domain formation throughout magnetic phase tran-
sitions was published by Abanov et al. [33], strongly building upon earlier work by
Kashuba et al. [187, 188]. Their method involved a combination of microscopic calcu-
lations and phenomenological assumptions calculated on a square lattice Heisenberg
spin system. The following Hamiltonian is utilized for the simulations:
H = Han +Hex +Hdip +Hdw
= −K∑
i
S2iz perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
−J∑
ij
Si · Sj exchange energy
+ (gµB)
2
2
∑
ij
(Si·Sj)−3(Si·ν)(Sj ·ν)
x3ij
dipole energy
+4
√
JS2λeff domain wall energy
with K being the uniaxial anisotropy coupling constant, Sz the out-of-plane compo-
nent of the spin Si. J is the exchange coupling, and g the dipolar coupling constant.
µb denotes the Bohr magneton, ν a unit vector pointing from one lattice site xi to
another xj , and λeff denotes the total effective spin anisotropy. Energy minimiza-
tion of this Hamiltonian yields a phase diagram depending on temperature with six
phases: monodomain-, smectic crystal-, Ising-nematic-, tetragonal liquid-, planar- and
paramagnetic phase, from lowest to highest temperature. In the smectic crystal phase
stripe domains that favor two, mutually perpendicular, directions are found for the calcu-
lated thin film sample. The stripe domain follows a long-range orientational order, while
the positional order falls off algebraically. The following Ising nematic phase changes to
an exponential decay of the positional order. The sample is supposed to show regions of
striped domains along one of the two mutually perpendicular directions, which are given
by the substrate’s crystallographic structure. In a final stripe-domain phase, the tetrag-
onal liquid phase, the tetragonal symmetry is restored. This is reasoned by proliferation
of the stripe-area separating ’stripe rotation domain walls’, resulting in an exponentially
rapid spatial decorrelation between the two stripe orientations. This phase is supposed
to be close to a possible SRT, which introduces the planar phase. The paramagnetic state
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is reached upon further increase of the temperature. The evolution of a system along
the proposed path through the phase diagram is not affected whether or not the system
eventually exhibits a spin reorientation. In contrast to the experiments conducted in
this thesis, the calculations have been made depending on the system’s temperature,
not film thickness. However, due to the intertwined relations between temperature and
the anisotropy constants, the evolution of a system with increasing thickness can be
similar to the evolution with t/Tc.
We find a striking resemblance between the phase transition diagram which was calcu-
lated by Abanov et al. and the data presented on Ni/Cu(001) in the previous sections.
The monodomain- and tetragonal liquid phases can be identified easily in Fig. 5.1, while
the canted state of the SRT leads to the planar phase. Arguably, the smectic crystal
and Ising nematic phases find a counterpart in phase (iii) described for the Ni/Cu(001)
system, as we found a strong ordering of domains along the wedge inclination. Strong
deviations from the actual stripe domain pattern are predicted by the authors for real
samples, which can be introduced by various material parameters which are not taken
into account by their model. Phase (ii) falls out of the comparison completely, since the
variation of the uniaxial anisotropy in this thickness regime does not coincide with the
anisotropy variation with temperature.
In comparison to our experimental results, the calculations from Abanov et al. do
not give any domain formations, but are solely based on general energy contributions.
Models based on a simplified version of the described Hamiltonian in a 2-dimensional
framework did lead to simulations which are more closely related to the domain structure.
In the following, some of this work will be compared to our experimental results.
Booth et al. [189] performed Monte Carlo (MC) simulations with a simplified Hamilto-
nian consisting of dipolar and exchange terms. The system shows three phases [(a)-(c)]
depending on temperature, - (a) a stripe phase, (b) a phase without long range order
(consisting of irregular but well-defined domains) and (c) a fully disordered phase. At
the breakup of the stripe domain phase, the calculations found domain formations that
orient mainly along the closest-packed axis of their MC-grid. With increase of relative
temperature the characterizing order parameter decreases further, giving rise to domain
orientation along arbitrary directions, but with domain wall orientations preferential
along the two closest-packed direction. Eventually, the order is completely lost as the
temperature approaches the paramagnetic limit. As the authors conclude, the qualita-
tive features of systems undergoing phase transitions can be explained by micromagnetic
calculations, which we find in agreement with the experimental investigations displayed
in the previous sections. The rectangular order of domains does not seem to be a fea-
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Figure 5.9 – Phase diagram from Monte Carlo simulations on a two-dimensional Heisen-
berg model for ultrathin ﬁlms, depending on a normalized T , with perpendicular anisotropy
coupling η = K/g and an J/g = 3. Taken from [190]. The overlay of the red arrow is a
tentatively proposed pathway for the investigated Ni/Cu(001) system.
ture of the domain walls only, but might be promoted by exchange and dipolar energy
contributions alone. However, we believe that in a real-life system, ﬂuctuations and en-
ergies by domain-walls, domain-wall pinning, and lattice distortion are able to prevent
or promote the calculated domain formations.
MacIsaac et al. performed similar MC simulations under the inclusion of an out-
of-plane anisotropy term [191]. Comparable simulations have been carried out more
recently by Carubelli et al. in a varied parameter range [190], agreeing with the
previously presented studies. Depending on the ratio η = K/g and temperature T
(normalized to a critical temperature), a phase diagram with three magnetic phases [(a)
- (c)] is found, - (a) planar ferromagnetic, (b) orientationally ordered striped phase at
low T , and (c) a tetragonal phase at high T . The slope of the phase transition between
planar and stripe phase depends sensitively on the relative strength of the exchange
constant J (see Fig. 5.9), which does not aﬀect the qualitative discussion in this section.
The phase diagram is consistent with the one found by Abanov et al. [33]: The T-axis
of Abanov can be depicted as one trajectory through the η and T space, and connects
this trajectory to domain structures similar to the ones found by Booth et al. [189].
From these results, we can interpret the observations on the Ni/Cu(001) sample system
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presented in the previous sections in a theoretically understood framework. The path of
our real system through the phase diagram of Carubelli is determined by the change
of η = K/g, which can be identified with a proportionality to the uniaxial anisotropy of
the Ni/Cu(001) films. The relative temperature of the system Ni/Cu(001) is decreasing
with increasing thickness due to the reduced Tc at low film thicknesses according to
Fig. 2.2. As shown in the evolution of the uniaxial anisotropy Keff2 (Fig. 2.7) and in the
data from our wedged Ni film, the uniaxial anisotropy increases in phases (i) and (ii)
and a decreases with film thickness in phases (iii) and (iv), determining the general path
along the η = K/g axis. In order to exhibit a rectangular domain order in line with
the phase diagram, the transition has to proceed through the tetragonal liquid phase
close to the triple point on the right-hand side of the tetragonal liquid border. A general
idea about the performed path through the phase diagram for the Ni/Cu(001) system
is sketched into the phase diagram by Carubelli et al. shown in Fig. 5.9. However,
without a calculation utilizing the specific parameters of our system the discussion must
remain on a qualitative level.
Sarjala et al. [192] and Fonseca et al. [193] performed Monte Carlo simulations of
a two-dimensional Ising model with dipole interaction with and without the influence
of oscillating magnetic fields. The domain structures yielded by their method are of
striking resemblance to the domain structures in our rectangularly aligned phase. The
magnetic fields show an enforcing effect on the size of rectangularly aligned domains,
which however, could also be found without magnetic fields. Hence, it might be pos-
sible that the demagnetizing procedure (Sect. 3.2.4) enhances the rectangularly ordered
domain structure seen in our images. However, the rectangular order is reported not to
appear if the sample is not receptive for this structure, i.e. the order can be considered
an energetic ground state.
First experimental confirmation for the theoretical work by Abanov et al. [33] has
been reported by Hoffmann et al. [194] on Ag/Fe/Ag films. In a very small thickness
regime between 3.34 ML and 3.77 M˙L they found domain formation changes in the
perpendicularly magnetized iron from striped domains to isotropic domains. While
being consistent with theory, the phase diagram could only partly be represented by
the study. The difference in exhibited domain formation with respect to this study
also shows that conformation to the phase diagram can be achieved with various actual
domain geometries that find local energy minima.
As we can find in the studies presented in this section, the rectangularly aligned phase
imaged in the vicinity of the SRT in our study is in strong agreement with the presented
theoretical predictions, which were already supported by simulations.
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The simulation parameters gravely influence the overall domain evolution in their final
appearance, which results in varying and non-distinct manifestations of the domain
patterns. Introduction of the material parameters would be needed for micromagnetic
simulations to yield quantitative results for the films of interest in this study. Also,
implementing the development of uniaxial anisotropy with film thickness could simulate
the wedged film behavior. Simulations of such kind would be a powerful tool to gain
further knowledge about the mechanisms driving the SRT via the rectangularly aligned
state observed in our XMCD-PEEM images.
5.1.2 Ni-like NixPd1−x films on Cu(001)
In order to gain further knowledge on the system and explore the influence of lattice
strain, we grew NiPd alloy films of various composition in wedged and continuous film
(CF) geometry on Cu(001) single crystals (see Sect. 4.3). Ni-like NixPd1−x/Cu(001)
films show a similar behavior of anisotropy development, including PMA, in comparable
thickness ranges as the Ni samples discussed in the previous sections. Due to exten-
sive evaporation durations, they were not grown up to thicknesses exhibiting an SRT.
Nevertheless we will investigate whether the observed domain patterns agree with our
interpretation introduced for pure Ni/Cu(001). Moreover, because the thickest samples
of 60 ML seem to be close to the SRT area, deduced from domain formation comparison.
Fig. 5.10 a) shows a Ni88Pd12-wedge with a plateau thickness of 60 ML. The described
phases (i) to (iii) can be identified in this wedge with slight differences in their detailed
structure. Phase (ii) shows domains on a regular basis, which can be understood by the
Keff2 behavior: Alloying Pd into the Ni decreases the lattice mismatch as described in
Sect. 4.3.2, hence decreasing the magnetoelastic and strain-dependent terms in Eqn. 2.2.
As a result, the maximum of Keff2 will be less pronounced, leading to different behavior in
domain formation. The domains clearly show curved domain walls without a preferential
orientation, emphasizing the bubble-domain type. With increasing thickness, the in-
plane anisotropy gains more influence, aligning the domain walls along the <110>-axis.
The effect can be seen in a single domain in the middle of the image, which has curved
domain walls on the thinner film side, while the domains on the thicker film side start
to align to the crystallographic directions. The sample keeps this state of domain wall
alignment along the <110>-axes throughout the grown wedge up to the 60 ML plateau
thickness. Up to the plateau, the domain size is continuously decreasing, with a plateau
domain width of about 1-10 nm.
A very similar domain structure is found for a 60 ML continuous film sample of Ni93Pd7,
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Figure 5.10 – XMCD images from Ni-like films on Cu(001). Survey image of a Ni88Pd12
wedge area, thickness ranging from ∼5 ML to ∼45 ML (a), Ni93Pd07 continuous film samples
at 60 ML (b) and 30 ML (c), the respective LEEM images (d) and (e).
shown in Fig 5.10 b). Both, the plateau area from the wedged sample shown in a) and
the continuous film sample from b) show a homogeneous distribution of domain width
in both directions. On this basis we conclude that the preferential ordering of domains
along one of the rotationally equivalent <110> axes is a feature induced by the wedge
geometry or its magnetic growth history. Fig. 5.10 c) shows the same sample on a second
continuous film step of 30 ML thickness. The films have been grown as a two step film
of 30 ML & 60 ML thickness on a circularly shaped Cu(001) substrate with a diameter
of 6.5 mm, leaving at least 3 mm step width for each continuous film. Falling in phase
(ii), the domains found on the 30 ML CF sample are of the bubble type. In a similar
way as found in wedged samples of Ni88Pd12/Cu(001) and Ni/Cu(001), no domain wall
ordering is visible, the walls form along connected segments of circles. As found for the
60 ML film, the domains’ shape is of isotropic width as there is no bias from a wedge
geometry. However, the film tends to form large monodomain areas. Domain formations
can be found regularly on the sample, without significant influence by local variations
such as topological features.
LEEM studies at the MEM-LEEM transition (see Sect. 3.2.2) have been conducted to
observe the surface structure of the NixPd1−x film. Images from the CF NiPd samples
are shown in Figs. 5.10 d) & e). The areas correspond to the central part of the XMCD
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images displayed in b) & c). In order to compare the features from LEEM and XMCD
images it is notable that the magnification of the images are different. The 60 ML
film exhibits lines of strong contrast along the <110> axes, produced by topographical
modification of the electrical field above the sample. Axes between fields of view and
the diffractive plane have been taken into account as a result to the determination of
image mode rotation discussed in Sect. 3.2.5. The 30 ML film only shows hints of this
ordered structure, while generally being dominated by a slight roughness typical for
grown films without post-annealing procedure. Since both films were grown next to
each other on the same substrate in the same evaporation process, a difference on the
basis of sample growth or initial substrate morphology can be excluded. The occurrence
of the contrast lines on the 60 ML film hence is a feature of the growth process of Ni
on Cu(001) itself. We denote them to an accumulation of few monolayers’ height in the
surface of the film, caused by the introduction of misfit dislocations (MD) to balance
the lattice mismatch between the Cu substrate and the Ni or NixPd1−x film. A similar
network of MD formation has been found in transmission x-ray microscopy studies on
thinner Ni/Cu(001) films [91, 170]. In line with their studies, the density of MDs will
increase with film thickness, explaining, why they cannot be seen in our 30 ML films.
However, we did not see this kind of contrast for all Ni-like films of similar thickness,
meaning that the strength of the MD accumulation is subject to variation upon sample
growth. This variation seems to affect the MD accumulation much stronger than it does
affect the magnetic domain formation. Taking the length scales of the occurring effects
into account emphasizes their disconnection. While the magnetic domains are of µm size,
the contrast lines in LEEM occur in a regularity of ≤ 150 nm. Also, larger topographical
features as seen in the top right of Fig. 5.10 d) do not influence the magnetic pattern in the
XMCD image c). Agreeing with the theoretical predictions and simulations presented
in Sect. 5.1.1, we therefore believe that these MD formation is not giving rise to the
magnetic domain formation in the first place. Both effects are driven by the same
physical means, the relaxation of film strain, resulting in MD formation and magnetic
anisotropy, respectively.
Domain wall behavior in the rectangularly aligned phase Domain walls play a crucial
part in the domain formation process since their energy contribution is strongly related
to the shape of the domain [34]. In higher magnified images from a 60 ML plateau of
a Ni88Pd12 wedged sample a considerable contribution of domain walls to the XMCD
contrast can be found as displayed in Fig. 5.11 a). The domain wall length not oriented
along<110> direction accounts for only 2 % of the domain wall length in this image. This
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Figure 5.11 – Plateau area of a 60 ML Ni88Pd12 wedged sample (a). Enlarged section
from a), with overlayed linescan of 30px width (b), mathematical fit to the lineprofile (c),
magnetization scheme (d). Fit contributions have been offset separately for clearer display.
Further explanations in text.
deviation emphasizes the conclusions about the topographical features: A significant
amount of deviations follows one of the <100> directions, whereas no counterpart could
be found in the LEEM images as shown in Fig. 5.10. A closer look at the domains reveals
an edge contrast as seen in the enlarged section in Fig. 5.11 b). A linescan perpendicular
to the stripe reveals an asymmetric XMCD brightness distribution of the out-of-plane
domains, suggesting an in-plane domain wall contribution. In order to understand the
produced XMCD signal, the linescan has been modelled by a least squares fitting under
the assumption of a function with three terms, representing the domain contrast, the
domain wall contrast and a linear background contrast due to beam asymmetries.
f(x) = m ∗ x+ a linear background
+ b ∗ {arctan[c ∗ (x− xwl)]− arctan[c ∗ (x− xwr)]} domain
+ d ∗ {1e ∗ exp[−(x− xwl)2/(e2)]} domain wall
+ d ∗ {−1e ∗ exp[−(x− xwr)2/(e2)]} domain wall
where xwl,rl denote the positions of the domain walls. a, b, c, d, and e are fitting
parameters. This function is not taking offsets from the 25◦ inclination angle of the
incident photons into account, since there is no sign of characteristic positive or negative
excursion of magnetic contrast. The results from the fit can be seen in Fig. 5.11 c).
Rotation experiments revealed a contrast connected to a magnetization rotation in the
domain wall via <100>-directions, which can be seen in Fig. 5.12. This domain rotation
path is reflected in the sketch of the magnetization contributions in Fig. 5.11 d). The fit
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Figure 5.12 – 30px linescans perpendicular to the two domain wall directions, and the
corresponding linescans including fits as described in text. Legends for fits can be found
in Fig. 5.11 d). 50◦ sample rotation in (a) and (b), with respect to (c) and Fig. 5.11 d).
The results shown in a) are fitted without domain wall contribution, b) and c) did not find
reliable fits without planar contribution along photon k.
also indicates a domain wall width of about 300 nm, which is reasonable for Ne´el-type
walls given the film thickness of about 10 nm [34].
The rotation experiment, images and fits shown in Fig. 5.12, aligns the k of incoming
photons approximately with the <110>-directions and the <100>-directions. The ob-
served contrasts feature the planar contrast contribution in the fits. Fig. 5.12 a), as an
exception, could also be fitted without the planar contribution. Combining these con-
trast findings under the assumption that the 4-fold symmetry also applies to the domain
walls, the magnetic transition follows a path symbolized in Fig. 5.11 c).
Additional information from the linescans can be found in the transition lengths of
the perpendicular and the planar part of the magnetic moment’s rotation: The planar
contrast contribution to the rotation develops over about 300 nm (FWHM of the gaussian
fit), the perpendicular contrast changes between its two easy axes within about 100 nm
(16%-84% of contrast increase). Also, the magnitude of the planar contribution is smaller
by a factor of five.
These findings lead us to the following conclusion: The differences in rotation length
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suggest a screw-like rotation of the magnetization vector, starting with the rotation along
the domain wall direction earlier than with the rotation perpendicular to the wall. Taking
the film thickness into account, we therefore suggest that the rotation documented in
this paragraph occurs upon approaoching the transition between Ne´el- and Bloch type
of domain walls due to thickness related efficiency of the wall types [34, 195, 196]. The
studies suggest film thickness of about 20-30 nm, while the films under investigation are
of ∼10 nm thickness. Higher spin-orbit coupling from the Pd intermixture and varying
material parameters for out-of-plane magnetized Ni films grown on Cu(001) might add
to the deviation from these predictions.
Deviations from our model may arise since the background XMCD signal caused by
the beam asymmetry is not of linear nature and since the azimuthal rotation of the
proposed planar contribution to the domain walls is not perfectly perpendicular to the
k of incoming photons.
The domain wall profile is also deformed by higher anisotropy contributions as K4 (as
discussed for 180◦ walls in 3.6.2(A) in Ref. [34], which is not taken into account in the
applied model. According to the previous sections and the experimental confirmation
from Ha & O’Handley et al. [76], the ratio K4/K2 diverges upon reaching the SRT
due to the zero-crossing of K2, which would be a prominent case for a major influence
of K4. However, with a value of K4/K2 ≥ 1 (K2 deduced from Fig. 2.7 and K4 deduced
from Fig. 5.7), this effect is of minor influence in the area of the imaged domain patterns
(see Fig. 3.60 in Ref. [34]).
5.1.3 Summary Ni and Ni-like NixPd1−x films on Cu(001)
The presented data of Ni/Cu(001) show a breakdown of domain size at about 65 ML,
which is identified as the onset of the SRT with out-of-plane and in-plane contribu-
tions found in a superposition of two characteristic domain patterns, the rectangularly
aligned out-of-plane and the cloud-like in-plane pattern. This is interpreted as the re-
manent domain-state manifestation of the canted stated found in single-domain theory
and measurements on sample systems similar to the Ni/Cu(001) films presented in this
study. The evolution of the domain pattern is in agreement with the development of
the uniaxial anisotropy given in the same framework. While the domain formations of
SRTs in ultrathin films find no resemblance to the findings in this study, the typical
domain size decrease seems to be a common feature, which does not relate to the film
thickness of SRTs. A closer look from the micromagnetic point of view finds the domain
structure to be in agreement with phase diagrams obtained from micromagnetic Monte
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Carlo simulations, forming a proof of the legitimacy and connection of both approaches.
Ni-like NixPd1−x films have been grown on Cu(001) to check for a similar behavior in
domain formation, confirming the findings on Ni/Cu(001) films up to the SRT. The do-
main patterns found in the PMA region of the investigated films could be interpreted
in the framework of the single-domain development of the uniaxial anisotropy. A more
distinct and ordered domain pattern in the rectangularly aligned phase before entering
the SRT regime may be enhanced by an increased spin-orbit coupling of the intermixed
Pd atoms, increasing the bi-axial in-plane part of widely neglected magnetocrystalline
anisotropy [91]. LEEM measurements show surface features connected to the formation
of misfit dislocations for film thicknesses that exhibit the rectangularly aligned domain
structure. However, size comparisons and the micromagnetic calculations from previ-
ous studies suggest that the ordering of domain walls is an effect driven by magnetic
anisotropy, which at the most might be enhanced by the surface features as seen in
Fig. 5.10. Profiling and fitting of the domain walls gave insight to the transition path
of the magnetic moments while opening up new questions about the transition between
Ne´el and Bloch walls, which need to be addressed by further studies.
Critical annotations to the results A few effects in connection to the presented mea-
surements, which have not be pointed out before, will be discussed in this section.
The objective lens creates a magnetic field of less then 1 mT at the location of the
sample [197]. We refrained from treating the influence of the field in the extensive
anisotropy flow concept under the influence of a magnetic field [29, 30], since the field
is (i) not varied throughout the measurements and (ii) very small. The anisotropy
flow concept under applied field is a useful framework if the magnetization direction is
monitored depending on varying applied magnetic fields, while in the case of the present
study a minor constant anisotropy offset could be taken into consideration. As the
magnetic field from the objective lens is always oriented in the same direction along the
optical axis, an imbalance in domains should be clearly visible at areas where Keff2 has
a zero-crossing. Histogram analysis from the SRT presented in Fig. 5.5 shows an almost
balanced ratio of the two out-of-plane domains, not hinting to a sizable influence of the
magnetic field.
Choi et al. showed a strong dependence of the domain shape on the magnetic field
direction with regard to the sample surface in the vicinity of the SRT [184]. While their
study is built on the application of magnetic fields, all samples in the presented results
have been demagnetized with a planar magnetic field conforming to Sect. 3.2.4. The
decreasing field strength of the demagnetizing cycle should effectively reduce all effects
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which are mentioned in the study by Choi et al.
A puzzling issue could be found in films of thicknesses <10 ML. While previous publica-
tions report magnetic signals down to 4 ML Ni/Cu(001), our films show a paramagnetic
behavior. Surface roughness can be excluded as a reason, due to excellent preparation
results shown by the characterization of the samples. Since studies on other magnetic
films in our facility show similar behavior, we denote the effect to be instrument-related.
However, no reasonable explanation could be found so far and leaves this matter as an
open question.
5.2 NixPd1−x/Cu(001) in higher Pd concentration
In this second part, the influence of Pd on the driving mechanisms of the PMA and SRT
will be investigated for higher Pd concentrations. At the beginning, a thickness wedged
film in the area of compressive film strain, a regime where no effective anisotropy is
expected to promote PMA, is presented. Secondly, a concentration-wedged film spanning
the areas from tensile to compressive strain is subject to examination.
5.2.1 Thickness wedged NixPd1−x
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Figure 5.13 – Survey XMCD image of a 60 ML Ni38Pd62 wedge. The image shows film
thicknesses from ∼5 ML - 60 ML. Magnetic contrast in domains is in-plane, while on the left-
hand image side the non-magnetic phase can be seen. An in-plane monodomain can be seen
at the onset of the magnetic contrast.
NixPd1−x films exhibit a lattice mismatch with the substrate of Cu(001) which is variable
depending on the composition x. The adoption of the lattice constant of the substrate for
the first ∼15 A˚ of Ni/Cu(001) has been described in Sect. 3.1.1, and gives rise to tensile
film strain which decreases as misfit dislocations are included in the film. The results
found in the previous sections are in good agreement with previous studies showing
that the film stress and its relief are the driving parameters of the iSRT and the SRT
in Ni/Cu(001). The strain relief can also be achieved by expanding the lattice of film
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Figure 5.14 – Enlarged section of the domain pattern from the Ni38Pd62 sample presented
in Fig. 5.13 (a), showing three different brightness levels for the in-plane magnetization.
Domain patterns from Ni42Pd58 continuous film samples (b) & (c), 30 ML and 60 ML, re-
spectively.
during growth: if alloyed with Pd, the lattice mismatch decreases, due to the increase
of the NixPd1−x lattice constant according to relation 4.1 and a graphical representation
in Fig. 4.5. With decreasing tensile strain, the strain-dependent terms in the anisotropy
decrease, to a point where the anisotropy sum does not exhibit zero-crossings, hence no
occurrence of the (i)SRT is expected.
NixPd1−x films were grown on Cu(001) with a Pd content above 25 %, to produce films
exhibiting compressive strain. A survey image of a thickness wedged Ni38Pd62/Cu(001),
which relates to a lattice constant of 3.74 A˚ and 3.7 % compressive strain, can be seen
in Fig. 5.13. The paramagnetic phase on the left-hand image is followed by a short
monodomain phase, as marked in the image. The domain structure evolving in succession
does not reflect drastic variations in the film anisotropy since the variations in the domain
pattern throughout the presented wedge film thickness between ∼5 ML and 60 ML are
only marginal. This is in good agreement with the assumptions made above - the strong
changes in magnetic anisotropy found for Ni and NixPd1−x-films with tensile strain do
not show up in NixPd1−x films with compressive strain.
While not very accentuated in the survey image, Fig. 5.14 a), an enlarged part of the
wedge image shows three grey levels in the domain formation, connected the projec-
tion of a four-fold symmetric in-plane magnetization to the k of the incident photons.
Fig. 5.14 b) & c), showing a 30 ML and 60 ML continuous film of Ni42Pd58, respectively,
emphasize this behavior in an equilibrium geometry without wedge influence. When
compared to the images from the wedged film, the continuous films show more detail
in their domain structure, mostly owed to microscope alignment differences between
the images: The setup used for a) was suited for survey imaging, while b) and c) were
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dedicated to the respective images. Also image statistics, and azimuthal rotation of the
sample with respect to the beam cannot be kept the same between two different samples.
However, in terms of domain formation, the two compositions show similar behavior. No
long range order or clear preference of domain geometry can be found. Domain sizes and
pattern are of similar nature. This means that the stray field, saturation magnetization
and anisotropy constants do not vary significantly in this composition region to change
the general shape, but probably the details of the domain formation.
The clarification of magnetization direction shows that the films exhibit, in contrast
to pure Ni films, in-plane anisotropy throughout the whole presented thickness range of
∼10-60 ML. The strain-dependent terms in the compressive strain scenario are obviously
not creating an effective positive magnetic anisotropy.
With the study presented in this section, the predictions made about the evolution
of magnetic anisotropy when alloying Pd into Ni/Cu(001) are verified on NixPd1−x/
Cu(001) films with a composition that exhibits compressive strain: Previously we have
seen that in tensile strain Ni/Cu(001), the magnetic anisotropy gives rise to a perpendic-
ularly magnetized area, which is relieved and eventually transitions to compressive strain
by changing the lattice mismatch between NiPd and the substrate. The driving mech-
anisms of the PMA, strain dependent contributions to the anisotropy are also inverted
in this process, resulting in the lack of the PMA. Even though this simple picture dis-
regards additional influences, as the change in saturation magnetization and spin-orbit
coupling strength, the grown NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films agree with this behavior and do
not show a perpendicular magnetization in the thickness region of question, but only
in-plane magnetization.
5.2.2 Composition wedged NixPd1−x
In a geometry where the film stress or the amount of relaxation of film stress changes
along the lateral dimension of a film, another transition through the magnetic phase
diagram can be traced in a composition wedged experiment. In the previously presented
case, stress related (surface) terms to the effective uniaxial anisotropy in Ni/Cu(001)
pulled the magnetization out-of-plane. With further increasing thickness the effective
anisotropy could be found to align parallel to the plane due to the relief of lattice strain.
In the following section, the uniaxial anisotropy found in Ni films of 10-60 ML is reduced
by relief of lateral stress resulting from Pd alloying into the film, effectively diminishing
the stress-related terms by expansion of the lattice constant.
NixPd1−x/Cu(001) samples were grown in a wedged geometry with a lateral offset of the
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Cu(001)
Ni wedge Ni plateau
37 ML
Pd addition Ni62Pd38 plateau
60 ML
Figure 5.15 – A sketch of the composition/thickness wedged Ni62Pd38/Cu(001) sample.
The shadowing aperture is utilized to offset the two thickness wedges by about 200µm from
each other, resulting in a 37 ML Ni thickness wedge and an additional NiPd composition
(0 - 38 % Pd)/thickness (37 - 60 ML) wedge. Both wedge profiles conform to Fig. 3.4. Since
Ni/Cu(001) does not exhibit an SRT in the thickness range of 37 - 60 ML (see Sect. 5.1.1)
the driving parameter a supposed SRT has to be composition-related. Hence, for the sake
of simplicity, the wedge is titled ’composition-wedge’ in the context of this thesis.
Ni- and Pd-wedges. A sketch of the film can be seen in Fig. 5.15. This design leads to
an Ni thickness wedge and an additional NixPd1−x-wedge of constant Ni-amount with
increasing Pd-content. It has to be taken into account, that the film thickness increases
throughout this process by the amount of additional Pd. In the case of Ni62Pd38, pre-
sented in this section, the wedge relates to a starting thickness of about 37 ML Ni ranging
up to 60 ML Ni62Pd38. Corresponding images of the domain formation can be seen in
Fig. 5.16, along with Ni L3 absorption images of the same region. The Ni L3 photoemis-
sion yield can be used as a measure of Pd addition to the film due to the decrease of Ni
content and hence signal. The Ni L3 intensity images have each been taken as a sum
from XAS σ+ and σ− absorption spectra peak images to eliminate magnetic contrast.
Prior, the spectra are normalized to I0-current, measured from a gold grid between the
refocussing optics of the beamline and the sample (see Sect. 3.2.3), yielding spectra which
are free of beamline or electron storage-ring dependent flux variations. The average of
pre-edge images from the spectrum is used to normalize the spectrum’s images. This
method takes account for beam asymmetries on the sample and background-effects.,
which results in a signal that is only given by the Ni absorption secondary emission
partial yield. A linescan along the composition wedge’s Ni L3 signal displayed in the
bottom panel of Fig. 5.16 shows the decrease of Ni L3 signal.
On the left-hand side of the XMCD image, dark out-of-plane domains with widths be-
tween 500 nm and 3µm can be seen enclosed by a bright domain.3 No significant change
3During survey scanning of the sample the wedge has been observed perpendicularly to the composi-
tion/thickness increase. The presented data were chosen as a representative of the general behavior
of the sample.
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Figure 5.16 – Data from a composition wedged Ni62Pd38/Cu(001) film. All images/plots
show the same part of the sample, see marked regions. XMCD survey image displaying
different magnetic phases and corresponding domain patterns (top). Corresponding Ni L3
x-ray absorption intensity (middle). Linescan of 200px width along the horizontal of the
absorption intensity data displayed in the middle, the decrease is a result of Pd addition to
the film (bottom).
in domain size can be found, the Pd addition does not find any influence on the surface
anisotropy. At a certain composition/thickness combination, almost no domains form
and only the bright out-of-plane domain, i.e. the domain in which the magnetization
vector points into the sample, can be found creating a monodomain-like state. With
increasing Pd content, dark out-of-plane domains, i.e. domains in which the magnetiza-
tion vector points out of the sample, develop again. They are larger in size and form a
more equal balance in domain area between bright and dark domains than in the first
phase (also see enlarged image detail in Fig. 5.17). The domain width decreases rapidly,
starting at 3µm, introducing domain branching (the splitting of a domain into smaller
parts along a certain direction) to satisfy the size reduction for both magnetization di-
rections along the easy out-of-plane axis. The domain pattern is strongly influenced
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by the wedge’s slope elongation direction and would most probably be a labyrinth do-
main pattern in an equilibrium geometry. The branched domains eventually merge into
a monodomain state. The enlarged image detail (Fig. 5.17) also reveals weak-contrast
stripes at the boundary to the monodomain area, which proceed along a different angle
not coinciding with the wedge geometry.
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Figure 5.17 – SRT area of a NixPd1−x/Cu(001) composition wedge. The plateau area is
60 ML Ni62Pd38.
A rotation experiment reveals the nature of the magnetic contrasts: A sample rotation
of about 30◦ has been employed for the XMCD image displayed in Fig. 5.18, creating
a rotated geometry for in-plane magnetized areas due to the varied projection of the
magnetization vector on the k of the photons. A comparison of the contrast levels
on the right-hand side of the image reveals an in-plane magnetized character of the
monodomain. The contrast levels of the left-hand side of the image stay the same as in
the previous sample rotation, conforming to out-of-plane rotation behavior.
An analysis from σ+/σ− x-ray absorption spectra underlines the proposed magnetization
directions as shown in Fig. 5.20. The spectra are recorded as an image stack, enabling the
possibility of microspectroscopy by choosing different regions of interest (ROIs) during
spectra image stack evaluation (as shown schematically in Fig. 5.19). For that purpose,
the spectra are normalized (i) to the photon flux determined by gold grid current I0
and (ii) to the pre-edge image average, as previously described for the Ni L3 intensity
shown in Fig. 5.16. In order to calculate the XMCD spectrum from the images, domains
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Figure 5.18 – SRT area of a NixPd1−x/Cu(001) composition wedge with photon incidence
angle diﬀerent from Fig. 5.17 by about 35◦. The plateau area is 60ML Ni62Pd38. Comparison
to Fig. 5.17 shows an increase in XMCD contrast from 0% to 15% in the left-hand side of
the image. The right-hand side of the image does not show a diﬀerence in contrast. Further
information see text. XMCD contrast determined by XMCD spectra depicted in Fig. 5.20
of opposite magnetization are needed or the same domains in opposite light helicity (see
Sect. 2.4). Hence, ROI A corresponds to data collected from ROIs on bright domains
(on the XMCD image) from σ+ polarized spectra and/or data collected from ROIs on
dark domain (on the XMCD image) from σ− polarized spectra. ROI B corresponds
to the opposite domains at the same polarization. If oppositely magnetized domains
are present, addition of the signals from ROIs of the same type helps to avoid errors
from instrumental asymmetries in the setup, e.g. polarization rate and beam intensity
decrease in synchrotron decay mode. This technique also helps to enhance statistics of
the measurement. A background function can be ﬁtted to pre- and postedge once the
ROIs have been analyzed. Due to the preedge normalization, the spectra’s preedge level
is 1. From these spectra, the XMCD signal is calculated as the diﬀerence.
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Figure 5.19 – Sketch on the procedure of XMCD micro-spectroscopy data evaluation in a
uniaxial magnetization geometry. In the top left and middle two absorption average images
are presented, already showing different electron yield from oppositely magnetized areas,
due to the XMCD effect. These images are used to define regions of interest (ROIs) to
extract the intensity spectra from a photon energy dependent image stack. The ’dark’
(’bright’) domains in each polarization (σ+, σ−) spectrum are of the same geometrical
relation regarding magnetization direction and photon propagation vector k. Hence, the
data from these regions are added as spectra from ’ROI type A’ (’ROI type B’), to be seen
in the bottom left and middle. The difference of these spectra yields the XMCD difference
spectrum (bottom right). Additionally, top right shows the XMCD asymmetry image of the
two average images from the absorption edge.
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Figure 5.20 – XMCD absorption micro-spectroscopy in the vicinity of the SRT area. Rota-
tion experiments (about 35◦) from two measurement geometries are shown. XMCD images
for the corresponding geometry shown in the middle row. XMCD spectra from the left-hand
side of the images shown in top row, XMCD spectra from the right-hand side of the images
shown in the bottom row. The selected areas are marked in the XMCD images. Evaluation
process shown in text.
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Figure 5.21 – Zoom into the SRT area of Fig. 5.17. Domain alignment and contrast loss
instead of further domain branching throughout the SRT can be seen.
The spectra in Fig. 5.20 have been calculated using the ROIs marked in the XMCD
images. Comparing the spectra, the diﬀerence in XMCD signal from the right-hand
part of the images, corresponding to the lower plots, changes from negligible dichroism
signal to about 15% dichroism signal, resulting from a better alignment of the planar
magnetic moments and the impinging photons due to sample rotation. Due to the
vanishing XMCD contrast in the rotated image, the in-plane magnetization direction is
suggested to be 90◦ to the photon direction of incidence in this image. The increase
of XMCD contrast (under angular variation of about 35◦) to about 15% of the signal
agrees to typical saturated XMCD contrasts of 25% [113,198].
The XMCD contrast in the labyrinth-like pattern is almost the same in both rotations
of the sample, which is expected for perpendicular magnetization, whose projection onto
the k of incident photons does not change upon azimuthal rotation.
With an established knowledge about the SRT in the system at hand, details of the SRT
area will be discussed in the following. A magniﬁed part of the SRT area can be seen in
Fig. 5.21. In this magniﬁcation the kink in domain orientation is much more pronounced.
While the perpendicularly magnetized domains on the left-hand side of the image follow a
direction dictated by the slope of the composition/thickness wedge, the delicate domains
in the SRT area follow a direction tilted by about 45◦. Notably, the contrast levels
in these domains is overall brighter than in the perpendicular part, while still being
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Figure 5.22 – Sketch of the domains in the SRT area. (a) The domain contrast fades in
each particular domain. (b) Contrast is lost due to domain size reduction. Without domain
branching, no equilibrium can exist, since all domains would need to meet in a single point of
the sample. (c) Same as b), but with constantly changing domain wall orientation, creating
an equilibrium state without branching. If compared to Fig. 5.21, b) and c) can easily be
excluded for the data found in the experiment.
connected to the dark and bright domains given from the perpendicularly magnetized
area. The fading of these domains happens via a loss of contrast, not a decrease in domain
size beyond resolution, which would require further domain branching (see also Fig. 5.22
for a sketch of SRT contrast change). The loss in contrast is connected to a continuous
canting of the magnetization vector, (i) marking a second order SRT and (ii) being
a completely different magnetic manifestation of the canted SRT (continuous contrast
fading) compared to the manifestation found in the thickness wedged Ni/Cu(001) in
Sect. 5.1.1 (rectangular domains superposed by cloud-like in-plane contributions).
Since the canting is a continuous process, the amount of perpendicular magnetization in
the SRT-domains decreases continuously over the length of ∼2µm. The dark domains
are almost always connected to the dark domains in the perpendicular part, suggesting
that the contrast of the SRT-domains in fact is of perpendicular nature. However, both
domains are canting in the same direction towards the monodomain in-plane magneti-
zation preference. This magnetization rotation in relation to the photon incidence is
sketched in Fig. 5.23. In this frame, it is reasonable that the bright SRT domains reach
the contrast level of the in-plane domain already once on their rotation way, which may
be perceived as ’earlier’ than the dark SRT domains. This is reasoned by the photon
inclination angle of 25◦, which makes the bright out-of-plane domains, oriented along
the perpendicular axis with the k of photons, pass the ’perfect alignment’ with the k,
while the dark domains will not. This in fact means that the bright domains of the
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Figure 5.23 – A sketch of
the magnetization rotation
paths in relation to the pho-
ton incidence direction. The
’down’ domain passes the
photon incidence direction,
while the ’up’ domain does
not.
Photons
out-of-plane axis
in-plane axis
magnetization rotation
 direction
perpendicularly magnetized area should initially get brighter than the in-plane-domain,
which can be seen in some areas large enough to be free from the influence of neighboring
domains.
The reason for the domain alignment deviation from the wedge direction in the SRT area
cannot be answered by these measurements. It is most likely that in-plane anisotropies
align the domains with easy axes of the in-plane magnetization as could be seen for the
rectangularly aligned phase in Ni/Cu(001). Tilting as a result of domain size reduction
can be excluded since the domains’ alignment is straight throughout the narrow region
they exist, while they would be subject of a constant bending process to compensate for
a constant domain size reduction (also see Fig. 5.23).
In the framework of micromagnetic calculations The development of the film pre-
sented in this section takes a different path through the magnetic phase diagram calcu-
lated in the framework of the micromagnetic simulations discussed in Sect. 5.1.1. The
composition wedged films path through the phase diagram coincides with the path of
the previously discussed wedged Ni film, since there is no Pd content in the film up to
37 ML thickness. The composition wedge alters the uniaxial anisotropy in a way that
can be compared to the thickness wedged Ni film. While the strain relaxation might be
of close resemblance, increased spin-orbit coupling from the Pd atoms and varied relative
values of strain-independent anisotropy terms with respect to the strain-dependent ones
have to be taken into account.
Close to the SRT we find a monodomain-like phase and a labyrinth domain pattern,
which is a transition including higher disorder. Upon entering the SRT, the disorder
is reduced again by forming a stripe geometry. The path of our system through the
phase diagram created by simulated by Carubelli et al. [190] (see Fig. 5.9) starts in
the paramagnetic phase. Since the uniaxial anisotropy is highest in the pure Ni film, the
domain phase is entered by reduction of T due to film thickness increase, and increase
of the uniaxial anisotropy parameter. This results in the same ’maximum’ of the path
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as for the pure Ni film. By alloying Pd into the Ni film, the effective temperature
will not change much since (i) Tc of NixPd1−x films only decreases moderately with
x, because the magnetic moment, which is easily induced in the Pd atoms, since Pd
is almost magnetic by itself as can be seen by the Stoner criterion (see Sect. 2.1.1).
Bulk Tc for Ni60Pd40 drops from 700K to ∼550K [199]. (ii) With an increase of film
thickness, Tc effectively raises [56]. While the film thickness in the sample at hand is
changing from 37 to 60 ML, we do not anticipate grave effects from this source, since
the pure Ni film does not show its SRT in this thickness range (see Sect. 5.1.1). Yet,
without experiments on this behalf it is not known which of the two effects dominates
the other. The path through the phase diagram will therefore mainly be determined
by the decrease in the uniaxial anisotropy, by the relaxation of lattice strain, mediated
through the strain-dependent terms in Eqn. 2.22. It is most likely that the film does not
cross the SRT border at the same point in the phase diagram as the pure Ni film due
to a different balance between uniaxial anisotropy and Tc. Since all phases described in
the diagram by Carubelli et al. [190] and also by Abanov et al. [33] can be found in
the described SRT, the paths cannot be too far apart, though. These findings emphasize
that even though the pathways through the phase diagram are technically not that
different, the exhibited domain structure is strongly dependent on the point where the
SRT border is crossed and most likely subject to other influences, as the exhibition of
in-plane anisotropies.
5.2.3 Summary NixPd1−x films with higher Pd concentration
In the previous section NixPd1−x films with higher Pd concentration have been investi-
gated. Thickness wedged NixPd1−x films were found to behave according to theoretical
considerations. NixPd1−x films with x >∼ 25% exhibit compressive stress instead of
tensile stress due to the inverted relation of film and substrate lattice constants. While
the corresponding magnetoelastic terms in Ni/Cu(001) and Ni-like NixPd1−x/Cu(001)
are responsible for the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy over a wide range of film thick-
ness, the inversion of lattice stress removes this driving parameter. Experimental results
on wedged Ni38Pd62 and continuous film Ni42Pd58 show only in-plane magnetization up
to 60 ML film thickness, confirming these theoretical considerations.
In order to find a different geometry for SRTs in NixPd1−x alloys, composition wedged
NixPd1−x alloys were grown on Cu(001). As the lattice stress is relieved with lateral
distance, an SRT could be seen depending on the Pd content. The manifestation of
domain formation in this film does not resemble the one found for Ni films earlier. No
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hints of a rectangularly ordered pattern could be found, but a complex interplay of
domain patterns featuring unordered, labyrinth, stripe and monodomain states ranging
in domain width between 200 nm and 3µm. The observed magnetization phases are in
good agreement with the theoretical studies and simulations presented earlier. It is worth
noting that the magnetic phases manifest in a completely different way regardless of the
films close relation and similarity in phase transition, including domain size reduction
and influence of an in-plane anisotropy. Varied properties are the amount of spin-orbit
coupling in the film (given by the higher spin-orbit coupling of Pd), the effective uniaxial
anisotropy and T/Tc, and the relation between strain-dependent and strain-independent
anisotropies.
5.3 Domain patterns close to vanishing lattice mismatch
As discussed in the previous sections, the origin of the (i)SRT in Ni/Cu(001) found
strain-dependent anisotropy terms as the driving influence (see Sect. 2.1.3). By alloying
Pd into the Ni, the lattice mismatch is reduced, which results in a reduction of the
strain-dependent anisotropy terms. At a perfect lattice mismatch, occurring at about
25% Pd content (see Sect. 4.3.2), it is obvious that all the (i)SRT driving mechanisms
have completely vanished. The strain-dependent terms of the anisotropy will constantly
decrease with increasing Pd content, resulting in a shift of the (i)SRT thickness, as shown
for the iSRT in NixPd1−x/Cu3Au(001) [200, 201]. It has to be noted, that this simple
view does not include additional effects from the alloying, such as variations to the
average spin-orbit coupling, Tc, and strain-independent anisotropy constants. However,
for the sake of clarity, their influence will be neglected in the context of this discussion.
In the frame of the calculations presented in Fig. 2.7 and in agreement with the results
from the cited studies, the effective uniaxial anisotropy constant will decrease, and at
some point, resulting from the interplay of negative strain-dependent surface term and
the positive strain-dependent magnetoelastic term, shift the zero-crossings towards each
other. Arguably, the effective uniaxial anisotropy, i.e. the sum of all contributions, will
not linearly decrease, but find a decrease of the slope inclination. This is reasoned by the
strain dependent anisotropy terms, which partially cancel each other out (see Sect. 2.2
and Fig. 2.7). The resulting shift in zero crossings therefore will not proceed linear with
Pd content. The first proof of a non-linear zero-crossing shift with composition can be
seen in the wedged 60 ML Ni88Pd12/Cu(001) presented in Sect. 5.1.2. Incorporating half
the amount of Pd needed to create an all in-plane magnetized film, the film did not show
an SRT up to plateau thickness. Hence, an SRT thickness/zero crossing shift of less than
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Figure 5.24 – XMCD images of a Ni80Pd20/Cu(001) film with varying thickness: 15 ML
(a), 30 ML (b), 60 ML (c). The stoichiometry results in a lattice mismatch of 0.5 %. The
strain related anisotropy terms become less influential, hence the 30 and 60 ML films are
magnetized in-plane, while the 15 ML film is magnetized out-of-plane. The thickness area
of the PMA is reduced in agreement with the anisotropy model introduced in Sect. 2.2.
5 ML for mixing 12% Pd into the Ni film is an additional result from the data obtained
in this thesis. In the following section we want to show a simple example for the shift
of the SRT to lower film thicknesses due to a Pd content close to the composition of
vanishing lattice mismatch.
5.3.1 Continuous films in the vicinity of vanishing lattice mismatch
The wedged NixPd1−x films of Pd concentration up to 12 % presented in Sect 5.1.2 did
not show a shift of the SRT thickness under 60 ML. Ni80Pd20/Cu(001) continuous films
of 15 ML, 30 ML and 60 ML were grown to approach the vanishing lattice mismatch for
magnetic imaging. XMCD images of the domain formation of these films can be found
in Fig. 5.24.
In these images an out-of-plane magnetic domain pattern for the 15 ML film can be
seen. The pattern is mostly comprised from dark domains, i.e. tending towards a
dark monodomain. Bright domains can only sparely be found. The shape of the do-
mains falls in the bubble domain regime, resembling the domain formation of the 30 ML
Ni93Pd07/Cu(001) film presented in Fig. 5.10 c). The extended thickness range of this
domain pattern can be understood in connection to the decrease of the strain-dependent
anisotropy terms. A varied amount of magnetostatic anisotropy also has to be kept in
mind. However, as can be seen from the results on the Ni/Cu(001) wedge, the areas of
similar magnetic behavior in terms of domain patterns are extended over a fair thickness
range. The imbalance of domains may be attributed to the influence of the weak mag-
netic field (<1µm) of the objective lens. This in turn means, that the observed state
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has a low coercivity to allow for this imbalance.
The 30 ML and 60 ML films show an almost identical domain pattern, with 4 separable
brightness values due to a four-fold in-plane magnetic anisotropy and an ideal geometrical
alignment to the photon impinging direction.
The phase diagram path of the composition wedged NiPd film discussed in Sect. 5.2.2 has
to cross the phase diagram path connecting the 30 ML and 60 ML films presented in this
section. While the composition wedge does not create any domain pattern in the in-plane
magnetized area, the continuous films presented here show an in-plane domain pattern.
Due to the similarity in domain formation of both continuous films, we do not believe
a monodomain in-plane phase would exist between the two selected thicknesses. We
attribute the single domain formation in the composition wedged film to a spontaneous
minimum of the free energy found for in this specific film or a contribution from the non-
equilibrium geometry of the wedged film. On the other hand, we could imagine local
topography to influence the domain formation in the continuous films by a modulation
of the stray field. Such influence can be seen most easily as small dark domains on the
bright domains [as marked in Fig. 5.24 c)].
In this section we confirmed a shift of the SRT in Ni80Pd20/Cu(001) to a film thick-
ness between 15 ML and 30 ML. The domain formations in each regime could be con-
nected to the domain formation in 30 ML Ni93Pd07/Cu(001) and the composition wedged
60 ML Ni100->Ni63Pd37/Cu(001), respectively, and the phenomenological single-domain
anisotropy treatment of thin films.
5.4 Tc drop at the spin-reorientation transition
An often reported feature of SRTs is a drop of Tc at the thickness or temperature
connected to the SRT. Most notable studies report on a loss of magnetic contrast or signal
for Fe/Ni/Cu(001) [184,186], Ni/Cu(001) at the iSRT [174], NixPd1−x/Cu3Au(001) at
the iSRT [66, 201], and Co/Au(111) [81]. Contrary to these findings, a continuous
transition has been reported for the SRTs in studies on Ni/Cu3Au(001) at the iSRT
without drop of Tc [202].
The images presenting SRTs at room temperature in the previous sections show a transi-
tion of continuous nature without loss of contrast (see Figs. 5.3, 5.21). Additional SRTs
are presented in this section, documenting further reorientation behavior of magnetic
films at room temperature. The XMCD image seen in Fig. 5.25 a) shows the iSRT in a
Ni85Pd15/Cu(001) film. No loss of contrast at the iSRT thickness can be found. The do-
main pattern transits from a cloudlike in-plane pattern with diffuse domain boundaries
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Figure 5.25 – XMCD images at the Ni L3 edge. (a) Ni85Pd15/Cu(001) at thicknesses
between 8 ML and 14 ML. The paramagnetic phase can be seen at the top of the image,
followed by an in-plane phase transiting to a nearly domainless out-of-plane phase. (b) A
composition/thickness wedged 15 ML Ni82Pd18/Cu(001) (plateau) film exhibiting an SRT
from out-of-plane to in-plane due to Pd content increase. (c) An SRT driven by exchange
coupling in a Ni/Co/Cu(001) film due to increasing thickness of the buried Co layer. The
strong Co in-plane anisotropy forces the magnetic moments of the Ni film to conform at a
certain thickness.
to a typical out-of-plane domain pattern without showing a zone of contrast loss.
A composition wedged iSRT in NixPd1−x/Cu(001) is displayed in Fig. 5.25 b). At the
plateau composition, the film is 15 ML Ni82Pd18. With the increase of Pd content, the
system transits from an out-of-plane Ni-like NiPd film of about 12 ML to an in-plane
NiPd film of 15 ML and 18% Pd content. While there is not enough information on this
transition to see whether it is of first or second order, it clearly does not exhibit a zone
without magnetic contrast throughout the iSRT.
A sample of wedged Ni(15 ML)/Co(15 ML)/Cu(001), created to image a different type
of SRT, is shown in Fig. 5.25 c). The wedges of Ni and Co have been rotated by 45◦ with
respect to each other. The image shows an area of constant Ni thickness, but wedged
Co. The image has been obtained at the Ni L3 edge, showing magnetic contrast from
the Ni magnetic moment. While the 15 ML film by its own has a perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (as shown in previous sections), the Co has a strong in-plane anisotropy. The
magnetic coupling strength from the underlying Co increases with Co thickness until the
Ni magnetic moments conform to the in-plane direction, mediated via exchange coupling.
Within the limits of the resolution of the present image (defined by the chosen field of
view - ≈ 60 nm) the SRT proceeds without a loss of magnetic contrast.
The three additional SRTs presented in Fig. 5.25 do not show any hint for a loss of
magnetic order during the realignment of magnetic moments. These findings underline
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the argument deduced from the SRTs presented in the previous sections of this thesis,
see Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.21. With a loss of magnetic order found for the same system
of Ni/Cu(001) and comparable systems Ni/Cu3Au(001) & NixPd1−x/Cu3Au(001), all
measured under applied field in a single domain method. While unlikely, it is possible
that the typically small domains at the SRT are of higher stability, withstanding the
single-domain creating magnetic fields from the respective studies. This would also be
in agreement with the decreased influence of surface roughness on the size of domains
at the SRT, reported by Choi et al. [184].
This argument would agree with the results from studies that experienced a Tc drop.
Lateral averaging of areas bigger than the domain size results in a perceived non-magnetic
sample and an apparent Tc drop. The behavior of the magnetic domains in the SRT area
under the influence of an external magnetic field in a microscopic setup hence would be
an interesting experiment, able to provide further knowledge about the origin of the Tc
drop.
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The thesis aimed at giving the first comprehensive PEEM study on the domain formation
in a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) system exhibiting a spin-reorientation
transition (SRT) covering the the thickness range continuously in a wedged geometry.
The domain formations were described in connection to the evolution of the uniaxial
anisotropy Keff2 . While most sample systems exhibit the PMA only in a narrow thickness
range of about 1-5 ML, Ni/Cu(001) offers an extensided range of about 7-70 ML and offers
a tunable strain influence to the magnetic anisotropy by alloying with Pd.
Samples for analyzation with aberration corrected x-ray photoemission microscopy
(XPEEM) have been grown epitaxially in wedged and continuous film geometry up
to 100 ML thickness. Synchrotron radiation provided at the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich
beamline UE56/1-SGM at BESSY II, Germany, Berlin has been utilized to employ
x-ray circular dichroism (XMCD) as the magnetic contrast mechanism, offering chem-
ical selectivity, as a multi-purpose tool to additionally determine film thickness- and
composition-gradients.
Microscopic images along the wedged Ni-like and NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films showing vary-
ing magnetic contrast with thickness were presented in the first part of the experimental
results. The magnetic phases, categorized by their distinctive changes in domain pattern,
find a good agreement with previous studies on the uniaxial anisotropy properties, which
were measured under applied field. The naturally preferred state of the demagnetized
films found for Ni/Cu(001) are (i) paramagnetic phase, (ii) out-of-plane monodomain-
like phase from 10 ML up to 35 ML, (iii) out-of-plane magnetized phase consisting of
elongated domains with rectangular alignment between domain walls up to 65 ML, (iv)
canted state SRT phase. A distinctive domain-wall arrangement along the <110>-axes
forming a rectangular pattern is introduced in phase (iii), attributed to the decrease
of the uniaxial anisotropy Keff2 , allowing in-plane anisotropies to influence the in-plane
part of the domain walls. The SRT phase at moderate thicknesses of 65 ML for our
Ni/Cu(001) films marks its first microscopic observation, including the domain-state
equivalent to the single-domain canted state. This transition area is characterized by a
breakdown of the domain size in the rectangularly aligned pattern, prevailing in a su-
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perposition with what we call a cloud-like domain pattern. We attribute the increasing
density and contrast strength of the cloud-like domains to an increased canting of the
magnetization angle, in agreement with the creation of XMCD contrast.
A comparison to Monte Carlo simulations from publications of the recent past revealed
a formidable consistency with the domain phases found in our experiment. The rect-
angularly ordered domain formation hence can be explained as a textbook example of
the so-called tetragonal liquid phase, showing a unique path of the phase transition of
the magnetic system through the phase diagram of uniaxial anisotropy vs. temperature
simulated by Carubelli et al. closely to the triple point.
Ni-like sample of NixPd1−x/Cu(001) showed consistent results with the findings from
Ni/Cu(001) in terms of domain formation. A topographic contrast along the <110>-
axes could be found in some 60 ML films by LEEM experiments, which in agreement
to previous study are most likely connected to the formation of misfit dislocations.
However, is not considered to be the driving mechanism. Even though a decrease of
lattice strain is connected to a decrease of the strain-dependent anisotropy contributions
no noticeable shift of the SRT could be found. In combination with NixPd1−x films
of concentrations closer to vanishing lattice mismatch, finding an eminent decrease in
thickness for the in-plane magnetized phase, we attribute the strain-decrease to influence
the strain-dependent terms of Keff2 canceling each other out in the first instance, resulting
in an nonlinear change of SRT thickness with increasing Pd content.
The rectangularly aligned domain pattern was analyzed in Ni88Pd12 by fitting a theo-
retical description of the magnetization rotation to the magnetic contrast obtained from
XMCD image linescans. The screw-like rotation along the <100>-axes cannot be ex-
plained with the data from this study, however, we could understand the behavior if
the sample thickness and the influence of in-plane anisotropies was to induce the change
from Ne´el-type to Bloch-type walls.
In agreement to theoretical considerations and the results obtained from the decrease
of the SRT thickness in NixPd1−x, wedged NixPd1−x/Cu(001) films of Pd content in
the range of compressive strain show only in-plane magnetization throughout the grown
thickness range up to 60 ML. This underlines the validity of the stress-related anisotropy
contributions, effectively acting as an additional in-plane bias in compressively strained
NixPd1−x films.
The thesis shows the first study on a composition-wedged NixPd1−x/Cu(001) exhibiting
an SRT at moderate sample thicknesses. Microscopically, the vicinity of the SRT is
again accompanied by a vigorous change in domain formation. Monodomain-like phase
and labyrinth phase could be found in the out-of plane regime, while the in-plane area
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is governed by a monodomain phase. The SRT itself is determined to be proceeding
via a canted state. In this sample geometry the canted state rotation is performed by
a completely different domain arrangement, characterized by stripes of fading contrast.
In-plane anisotropy contributions could be found at the SRT, tilting this striped domain
arrangement away from the typical wedge inclination direction.
In the last part of this thesis, the observed SRTs were analyzed with respect to the
frequently reported Tc drop at the reorientation. However, no evidence for the exis-
tence was found, including an iSRT in NixPd1−x films and Ni/Co/Cu(001) films. A
detailed comparison with measurements in applied field would be necessary to explain
the occurrence of the observed Tc-drops.
Future experiments and investigations would highly profit from direct comparison of
in-situ and ex-situ produced samples. Complementing the microscopic analysis of do-
mains with the exact determination of anisotropy constants would yield a direct con-
nection between domain formation and the anisotropy constants. Considerable work
towards a portable system has been done in the frame of this thesis by development of a
Cu(001)/Ag/Fe/GaAs(001) film system as a high-quality substitute for Cu(001) single
crystals [203]. In comparison to the Cu(001)/Si system frequently used for Ni films, an
average roughness improvement of about an order of magnitude could be achieved. Film
deposition on these artificial Cu(001) single crystals would enable a direct comparison
between the existing results on capped systems and the Cu single crystal results made
in this study.
In order to observe the influence of growth to the magnetic formation of domains, evap-
oration during PEEM/LEEM examination would also broaden the understanding of
domain formation in epitaxially grown films. In the frame of domain observations the
behavior of the SRT with respect to temperature would be of great interest due to the
temperature dependent anisotropy contributions.
With the unique results presented in this thesis, we find Ni/Cu(001) and
NixPd1−x/Cu(001) to be a model system for spin reorientations of various manifestations
on the microscopic level. While a good agreement with previous studies and theory is
found, further investigation of the systems promise a deeper understanding of the micro-
scopic mechanisms governing the SRT. This Ni/Cu(001) and NixPd1−x/Cu(001) study
presented magnetic behavior yielding deeper insight to the demagnetized SRT in its mag-
netic ground state and domain preferences in the SRTs vicinity. In the course of this
thesis a variety of intrinsic domain formations and magnetization preferences were found,
which underline the diversity of spintronics and the possible properties of materials to
be tailored for technological application.
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